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ABSTRACT 

 

Mercury (Hg) is a hazardous air pollutant and bioaccumulative neurotoxin whose 

intricate atmospheric chemistry complicates our ability to define Hg source-receptor 

relationships on all scales.  Our detailed measurements of Hg in its different forms 

together with atmospheric tracers have improved our understanding of Hg chemistry and 

transport.  Daily-event precipitation samples collected from 1995 to 2006 in Underhill, 

VT were examined to identify Hg wet deposition trends and source influences.  Analysis 

revealed that annual Hg deposition at this fairly remote location did not vary significantly 

over the 12-year period.  While a decreasing trend in volume-weighted mean Hg 

concentration was observed, Hg wet deposition did not decline as transport of emissions 

from the Midwest and along the Atlantic Coast consistently contributed to the largest 

observed Hg wet deposition events.  Receptor modeling of Hg and trace elements in 

precipitation indicated that ~60% of Hg wet deposition at Underhill could be attributed to 

emissions from coal-fired utility boilers (CFUBs), and their contribution to Hg wet 

deposition did not change significantly over time.  Hybrid-receptor modeling further 

defined these CFUBs to be located predominantly in the Midwestern U.S. 

Atmospheric Hg chemistry and transport from the Chicago urban/industrial area was 

the focus of speciated Hg measurements performed in the southern Lake Michigan basin 

during summer 2007.  Transport from Chicago, IL to Holland, MI occurred during 27% 

of the study period, resulting in a five-fold increase in divalent reactive gaseous Hg 



 
 

 

xiv 

(RGM) at the downwind Holland site.  Dispersion modeling of case study periods 

demonstrated that under southwesterly flow approximately half of the RGM in Holland 

could be attributed to primary RGM emissions from Chicago after transport and 

dispersion, with the remainder due to Hg
0
 oxidation in the atmosphere en route.  

Precipitation and ambient vapor phase samples were also collected in Chicago, Holland, 

and Dexter, MI and analyzed for Hg isotopes.  The Hg isotopic fractionation observed in 

atmospheric samples was in contrast to a recently published report which predicted that 

aqueous photoreduction may be a dominant source of atmospheric Hg.  Our results 

suggest that other redox reactions and source related processes likely contribute to 

isotopic fractionation of atmospheric Hg. 



1 

 

CHAPTER 1 

 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Mercury as a Hazardous Air Pollutant 

Mercury (Hg) is a hazardous air pollutant and bioaccumulative neurotoxin.  It is a 

naturally occurring element in the earth’s crust released to the atmosphere through natural 

and anthropogenic activities.  The form of Hg in the atmosphere is predominantly 

inorganic and non-bioaccumulative (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998); however, once Hg is 

deposited in the terrestrial or aquatic ecosystem it can be converted to the more toxic 

organic form, methylmercury, which bioaccumulates in marine and freshwater 

environments and can ultimately threaten human and environmental health (U.S. EPA 

1997; Schroeder and Munthe, 1998).   

Elevated levels of Hg have been observed in several wildlife species, including 

the common loon (Evers et al., 2007) whose exposure to Hg has resulted in reduced 

reproductive success (Burgess, 2005).  A primary concern for humans is the ability for 

Hg to bioaccumulate within the aquatic food chain, as ingestion of contaminated fish can 

lead to neurological damage including impaired cognitive thinking, memory loss, and 

reduced fine motor skills (U.S. EPA, 1997).   Those at greatest risk for these effects are 

the developing fetus, infants, young children, women of childbearing age, and anyone 
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who consumes large amounts of commercial seafood or relies on self-caught fish as a 

major source of sustenance (U.S. EPA 1997).  Atmospheric deposition is the dominant 

pathway for Hg to enter aquatic ecosystems (U.S. EPA, 1997; Landis and Keeler, 2002; 

Hammerschmidt and Fitzgerald, 2006).  Therefore quantification of atmospheric Hg 

emission, transport, chemistry, and deposition is vital to understanding the impact of 

mercury pollution on the society and the environment.  

1.2 Mercury in the Atmosphere: Speciation, Sources, and Chemistry 

Mercury exists in three main forms in the atmosphere: gaseous elemental Hg 

(Hg
0
), fine particle bound Hg (Hgp), and divalent reactive gaseous Hg (RGM).  Hgp and 

RGM are commonly referred to collectively as Hg(II) or Hg
2+

.  Hg
0
 comprises more than 

90% of Hg in ambient air (Slemr et al., 1985, Lin and Pehkonen, 1999).  It has low 

solubility in water and is relatively stable in the environment, allowing it to be 

transported long distances in the atmosphere (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998; Lin and 

Pehkonen, 1999).  Deposited Hg can also be re-emitted to the atmosphere as Hg
0
 due to 

its high volatility, further contributing to the global atmospheric Hg pool (Schroeder and 

Munthe, 1998).   

RGM, on the other hand, is much more reactive than Hg
0
 (Lin and Pehkonen, 

1999).  Consequently RGM has a much shorter atmospheric lifetime than Hg
0
 and 

deposits readily through wet and dry deposition, not only close to emission sources but 

also following Hg
0 
oxidation in the atmosphere (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998; Lin and 

Pehkonen, 1999).  Hgp is released directly from emission sources (Keeler et al., 1995) but 

may also form when gas-phase Hg binds to particles (Pirrone et al., 2000; Forlano et al., 

2000).  Similar to RGM, Hgp is also readily removed through wet and dry deposition (Lin 
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and Pehkonen, 1999).  As a result of the varying behavior of these species, Hg can be 

considered a local, regional, and global pollutant.  Distinguishing the relative 

contributions from of local, regional, and global sources on Hg deposition in a given 

region is critical to effectively regulating mercury emissions to the atmosphere.   

Mercury is released to the atmosphere from a variety of natural and anthropogenic 

sources.  Today, natural and anthropogenic emissions are believed to contribute 

approximately equally to the global mercury pool (Lindberg et al., 2007); however these 

estimates are highly uncertain, and the relative contribution from natural and 

anthropogenic sources will vary geographically and temporally.  Natural emissions occur 

through geologic processes, including volcanoes and geothermal activity, as well as 

through biomass burning, marine emissions, and evasion from terrestrial and aquatic 

surfaces (Nriagu, 1989; Gustin et al., 2008).  Given that Hg can be rapidly recycled back 

to the atmosphere following deposition (Lindberg et al., 2007), it is estimated that a 

substantial portion of the emissions from terrestrial or aquatic surfaces represent the re-

emission of previously deposited natural or anthropogenic Hg (Schroeder and Munthe, 

1998; Gustin et al., 2008; Lindberg et al., 2007).  

Anthropogenic emissions include point sources such as combustion (utility and 

industrial boilers, hazardous waste combustors, and crematories) and manufacturing 

(chlor-alkali, cement, batteries, byproduct coke, and refineries), and area sources such as 

agricultural burning, landfills, and mobile sources (U.S. EPA, 1997).  In the United 

States, anthropogenic point sources emit ~105-110 tons per year (tpy) of Hg (U.S. EPA, 

2005; Pacyna et al., 2006; Butler et al., 2008) while area sources emit only ~3 tpy of Hg 

(U.S. EPA, 1997).  Manufacturing sources contribute ~15 tpy of Hg to the atmosphere, 
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with the remainder of point source emissions due to combustion sources (U.S. EPA, 

1997).  Fossil fuel combustion is the largest anthropogenic point source of atmospheric 

Hg in the U.S., with coal-fired utility boilers emitting ~50 tpy of Hg (U.S. EPA, 1997; 

Cohen et al., 2007; Butler et al., 2008).   

While emissions from natural sources are predominantly Hg
0
, anthropogenic 

emissions contain varying amounts of Hg
0
, RGM, and Hgp (Carpi, 1997; Landis et al., 

2004; Seigneur et al., 2006; Cohen et al., 2007).  Variability in the speciation of 

emissions by source type consequently influences the relative amounts of emitted Hg that 

can be rapidly removed following emission or instead be transported downwind.  As an 

example, mercury emissions from waste incinerators are ~75-85% Hg(II) and ~10-20% 

Hg
0
 (Carpi, 1997), while emissions from coal combustion are ~50-80% Hg(II), and ~20-

50% Hg
0
 (Carpi, 1997; Seigneur et al., 2006).  The Hg(II) emitted from combustion 

sources is expected to be predominantly RGM, as Hgp is more easily removed through 

filters and other control technologies in the stack (Carpi, 1997).   

Additionally, there are a range of gas phase, aqueous phase, and heterogeneous 

reactions that Hg can undergo in the atmosphere following emission.  Hg
0
 can be 

oxidized to Hg(II) in the gas and aqueous phases by hydroxyl radicals, ozone, and 

reactive halogen compounds (Munthe, 1992; Lin and Pehkonen, 1997; Hynes et al., 

2009).  The oxidized Hg(II) can subsequently be removed from the atmosphere through 

wet and dry deposition (Lin et al., 2006).  Hg
0
 may also be removed through dry 

deposition (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998; Lin et al., 2006).  Reduction of Hg
2+

 can also 

occur in the aqueous phase by sulfite, halogen species, and hydroperoxyl radicals (Lin 

and Pehkonen, 1999; Hynes et al., 2009; Munthe et al., 1991), as well as through 
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photochemical reactions and heterogeneous reactions in cloud droplets (Lin and 

Pehkonen, 1997; Seigneur et al., 1994).  The relative importance of these reactions will 

vary seasonally and geographically based on the availability of oxidizing and reducing 

species.  For example, in the Great Lakes region ozone is typically a readily available 

oxidant due to the prevalence of industrial emissions (Dye et al., 1995) and therefore 

reactions with ozone may dominate Hg
0
 oxidation (Munthe and McElroy, 1992).  

Halogen reactions, on the other hand, are typically important in Arctic environments 

(Lindberg et al., 2002) and the marine boundary layer (Hedgecock and Pirrone, 2001; Lin 

et al., 2006); however, industrial halogen sources (Carpi, 1997) could also contribute to 

Hg
0
 oxidation.  The variable behavior of emitted Hg species and the inter-conversions 

that Hg undergoes in the atmosphere following emission add great complexity to 

understanding the spatial scale of source impacts and makes regulating Hg emissions 

particularly challenging.   

1.3 Mercury Regulations 

Mercury was recognized as a hazardous air pollutant (HAP) under the Clean Air 

Act Amendments of 1990 section 112(n)(1)(B), which required the U.S. EPA to study the 

environmental impacts of mercury pollution (U.S. EPA, 1997) and implement standards 

for sources that emit Hg to the atmosphere.  An important outcome of the 1990 

Amendments was the formation of the Great Waters Program, which mandated 

measurements of hazardous air pollutants, including Hg, in the Great Lakes, Lake 

Champlain, the Chesapeake Bay and other selected coastal waterways (U.S. EPA, 1994).  

Under this program, the U.S. EPA was required to establish monitoring networks, 

quantify pollutant deposition, and determine the impact of pollutants on the Great Waters 
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(U.S. EPA, 1994).  This mandate was the impetus behind several monitoring studies in 

the region to quantify Hg sources, transport, and deposition (Burke et al., 1995; Rea et 

al., 1996; Landis et al., 2002; Landis and Keeler, 2002; Vette et al., 2002; Keeler et al., 

2005). 

 Under section 129 of the Clean Air Act Amendments, the U.S. EPA specifically 

targeted emission reduction from solid waste combustors, previously one of the largest 

anthropogenic sources of atmospheric Hg (U.S. EPA, 1997).  Restrictions placed on stack 

emissions from municipal and medical waste incinerators lead to ~95% reductions in 

total Hg emissions from these sources (Cohen et al., 2007).  Declines in emissions 

occurred due to controls placed on stacks as well as bans on the use of Hg in 

manufactured products, such as batteries and paint, which reduced the amount of Hg in 

waste (U.S. EPA).  These reductions occurred across the U.S., with some of the largest 

declines observed in the Northeast States where Hg emissions declined from 15.9 tpy to 

4.7 tpy between 1998 and 2002 (Butler et al., 2008).  However, emissions from coal-fired 

utility boilers and other major anthropogenic sources in the United States have remained 

fairly constant (Cohen et al., 2007; Butler et al., 2008). 

In 2005 the Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR) was proposed, suggesting a cap-

and-trade approach to regulating Hg emissions from coal-fired power plants.  CAMR was 

developed based on the framework of the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR), which was 

also issued in 2005 to regulate emissions of SO2 and NOx under similar regulatory 

techniques.  The intention of CAMR was to ultimately reduce Hg emissions by 70%.  

The rule was overturned in 2008 in favor of using maximum available control 

technologies (MACT) to reduce Hg emissions, as proposed in the 1990 Clean Air Act 
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Amendments (U.S. EPA).  To date EPA has yet to promulgate its final ruling as to how 

MACT will be implemented.   

1.4 Quantifying Atmospheric Mercury in the Great Waters Regions 

 Numerous monitoring efforts following the creation of the Great Waters program 

offered insight into Hg sources and processes in the region using a range of available 

analytical tools.  These studies first quantified the amounts of ambient Hg (Keeler et al., 

1994; Keeler et al., 1995; Burke et al., 1995; Pirrone and Keeler, 1996) and Hg wet 

deposition (Burke et al., 1995; Hoyer et al., 1995; Rea et al., 1996; Landis et al., 2002) at 

urban and rural locations throughout the Midwest and Northeast states.  The addition of 

continuous speciated Hg measurements (Lynam and Keeler 2005; Poissant et al., 2005; 

Lynam and Keeler, 2006; Liu et al, 2007; Liu et al., 2010) provided finer time resolution 

data and demonstrated the temporal variability in speciated Hg concentrations at urban 

and rural locations.   

Several studies also explored the urban/industrial Hg source areas in the Great 

Waters regions, including Chicago/Gary (Landis and Keeler, 2002; Landis et al., 2002; 

Vette et al., 2002), Detroit, MI (Liu et al., 2007; Lynam and Keeler, 2005; Lynam and 

Keeler, 2006), and the Ohio River Valley (Keeler et al., 2006; White et al., 2009).  

Urban/industrial areas were shown to contribute significantly to atmospheric Hg levels in 

the region.  For example, results from atmospheric deposition modeling during the Lake 

Michigan Mass Balance Study (LMMBS) suggested that the Chicago/Gary urban area 

alone contributed to ~20% of the annual atmospheric Hg deposition to Lake Michigan 

(Landis and Keeler, 2002).  Furthermore, multivariate receptor models such as positive 

matrix factorization (PMF) were applied to aerosol (Polissar et al., 2001; Poirot et al., 
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2001; Liu et al., 2003) and wet deposition measurements (Keeler et al., 2006) in order to 

identify the specific sources impacting the atmosphere at receptor locations.  Results of 

these studies suggested that local and regional anthropogenic sources are major 

contributors to atmospheric Hg in the region.  Specifically, ~70% of Hg wet deposition in 

the Ohio River Valley was attributed to emissions from coal-fired utility boilers (Keeler 

et al., 2006).  It can be concluded from these past studies that atmospheric deposition is a 

dominant pathway for Hg to enter the terrestrial and aquatic ecosystem, and that local and 

regional anthropogenic sources contribute substantially to atmospheric Hg in the Great 

Waters regions.   

Mercury stable isotope analysis is an additional new tool that may also be useful 

in further understanding sources of Hg to the atmosphere and Hg biogeochemical 

cycling, but until recently this technique had not been applied to atmospheric samples in 

the Great Waters regions.  Mercury exists in seven stable isotopes, but the natural 

abundance of these isotopes may be altered as Hg undergoes physical, chemical, or 

biological processes.  The variation from natural abundance that occurs during these 

processes is referred to as fractionation (Figure 1.1).  Mass-dependent fractionation 

(MDF) results from differences in zero-point vibrational energies and bond strength 

between isotopes due to their differing masses (Bergquist and Blum, 2007) such that 

during chemical reactions and other processes the heavier and lighter isotopes will 

behave differently (Figure 1.1c).   

Mass-independent fractionation (MIF) is fractionation that does not follow 

theoretically predicted mass-dependence, and measurements of MIF are reported as the 

deviation from predicted mass dependence (Figure 1.1d).  MIF of Hg may occur during 
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equilibrium and kinetic reactions.  During equilibrium reactions, MIF of Hg occurs due to 

variations in the nuclear charge radius of different isotopes that is caused by variability in 

the packing of protons and neutrons in the nucleus (nuclear volume theory) (Schauble, 

2007).  MIF may occur during kinetic reactions due to the influence of nuclear spin in the 

odd-mass isotopes on radical pair reaction rates (magnetic isotope effect) (Turro, 1983; 

Buchachenko, 2001; Buchachenko et al., 2007).   

The magnitude and sign of MDF and MIF in a given environmental reservoir may 

therefore suggest the specific processes that Hg has undergone during biogeochemical 

cycling.  Recent studies indicate that isotopic analyses can offer insight on the sources of 

Hg to the environment (Biswas et al., 2008) and the specific processes that Hg undergoes 

in the ecosystem (Bergquist and Blum, 2007; Carignan et al., 2009; Sherman et al., 

2010), and may therefore be a valuable new approach to understanding Hg sources and 

cycling in the atmosphere.   

1.5 Current Uncertainties in Our Understanding of Atmospheric Mercury 

Given that consistent atmospheric Hg monitoring has only been ongoing for the 

past ~15-20 years and proper monitoring can be costly and time intensive, there is a 

shortage of long-term monitoring databases of ambient and wet deposition Hg 

measurements.  While the ability to effectively monitor atmospheric Hg is continually 

improving, and the existence of long-term monitoring networks continues to grow (Butler 

et al., 2008; Keeler and Dvonch, 2005), there is still a need for additional evaluation of 

long-term ambient and wet deposition datasets in the literature in order to effectively 

assess the impact of emission regulations over time and sufficiently inform policy 

decisions.   
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Furthermore, while it is recognized that fossil fuel combustion is the dominant 

source of Hg in the U.S., the spatial extent over which emissions can travel and be 

subsequently removed is not fully understood.  There is strong observational evidence for 

near-field (within 1 km of the stack) deposition of Hg(II) emissions (White et al., 2009).  

In a modeling study it was also suggested that Hg(II) emissions can travel beyond 50 km 

from the emission source (Siegneur et al., 2006) potentially influencing more remote 

locations.  Given that the transport and behavior of Hg in the atmosphere following 

emission will vary with meteorological conditions, it is apparent that Hg emissions can 

have varying scales of spatial impact.  The behavior of Hg once it is emitted to the 

atmosphere creates challenges for developing effective regulatory strategies for 

anthropogenic Hg emissions.   

The relative importance of reactive Hg transport versus chemical production and 

loss in the atmosphere is also important to quantify in order to measure the spatial 

influence of Hg emissions.  Various gas, aqueous, and heterogeneous reactions that Hg 

may undergo in the atmosphere have been studied (Munthe, 1992; Seigneur et al., 1994; 

Lin and Pehkonen, 1997; Lin and Pehkonen, 1999; Hynes et al., 2009), but their relative 

importance and effect on Hg transport and cycling is still not fully understood.  

Knowledge of Hg chemistry and speciation in the atmosphere is critical to the 

understanding of Hg transport and deposition on spatial scales.    

1.6 Dissertation Structure  

The subsequent chapters of this dissertation present analyses of atmospheric Hg 

observations in the Lake Champlain and Lake Michigan basins.  These chapters are 

formatted for peer-reviewed publication.  Chapter 2 was published in Atmospheric 
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Environment (Gratz et al., 2009).  Chapter 5 was submitted to Environmental Science and 

Technology in February 2010 and is currently under review (Gratz et al., In Review).   

Chapters 2 and 3 explore 12 years of Hg wet deposition measurements at 

Underhill, VT, a remote location in the Lake Champlain basin.  Chapter 2 presents a 

long-term perspective on Hg wet deposition and meteorological influences at the 

Underhill site, while Chapter 3 explores the sources of Hg in precipitation at Underhill 

using multivariate and hybrid-receptor modeling techniques.  The predominant 

hypothesis addressed in these two chapters is that Hg deposition at the remote Vermont 

location has not declined over time because of consistent transport of elevated amounts of 

Hg from coal combustion emissions in the industrialized Midwest and East Coast.   

In Chapters 4 and 5, the focus shifts to the more urban and industrial Lake 

Michigan basin.  These chapters present analysis of ambient and wet deposited Hg in the 

region and explore the processes that mercury may undergo in the atmosphere following 

emission.  In Chapter 4, the impact of the Chicago/Gary industrial region on southwest 

Michigan is examined through analysis of speciated Hg observations and selected case 

studies which investigate the relative importance of direct RGM transport and chemical 

production in the atmosphere.  It is suggested that Chicago/Gary sources are the dominant 

contributors to RGM in southwest Michigan during the summer months due to a 

combination of direct transport of emissions and chemical RGM production in the 

atmosphere.  Chapter 5 summarizes the initial application of Hg isotope analysis to 

ambient and wet deposited Hg as a new approach to understanding Hg transport and 

cycling in the atmosphere.  Preliminary findings are presented and the potential 

mechanisms contributing to Hg isotopic variation in the Great Lakes atmosphere are 
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suggested.  The key findings and contributions of these studies are summarized in 

Chapter 6 with recommendations for future work.
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Figure 1.1: The definition of mass-dependent and mass-independent fractionation of Hg 

isotopes. (a) The natural abundance of Hg isotopes, (b)  Hg isotopes 

normalized to a standard, (c) Mass-dependent fractionation (MDF) 

represented by δ
202

Hg in permil (‰), and (d) Mass Independent Fractionation 

represented by Δ
201

Hg in permil  (‰) (Blum, 2008). 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Long-Term Relationships Between Mercury Wet Deposition and Meteorology 

 

Abstract 

Daily-event precipitation samples collected in Underhill, VT from 1995-2006 were 

analyzed for total mercury and results suggest that there were no statistically significant 

changes in annual mercury wet deposition over time, despite significant emissions 

reductions in the Northeast United States.  Meteorological analysis indicates that mercury 

deposition has not decreased as transport of emissions from major source regions in the 

Midwest and East Coast have consistently contributed to the largest observed mercury 

wet deposition amounts over the period.  In contrast, annual volume-weighted mean 

(VWM) mercury concentration declined slightly over the 12-years, and a significant 

decrease was observed from CY 2001-2006.  An increase in the total annual precipitation 

amount corresponded with the decline in annual VWM mercury concentration.  Analysis 

suggests that the increase in precipitation observed was strongly related to changes in the 

amount and type of precipitation that fell seasonally, and this departure was attributed to 

a response in meteorological conditions to climate variability and the El Niño-Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO) cycle.  Increased amounts of rainfall and mixed precipitation 

(mixture of rainfall and snowfall), particularly in the spring and fall seasons, enhanced 

annual precipitation amounts and resulted in declining VWM mercury concentrations 
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during these periods.  Thus, declines in concentration at the more remote Underhill site 

appear to be more directly linked to local scale meteorological and climatological 

variability than to a reduction in emissions of mercury to the atmosphere. 

 

2.1. Introduction 

Mercury is a hazardous air pollutant and bioaccumulative neurotoxin.  It is a 

naturally occurring element in the earth’s crust released to the atmosphere by natural and 

anthropogenic sources.  Anthropogenic emissions, including combustion, manufacturing, 

agricultural burning, and mobile sources (U.S. EPA, 1997), are the most significant 

source of mercury to the environment (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998).  In the United 

States, fossil fuel combustion is the most significant anthropogenic source of atmospheric 

mercury (U.S. EPA, 1997). 

Mercury exists in three main forms in the atmosphere: gaseous elemental mercury 

(Hg
0
), fine particle bound mercury (Hgp), and divalent reactive gaseous mercury (RGM).  

Hg
0
, the primary form of mercury in the atmosphere, is not very water soluble (Carpi, 

1997; Schroeder and Munthe, 1998).  Hg(p) and RGM (collectively Hg(II)), however, are 

very water soluble and much more reactive than Hg
0
.  Hg(II) is removed readily through 

wet and dry deposition (Lin and Pehkonen, 1999) whereas Hg
0
 can travel long distances 

before being oxidized to Hg(II) and depositing (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998).   

Oxidation of gaseous Hg
0
 through photochemistry or reactions with ozone (O3), 

hydroxyl radical (OH), and reactive halogens is likely the first step in mercury removal 

from the atmosphere (Lin et al., 2006).  Dry deposition of Hg
0
 may also be an important 

removal mechanism (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998; Lin et al., 2006).  Reduction of Hg(II) 
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to Hg
0 
leads to additional transport away from sources but is dependent on the particular 

Hg(II) species involved, given that each has its own kinetic properties.  The relative 

predominance of these reactions varies based on the availability of the oxidizing and 

reducing species, as well as meteorological conditions and source emissions (Lin et al, 

2006). Therefore, the relative amounts of Hg
0
 and Hg(II) in the atmosphere vary 

seasonally and geographically, impacting the amount of mercury available to be removed 

through wet deposition.   

Given the continued growth in worldwide industrialization and energy use, 

quantification of mercury emissions, transport, and deposition is vital to understanding 

the impact of mercury pollution on the environment and society.  Currently, most states 

in the United States have fish consumption advisories due to mercury contamination in 

lakes and rivers.  Consequently, the Great Waters Program was created under the Clean 

Air Act Amendments of 1990 to mandate measurements of mercury wet deposition in the 

Great Lakes, Lake Champlain, the Chesapeake Bay and other selected coastal waterways 

(U.S. EPA, 1994).  This program prompted the initial monitoring efforts in Underhill, 

VT.   

In 1998, the Northeast Governors and Eastern Canadian Premiers formed a task 

force to eliminate regional anthropogenic sources of mercury.  Mercury emissions in the 

northeastern United States consequently declined from 15.9 ton/yr to 4.7 ton/yr from 

1998-2002 (NESCAUM, 2005). These reductions occurred primarily due to the 

nationwide U.S. EPA rule that required 95% reductions in municipal and medical waste 

combustion emissions, previously two of the largest anthropogenic sources of mercury in 

the Northeast.  Municipal waste combustion currently comprises 22% of all mercury 
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emissions in the Northeast.  Other major emitters in the Northeast include electric utility 

boilers, residential heating, and sewage sludge incinerators; however, emissions from 

these sources have not declined as significantly (NESCAUM, 2005).   

Mercury emissions across the United States also decreased throughout the 1990s 

by approximately 100 tons, primarily due to reductions in waste incineration emissions 

(Cohen et al., 2007), and more substantial declines occurred in the Northeast than the 

Midwest (Butler et al., 2008).  Emissions from utility coal boilers, industrial boilers, and 

other major anthropogenic sources in the United States remained relatively constant from 

the early 1990s to 2002 (Cohen et al., 2007; Butler et al., 2008).   Today, elevated levels 

of mercury in fish and wildlife remain a persistent problem in the Northeast states, with 

much of the contamination attributed to atmospheric deposition (Hammerschmidt and 

Fitzgerald, 2006; Evers et al., 2007). Therefore, despite regulatory achievements, there is 

still much to be understood about mercury emissions, transport, and deposition in the 

United States.  

Mercury wet deposition measurements at Underhill represent one of the longest 

running mercury records to date.  An earlier analysis from 1993-2003 showed no 

statistically significant linear trend in mercury deposition, and identified important 

seasonal and meteorological relationships with mercury wet deposition.  In addition, the 

highest deposition events were largely associated with air mass transport from the Ohio 

River Valley region (Keeler et al., 2005). 

The present manuscript examines long-term patterns in precipitation, mercury 

concentration and wet deposition at Underhill from 1995-2006.  Relationships between 

mercury in precipitation and local meteorology, including temperature, precipitation 
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amount, and precipitation type, are used to interpret the observations.  In light of recent 

studies showing the impact of climate variability and large scale meteorological 

phenomena on precipitation in the Northeast (Barlow et al., 2000; Patten et al., 2003; 

Huntington and Hodgkins, 2004; Griffiths and Bradley, 2007), seasonal and local scale 

climate variability are also examined at Underhill in conjunction with mercury deposition 

measurements. Through these analyses, the unique Underhill precipitation record is used 

to examine the influence of meteorological parameters on mercury deposition over time.   

2.2. Methodology 

2.2.1 Site Description 

The Underhill site is located on the west slope of Mount Mansfield at the Proctor 

Maple Research Center (PMRC) (elevation 399m), approximately 25 km east of Lake 

Champlain (Figure 2.1).  Daily-event wet-only precipitation samples were collected for 

mercury and trace elements in collaboration with the Vermont Monitoring Cooperative 

(VMC) using a modified MIC-B (MIC, Thornhill, Ontario) automatic precipitation 

collector (Landis and Keeler, 1997). Sample collection commenced at Underhill in 

December 1992 and continued through September 2007.  

2.2.2 Sampling and Analysis 

When sample collection began in 1992, precipitation was collected into 10 L 

borosilicate glass bottles through a Teflon-coated funnel in the MIC-B wet-only collector.  

In September 1994, the sampling train was redesigned and replaced with separate 

sampling trains for mercury and trace elements, as described in Landis and Keeler 

(1997).  The sampling trains minimized enrichment of trace elements in precipitation 

samples, and reduced effects caused by the absorptive behavior of trace metals to the 
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walls of the sampling bottles (Church et al., 1984).  The mercury sampling train consisted 

of a borosilicate glass funnel (collection area 191 ± 9 cm
2
), a Teflon adapter with a glass 

vapor lock to prevent loss of mercury from the samples, and a 1L Teflon bottle.  The 

trace element sampling train consisted of a polypropylene funnel (collection area 167 ± 7 

cm
2
), a polypropylene adapter, and a 1L polypropylene bottle.  Due to the change in 

sample collection technique in 1994, only data from the 12 complete years of consistent 

sample collection (1995-2006) will be discussed in this manuscript.  

All field supplies were rigorously prepared at the University of Michigan Air 

Quality Laboratory (UMAQL), and after collection samples were shipped back to the 

UMAQL for processing and analysis.  The sampling trains were prepared in an 11-day 

acid-cleaning procedure (Landis and Keeler, 1997) and were replaced after individual 

precipitation events.  Precipitation samples were processed at the UMAQL using clean 

techniques and were analyzed for mercury using cold-vapor atomic fluorescence 

spectrometry (CVAFS) (Keeler et al., 2005).   

Precipitation amounts derived from samples collected at Underhill were compared 

with the on-site National Weather Service standard 8-inch rain gauge, and results 

indicated that the MIC-B precipitation collection agreed with the NWS rain gauge to 

within 1% (Miller et al., in prep.), confirming that the MIC-B is effective in collecting 

precipitation.  In this study event precipitation depths were calculated using MIC-B 

measured sample volumes and the average recorded funnel area.  All precipitation 

samples greater than 0.10 cm were included in this data analysis.  Only 81 of 1,236 

(6.5%) samples collected were excluded, and no statistically significant trends were 

observed in the concentration or deposition for these low volume samples. 
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2.2.3 Statistical Analysis  

Precipitation samples collected at Underhill were examined on annual and 

seasonal time scales for the 12-year period (1995-2006) and the recent six-year period 

(2001-2006).  Seasons were determined using true dates of solstice and equinox for each 

year.  The statistical significance of changes in annual and seasonal precipitation depth, 

VWM mercury concentration, and mercury wet deposition were determined using linear 

regression and ANOVA tests (SPSS V16.0).  Wilcoxon and Kruskal-Wallis tests were 

also used to determine if mercury deposition was significantly different among individual 

meteorological clusters (SAS V9.1). 

2.2.4 Meteorological Data 

Meteorological data for the Underhill site, including ambient temperatures and 

tipping bucket rain gauge data, was provided by the PMRC Basic Meteorological 

Monitoring program.  Data was recorded on hourly intervals prior to July 1998, and every 

15 minutes from July 1998 onward.  The hour of maximum precipitation for each event 

was determined from the tipping bucket rain gauge. Belfort rain gauge charts were used 

when tipping bucket data was unavailable.  Precipitation type was categorized as rain, 

snow, or mixed precipitation (mixture of rainfall and snowfall) by an on-site operator. 

Air mass transport to the Underhill site was modeled using the Hybrid Single-

Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) Model Version 4.8 (Draxler and 

Hess, 1997).  HYSPLIT back trajectories were calculated using the National Weather 

Service’s National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Nested Grid Model 

(NGM) for 1995-1996 and the Eta Data Assimilation System (EDAS) for 1997-2006.  

Data was obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Air 
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Resources Laboratory (NOAA-ARL).  The hour of maximum precipitation was used as 

the starting time for each trajectory.  The starting height was set to one-half of the mixed-

layer height, as determined from upper-air soundings, in order to best represent air mass 

transport within the boundary layer.   Cluster analysis was performed using Ward’s 

Minimum-Variance method (Ward, 1963; Moody and Samson, 1989; Landis et al., 

2002).  Clusters were determined using trajectory endpoints as well as the mean on-site 

temperature on the day of the event, the total precipitation amount, and the precipitation 

type associated with each event.  While three-day back-trajectories are often used to 

represent regional transport regimes, two-day back trajectories were used here due to the 

frequency of missing data points associated with three-day back trajectories which would 

have reduced the number of precipitation samples used in the cluster analysis.   A 

comparison of the calculated two- and three-day clusters resulted in equivalent transport 

regimes and thus, the choice of trajectory length did not have a significant impact on the 

findings discussed in the next section. 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 1995-2006 

There were 1,155 daily-event precipitation samples collected at Underhill from 

1995-2006.  The annual VWM mercury concentration and total wet deposition for 1995-

2006 are shown in Figure 2.2. Error bars were calculated using 8.1% uncertainty in the 

measured concentration (Landis and Keeler, 1997) and 5% uncertainty in the 

precipitation depth (Keeler et al., 2006).  The VWM mercury concentration for 1995-

2006 was 8.3±0.7 ng/L and the mean event mercury wet deposition was 0.10±0.01 μg/m
2
.  

The range in sample concentration was 0.9 ng/L – 90.5 ng/L.  On average 96 samples 
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were collected each year, and the average event precipitation depth was 1.24±0.06 cm.  

The highest annual mercury deposition occurred in 1998 and 2004.  These were two of 

the wettest years of the period as well, partially explaining the elevated deposition.  CY 

1998 also had the greatest number of events collected (n=124) and the highest average 

annual temperature (8.1°C for the entire year; 10.0°C on days when precipitation 

occurred).  In both years, approximately 80% of the total precipitation fell as rain, 

whereas for the other 10 years only 70% of the total precipitation was in the form of rain, 

on average.  This suggests that meteorological parameters, including temperature, 

precipitation amount, and precipitation type were important in controlling the wet 

removal of mercury from the atmosphere.   

From 1995-2006, annual precipitation amount at Underhill increased significantly 

by 3.9 cm/year (4.2%/yr; r
2
=

 
0.43; p=0.02).  Annual VWM mercury concentrations 

declined slightly by 0.1 ng/L/yr (1.4%/yr) from 1995-2006 but the relationship was not 

significant (r
2
=

 
0.21; p=0.14).  Total annual deposition measured at Underhill did not 

change significantly over the 12-year period (r
2
=0.08, p=0.36).   

Analysis of weekly precipitation samples collected by the Mercury Deposition 

Network (MDN) indicated a decline in VWM concentration at four of 12 sites in New 

England from 1998-2005 (Butler et al., 2008).  A significant 1.7% per year decline in 

concentration was observed (14±4% over the eight-year period) (Butler et al., 2008).  

Although the decline in concentration at Underhill was not significant from 1995-2006, 

or from 1998-2005, a statistically significant decline of 0.6 ng/L/yr (6%/yr) was observed 

during the second half of the study (2001-2006). 
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A significant decline in mercury wet deposition was not observed at the MDN 

sites (Butler et al., 2008) or at Underhill.  The coincident decrease in VWM concentration 

and increase in precipitation amount at Underhill suggests that a relatively constant 

amount of mercury was available for scavenging in an increasing amount of precipitation, 

resulting in declining annual concentrations. This observation begs the question of why 

mercury wet deposition was approximately constant during a period of reported emission 

reductions for waste incinerators (USEPA, 2005).  Because mercury emissions from 

waste incineration are primarily Hg(II) (Carpi, 1997; Dvonch et al., 1999), and Hg(II) is 

readily deposited (Lin and Pehkonen, 1999; White et al. 2009), it is logical to predict that 

a substantial emissions reduction in New England region would have had a measurable 

impact on mercury deposition in many of the Northeast States.  However, such a decline 

was not observed in northern Vermont based upon analysis of the daily-event deposition 

data from Underhill.  Analysis of the prevailing flow regimes and upwind history of air 

masses associated with the largest mercury deposition events suggests that the consistent 

annual deposition may be due to the dominance of regional transport from mercury 

sources in high-density source regions where there are numerous source types that have 

not reported declines as significant as the waste incineration sector over the course of the 

study.   

Studies of mercury deposition in the northeastern United States have identified 

major source regions as the Midwest and East Coast (Han et al., 2005; Choi et al., 2008), 

demonstrating the importance of transport on mercury deposition.  To elucidate the 

impact of source regions on the Underhill site, cluster analysis was performed on 

HYSPLIT two-day back trajectories from 1995-2006.  Sixteen clusters were computed, 
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explaining 76% of the variance in the data.  Wilcoxon and Kruskal-Wallis tests indicated 

that the mercury deposition was significantly different among individual clusters 

(p<0.0001).  The clusters with the highest mean and median wet deposition at the 

Underhill site represented transport from the Midwest and East Coast in conjunction with 

rainfall and average temperatures ranging from 4.9°C to 27.2°C (Figures 2.3 a-c; Table 

2.1).  The clusters with the lowest mean and median event wet deposition displayed 

transport from the northwest and southwest when average temperatures were between      

-22.4° C and 6.7° C and predominantly snowfall or mixed precipitation was recorded 

(Figures 2.3 d-f; Table 2.1).  Although southwest transport was observed in both the 

highest and lowest deposition clusters, lower wet deposition was accompanied with 

advection of cold air and snowfall.  Similar to earlier studies (Hoyer et al 1995), the 

cluster analysis indicates that the meteorological conditions leading up to and during 

precipitation events are critical factors for understanding deposition amounts.  These 

results also demonstrate the importance of regional transport to Underhill from sources 

south and southwest of the site.   

To statistically determine whether the largest mercury deposition amounts were 

consistently associated with transport from these major source regions over time, cluster 

analysis of back trajectories was performed on individual years.  In each year from 1995-

2006, the meteorological clusters with the highest mean deposition were associated with 

precipitation falling as rainfall, average on-site temperatures above 10°C, and transport 

from the Midwest or East Coast.  The clusters with the lowest mean deposition were 

associated primarily with northwesterly flow, average on-site temperatures below 5°C 

and snowfall or mixed precipitation.  Thus, the dominant transport regimes and air mass 
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history associated with the highest deposition events at Underhill did not change 

appreciatively from year to year, and consequently, the annual deposition amounts did 

not decrease.   

Finally, cluster analysis was also performed on individual seasons to further 

examine the effect of meteorological conditions on deposition patterns.  In all seasons, 

the clusters with the highest mean mercury deposition occurred with southerly or 

southwesterly flow and warm air advection to the region.  In winter the highest 

deposition clusters had average temperatures at the site above 0°C, southwesterly 

transport, and either rainfall or mixed precipitation.  The lowest deposition clusters 

displayed temperatures less than -4°C, northerly flow, and either snowfall or mixed 

precipitation.  In the summertime, when all precipitation was in the form of rainfall, the 

highest deposition clusters had average temperatures between 12°C and 24°C with 

southerly or southwesterly flow, and the lowest deposition occurred with temperatures 

between 8°C and 20°C with either easterly or northwesterly transport.  The mean 

mercury deposition for the summertime clusters was three times greater than the clusters 

with the highest mean deposition in winter.  Therefore, the combined effects of 

temperature, transport regime (upwind history including pathway and air mass 

characteristics), and precipitation type were critical in determining wet deposition 

amounts at Underhill.   These factors are also important when considering the 

physicochemical transformations that occur en route between source and receptor. 

Relationships between temperature, precipitation type, and mercury wet 

deposition at this site were reported previously (Keeler et al. 2005).  Temperature is a 

critical parameter in the atmospheric chemistry of mercury and plays a major role in 
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determining the speciation and amount of mercury that reaches the site (Han et al, 2004; 

Lynam and Keeler, 2006).  Temperature appears weakly correlated to deposition on an 

event basis, but is more strongly correlated on monthly time scales (r
2
=0.50; Figure 2.4), 

indicating that the temperature at the site on the day of each event may not be as 

important as the regional, upwind meteorology in determining total deposition amounts.  

Mercury wet deposition is also highly seasonal, with greater wet deposition observed 

during the warmer months (Figure 2.4), suggesting the importance of both mercury 

speciation and the removal efficiency of different precipitation types.   

 RGM is typically higher when temperatures are warm and during periods of 

increased photo-oxidation of Hg
0
 (Liu et al. 2007; Lynam and Keeler, 2006).  RGM is 

also readily removed by precipitation (Lin and Pehkonen, 1999; White et al. 2009).  In 

contrast, during cold winter months particulate mercury is somewhat elevated at 

Underhill (Burke et al. 1995), and VWM mercury concentrations and wet deposition are 

noticeably lower.  The relationship between precipitation type and mercury wet 

deposition is, in part, due to the fact that rain is more efficient than snow in scavenging 

mercury from the atmosphere (Hoyer et al., 1995; Landis et al., 2002; Keeler et al., 

2006).  Over 80% of the mercury wet deposition at Underhill was in the form of rain, 

with only 5% depositing as snow, and 12% as mixed precipitation.  Figure 2.5 shows the 

VWM mercury concentration and number of samples collected for different ranges of 

precipitation amount for each precipitation type.  For a given precipitation amount, rain 

appears more efficient at removing mercury from the atmosphere than mixed 

precipitation or snowfall, further suggesting that precipitation type is one of many 
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important factors determining the concentration of mercury in precipitation, and 

ultimately the amount of mercury that will deposit to the surface during a given event. 

2.3.2 2001-2006 

The 12-year record from Underhill was divided into two six-year segments (1995-

2000 and 2001-2006) to further examine changes in mercury deposition and meteorology 

over time and determine the cause for the recently observed increase in annual 

precipitation amount. The first six years of data (1995-2000) did not show any significant 

variability in precipitation amount, VWM mercury concentration, or total mercury wet 

deposition.  However, from 2001-2006 there was an approximately 0.6 ng/L/yr decline in 

VWM concentration (6%/yr; r
2
 = 0.79; p=0.02) and an 11.3 cm/yr increase in total 

precipitation amount (12%/yr; r
2
 = 0.78; p=0.02).  The decline in VWM concentration 

coincided with the increase in precipitation amount starting in 2001, and both changes 

were significant.  There was no significant change in the annual total deposition from 

2001-2006. The highest concentrations were typically observed with low precipitation 

amounts (Figure 2.5), suggesting that at this remote site most of the mercury was 

removed during the onset of precipitation, and additional precipitation acted to dilute 

samples throughout the remainder of the event.  This relationship was consistent among 

all precipitation types (Figure 2.5), suggesting that the observed decline in concentration 

from 2001-2006 was likely caused by the increase in annual precipitation amount.   

To determine whether the increase in annual precipitation amount from 2001-

2006 was isolated to the Underhill site or was in fact a regional phenomenon, annual 

precipitation totals from the PMRC and five regional airports (NCDC) were examined 

(Figure 2.6).  These airports were chosen because of their proximity to Underhill and the 
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availability of data for the time period of interest.  All sites showed an increase in annual 

precipitation amount from 2001-2006 of 10.8 cm/year on average (r
2
=0.92).  This rate of 

change was equivalent to the change observed at Underhill (11.3 cm/yr) considering the 

5% uncertainty in the precipitation depth measurement.  Precipitation measurements from 

the other sites indicate that the increase was prevalent throughout the Northeast (Figure 

2.6).  Further examination demonstrates that the greatest increase occurred in spring 

(April-May) and fall (October-November) months, indicating a possible change in the 

form and duration of precipitation during these seasons.  This analysis was extended to 

airports across the Midwest and East Coast, and results indicate that the increase in 

precipitation from 2001-2006 was primarily isolated to the Northeast states.  Although 

annual precipitation increased slightly at stations in New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania 

(6.9 cm/yr; r
2
=0.55) primarily in spring and fall, on average there was no change in 

annual precipitation for the Midwest or other East Coast locations examined here.  

Therefore, the decline in concentration at Underhill cannot be attributed to an increase in 

upwind wet removal of mercury in the high emission source regions.    

A significant increase in the frequency of large volume precipitation samples 

collected at Underhill may further explain the increase in annual precipitation amount 

(Figure 2.7).  The precipitation sampling train was capable of collecting up to 2 inches 

(5.08 cm) of precipitation into a 1L bottle.  While the mean sample volume for the 12-

year period was 237 mL (0.5 in; 1.27 cm), from 2001-2006, there was a nearly three-fold 

increase in the number of daily-event samples with at least 500 mL (1 inch; 2.54 cm) of 

precipitation.  The number of samples collected each year from 1995-2006 did not 

change significantly, potentially indicating longer duration periods of precipitation that 
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lead to larger volumes being collected into individual daily-event samples.  Because large 

volume events at Underhill typically lead to equivalent amounts of mercury diluted 

within a given sample, the decline in annual VWM mercury concentration was more 

likely influenced by an increase in the number of large precipitation events rather than a 

decline in atmospheric mercury available to be removed by precipitation.  

Changes in precipitation type were also examined from 2001-2006 (Figure 2.8).  

While there were no statistically significant changes in the annual amounts of rainfall or 

snowfall from 1995-2006, the annual mixed precipitation amount increased significantly 

by 1.7 cm/yr (r
2
 = 0.75; p=0.0003) from 1995-2006.  From 2001-2006, rainfall increased 

by 9.0 cm/yr (r
2
=0.58; p=0.082), mixed precipitation increased by 3.1 cm/yr (r

2
=0.89; 

p=0.005), and both changes were statistically significant.  Snowfall did not change 

significantly from 2001-2006.   While additional years of data may be required to detect a 

statistically significant trend in annual snowfall, the increase in mixed precipitation and 

rainfall may indicate important changes in meteorology both seasonally and annually. 

2.3.3 Observations of Local Climate Variability 

 Changes in the form and amount of precipitation received at a given site may 

signal changes in the local or regional climate (Huntington and Hodgkins, 2004; Griffiths 

and Bradley, 2007).  To investigate the presence of local scale climate variability at the 

Underhill site, precipitation amounts were examined with respect to precipitation type 

and season.  Not unexpectedly, there were no significant year to year changes in any 

precipitation type during summer or winter, but spring and fall showed interesting 

variability (Figure 2.9). 
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From 1995-2006, spring rainfall amount increased significantly by 1.8 cm/yr (r
2
 = 

0.43; p=0.02) (Figure 2.9a).  From 2001-2006, this change was more extreme with an 

increase of 5.4 cm/yr (r
2
 = 0.83; p=0.012).  There were no significant springtime patterns 

for mixed precipitation or snowfall amounts from 1995-2006 or from 2001-2006.  

However, it is interesting to note that there was no springtime snowfall observed in 2003, 

2005, and 2006.  A lack of recorded spring snowfall did not occur in any year prior to 

2003.  In the fall from 1995-2006, mixed precipitation amount increased significantly by 

1.3 cm/yr (r
2
 = 0.82; p=0.0001; Figure 2.9b).  There was an even greater increase in 

mixed precipitation amount of 1.5 cm/yr (r
2
 = 0.69; p=0.04) from 2001-2006.  However, 

there were no significant changes in fall snowfall or rainfall amounts.   

Significant changes in VWM concentration were observed from 1995-2006 and 

2001-2006.  From 1995-2006 the spring VWM concentration for rainfall declined 

significantly by 0.6 ng/L/yr (r
2
=0.65; p=0.002) (Figure 2.9c).  From 2001-2006, the 

spring VWM concentration declined for rainfall (0.9 ng/L/yr; r
2
=0.75; p=0.08) and mixed 

precipitation (1.5 ng/L/yr; r
2
=0.59; p=0.07) (Figure 2.9c).  Fall VWM also decreased for 

rainfall (1.1 ng/L/yr; r
2
=0.59; p=0.07) from 2001-2006 (Figure 2.9d).   

Changes in total mercury deposition from 1995-2006 and 2001-2006 for any 

precipitation type or season were not significant (Figures 2.9e-f), with the exception of 

fall mercury deposition from mixed precipitation, which increased significantly from 

1995-2006 by 0.05 µg/m
2
/yr (r

2
=0.44; p=0.02).   

This analysis shows that changes in seasonal precipitation type and amount from 

year to year may have in part contributed to the observed increase in annual precipitation 

amount and the subsequent decline in VWM concentration.  Further analysis 
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demonstrates that in addition to local scale climate variability, other large scale 

meteorological phenomena may also be influencing changes in annual precipitation as 

well as the duration and volume of individual daily-events. 

2.3.4 Impacts of the ENSO Cycle on Precipitation 

Changes in annual precipitation associated with the El Niño -Southern Oscillation 

(ENSO) cycle are an indication of climate variability on a larger scale (Barlow et al., 

2000; Patten et al., 2003).  The increased frequency of El Niño in recent years is a 

possible explanation for the increase in annual precipitation amount and large volume 

events from 2001-2006 at Underhill.  Acknowledging that there is limited data from this 

study to perform a long-term analysis, the data available does allow us to hypothesize on 

the relationship between ENSO and the observed increase in precipitation amount at 

Underhill.   

ENSO is a phenomenon associated with changes in sea surface pressure that alter 

the general circulation of the equatorial Pacific and significantly impact global weather 

patterns.  El Niño events typically occur every 3-7 years.  During this time, some regions 

of the world experience increased precipitation while others experience increased drought 

(Rohli and Vega, 2008).  The meteorological impacts of ENSO vary across the United 

States (Meehl et al., 2007).  Although the relationship to El Niño is not as strongly 

observed in the Northeast as in the southern and central United States, stronger events 

can alter the jet stream flow enough to have a noticeable impact on the Northeast (Rohli 

and Vega, 2008).   

Research on ENSO is often focused on wintertime variability because this is when 

ENSO conditions are most extreme; however there is potential for ENSO to impact 
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summertime meteorology as well (Barlow et al., 2000).  This may be due to a significant 

lag time between the peak of El Niño and the time at which the meteorological patterns in 

the Northeast United States are most strongly impacted.  During El Niño years in the 

Northeast, there is often increased precipitation in June, with slightly drier conditions in 

July and very dry conditions in August (Barlow et al. 2000).  As the frequency and 

intensity of El Niño vary over time, there is an apparent general shift in the El Niño 

teleconnections, or the large scale impacts of this climatological anomaly, toward the 

north and east in the United States (Meehl et al., 2007). 

 The ENSO cycle for 1995-2006 was quantified using the Southern Oscillation 

Index (SOI), where an SOI less than -1 represents El Niño and an SOI larger than +1 

represents La Niña (NOAA Climate Prediction Center; Rohli and Vega, 2008).  By this 

analysis, a powerful El Niño occurred in 1997-1998, which had a significant impact on 

global weather patterns.  Following this event, there was an extended La Niña from mid 

1998 through early 2001.  Although El Niño episodes typically occur every 3-7 years, an 

El Niño occurred every other year from 2001-2007 (NOAA Climate Prediction Center) 

(Figure 2.10).  These periods coincide with the variability in precipitation from 1995-

2006 at Underhill, both in the annual precipitation amount (Figure 2.2) and the annual 

frequency of large volume daily-event samples (Figure 2.11).  Figure 2.11 shows the 

number of large volume daily-events (sample volume >500mL) occurring each month 

from 1995-2006, with El Niño years (red) distinguished from La Niña (blue) and neutral 

years (black; no fill), and 1995-2000 (squares) distinguished from 2001-2006 (triangles).  

Note that during La Niña and neutral years, Underhill typically experienced 1-2 large 

volume daily-events.  During El Niño years, Underhill often received 2-6 large volume 
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daily-events, especially from 2001-2006.  These events mostly occurred from May-

September.  Additionally, t-tests showed that significantly more summer rainfall was 

recorded during El Niño years as compared to La Niña or neutral years (p=0.07). While 

more extensive analysis is necessary in order to identify a clear linkage between ENSO 

and the precipitation patterns observed at Underhill, the data does indicate that more 

extended periods of rain and/or higher rainfall amounts occurred in the summer months 

of El Niño years, which consequently contributed to the increase in annual precipitation 

and the decline in VWM concentration.     

2.4 Conclusions 

 Analysis of 12 years of daily-event precipitation samples shows that although the 

VWM mercury concentration has declined at Underhill, VT, there has not been a 

significant change in mercury wet deposition.  Meteorological transport analysis suggests 

that the largest contributors to mercury wet deposition at Underhill are sources in the 

Midwest and East Coast regions, and the influence of these source regions has not 

changed significantly over the years studied.  This apparently consistent atmospheric 

input from the high emission source areas is likely responsible for the observed lack of 

decline in mercury wet deposition at Underhill.  Changes in the type and amount of 

precipitation at the Underhill site are also playing a critical role in determining mercury 

concentrations in precipitation. 

While the decline in mercury concentration at Underhill could be attributed to a 

combination of emission reductions and increased precipitation over time, this analysis 

indicates that changes in the local meteorological factors are a more dominant influence 

in this decline.  Since mercury is a persistent, bioaccumlative toxic pollutant only a 
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decline in the total mercury deposition can demonstrate the efficacy of any reduction in 

atmospheric mercury emissions.  Thus, investigating trends in precipitation concentration 

data must be performed with great care as to not falsely ascribe variability in 

concentration to changes in pollutant emissions.  Future receptor modeling of daily-event 

trace element deposition data at Underhill will identify the major source types 

contributing to mercury measured in precipitation, and elucidate how these source 

influences have changed over time, the results of which will aid in further explaining the 

observed patterns in mercury wet deposition.  
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Figure 2.1: Location of the Underhill, VT monitoring site and major mercury point 

sources emitting ≥ 0.1 kg/yr (2005 U.S. EPA NEI; 2007 Environment Canada 

NPRI). 
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Figure 2.2: Annual mercury and precipitation measurements. 
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Figure 2.3: Back-trajectory clusters for highest (a-c) and lowest (d-f) mean and median 

mercury wet deposition events. 
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b. 

Figure 2.4: (a) Seasonal relationship and (b) linear regression between monthly total 

deposition and monthly mean temperature with 90% confidence intervals 

shown. 
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Figure 2.5: VWM mercury concentrations (lines) and number of daily-events (bars) for 

different precipitation amount ranges based on precipitation type for 1995-

2006. 
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Figure 2.6: Annual total precipitation from regional airports and Underhill, VT.  PMRC 

rain gauge data from 2001 was omitted due to missing data. 
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Figure 2.7: Annual precipitation depth and number of daily-event samples collected. 
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Figure 2.8: Annual precipitation depth by precipitation type for 2001-2006. 
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Figure 2.9: Spring and Fall precipitation amount, VWM mercury concentration, and total 

mercury deposition for each precipitation type. 
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Figure 2.10: SOI for 1995-2006. 
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Figure 2.11: Frequency of large volume daily-event samples by month for 1995-2006.
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5
6 

Table 2.1: Summary of daily-event mercury measurements and on-site meteorological conditions associated with back-trajectory 

clusters. 

 

Cluster 

VWM Hg 

Concentration 

(ng/L) 

Mean Hg 

Deposition 

(μg/m2) 

Median Hg 

Deposition 

(μg/m2) 

Mean 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Median 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Temperature 

Range (°C) 

Mean 

Precipitation 

Amount (cm) 

Median 

Precipitation 

Amount (cm) 

N 

Rain 

N 

Snow 

N 

Mix 

a 11.1 0.18 0.13 14.4 14.9 4.9 – 21.3 1.6 1.3 47 0 5 

b 11.3 0.15 0.12 19.2 19.4 12.5 – 26.5 1.4 0.9 95 0 2 

c 12.4 0.15 0.11 20.5 20.4 10.2 – 27.2 1.2 0.8 64 0 0 

d 4.6 0.04 0.03 -5.2 -4.9 -15.1 – 1.6 0.9 0.5 3 56 25 

e 10.0 0.04 0.03 -3.1 -3.1 -13.8 – 6.7 0.4 0.3 3 34 6 

f 6.3 0.02 0.02 -6.9 -6.9 -22.4 – 5.9 0.4 0.2 3 23 4 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Sources of Mercury in Precipitation to Underhill, VT 

 

Abstract 

Daily event precipitation samples were collected from 1995 to 2006 in Underhill, VT and 

analyzed for mercury (Hg) and trace elements.  Over the 12-year period, annual Hg 

deposition levels at the northern Vermont site did not decline significantly despite 

management efforts to reduce emissions in the United States.  Mercury and trace element 

wet deposition data were examined using the multivariate receptor model EPA PMF 3.0 

to identify the sources contributing to Hg deposition at the Underhill site.  Results 

indicate that coal combustion, a mixture of incineration and non-ferrous metal smelting, 

and a phosphorus source contributed to the observed Hg wet deposition. The model 

consistently indicated that coal combustion contributed to ~60% of the total measured Hg 

wet deposition, and the contribution from this source did not change significantly over 

time.  Mercury and trace element deposition were further analyzed using quantitative 

transport bias analysis (QTBA), a hybrid-receptor model, to identify the likely source 

locations contributing to Hg deposition at Underhill.  Results from QTBA indicate that 

the majority of Hg deposition at Underhill is due to transport from the Midwestern United 

States, where the density of U.S. coal-fired utility boilers is largest.   
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3.1 Introduction 

Mercury (Hg) is a persistent hazardous air pollutant and bioaccumulative 

neurotoxin released to the atmosphere from natural and anthropogenic sources.  Once 

released into the environment, Hg can be converted to the organic form, methyl Hg, 

which bioaccumulates in the aquatic food chain and poses a danger to public health 

(Schroeder and Munthe, 1998).  Atmospheric deposition is a dominant mechanism by 

which Hg enters the aquatic ecosystem and contaminates fish and wildlife 

(Hammerschmidt and Fitzgerald, 2006, Evers et al., 2007).   

Mercury chemistry in the atmosphere is quite complex leading to challenges in 

understanding its behavior in the atmosphere and its transport away from sources (Lin 

and Pehkonen, 1999; Schroeder and Munthe, 1998).  Mercury is emitted to the 

atmosphere in three main forms: gaseous elemental Hg (Hg
0
), fine particle bound Hg 

(Hgp), and divalent reactive gaseous Hg (RGM).  Elemental mercury is relatively stable 

in the atmosphere and is able to travel long distances before being chemically converted 

to the divalent form (Hg(II)) that is much more soluble and deposits readily (Schroeder 

and Munthe, 1998; Lin and Pehknonen, 1999).  This behavior allows Hg to deposit 

locally, regionally, and globally so that Hg deposition at downwind locations may be a 

mixture of various source types and atmospheric processes.   

Following the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 regulatory efforts were 

undertaken to reduce Hg emissions and deposition, including restrictions on stack 

emissions from municipal and medical waste incinerators, previously one of the largest 

anthropogenic sources of atmospheric Hg (U.S. EPA, 1997).  From 1990 to 1995 the 

emissions from municipal and medical waste incinerators declined by 50% and 75%, 
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respectively (U.S. EPA, 1997).  By 1999 the targeted 95% reductions in municipal and 

medical waste incineration emissions had largely been met (Cohen et al., 2007), and by 

2002 total annual anthropogenic Hg emissions in the United States had declined by 

approximately 100 tons (Cohen et al., 2007; Butler et al., 2008).  Some of the largest 

emission reductions were observed in the Northeastern states where in 1998 municipal 

waste incineration accounted for ~55% of the Northeast Regional Mercury Emissions 

Inventory (NEIWPCC, 2007).  Between 1998 and 2002, emissions from municipal and 

medical waste incinerators declined by ~70% in the Northeast states (NESCAUM, 2005).  

Despite these regional and nationwide efforts to regulate Hg emissions, fossil fuel 

combustion remains the largest source of anthropogenic Hg to the atmosphere as 

emissions from anthropogenic combustion sources such as coal-fired utility boilers 

(CFUBs) have not declined as significantly over time (Cohen et al., 2007; Butler et al., 

2008).  Although reductions in CFUB emissions were anticipated under U.S. EPA’s cap 

and trade approach proposed in the 2005 Clean Air Mercury Rule (Cohen et al., 2007), 

the rule was overturned in 2008 as states and other parties argued for enforcement of the 

1990 Clean Air Act Amendments that required the use of maximum achievable control 

technology (MACT) for reducing Hg emissions.  The U.S. EPA is currently working to 

determine a widely applicable approach for MACT implementation.   

Underhill, VT is a remote downwind location at which atmospheric Hg deposition 

remains a critical issue due to elevated levels of Hg observed in the region’s fish and 

wildlife (Evers et al., 2007) and unchanging annual Hg wet deposition amounts over time 

(Keeler et al., 2005; Gratz et al., 2009).  Declines in atmospheric deposition were 

projected in response to the efforts in the Northeast states to reduce waste incinerator 
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emissions (NESCAUM, 2005; NESCAUM, 2007).  Yet analysis of daily-event Hg wet 

deposition samples collected at Underhill from 1995 to 2006 showed that annual Hg wet 

deposition has not declined significantly over time (Gratz et al., 2009).  However, waste 

incinerator emissions should not necessarily have a substantial influence on Hg 

deposition at the remote Underhill site due to the fact that there are no major municipal or 

medical waste incinerators within 100 km of the Underhill site (Figure 3.1).  

Approximately 75% and 95% of Hg in municipal and medical waste incinerator 

emissions are RGM (Carpi, 1997; Dvonch et al., 1999), which tends to deposit close to 

emission sources (Lin and Pehkonen, 1999; White et al., 2009) and should not be readily 

available for transport to the downwind Underhill site. 

Furthermore, transport from the industrialized Midwestern U.S. and the urban 

corridor along the East Coast of the U.S. consistently contributed to the largest observed 

wet deposition amounts from 1995 to 2006 (Gratz et al., 2009).  Past source 

apportionment studies in Midwest and East Coast locations have continually 

demonstrated the influence of industrial sources in addition to waste incineration (e.g. 

coal- and oil-fired utility boilers, iron and steel manufacturing) on the composition of 

aerosols (Olmez et al., 1998; Lucey et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2003; Morishita et al., 2006; 

Hammond et al. 2008), and precipitation (Keeler et al., 2006; White, 2009) in the 

regional atmosphere.  Considering the consistent transport of Hg from the Midwest and 

East Coast to Underhill (Gratz et al., 2009), deposition at Underhill should also be 

influenced by these regional sources, of which CFUBs are the largest source of total Hg 

to the atmosphere (Cohen et al., 2007; Keeler et al., 2006).  Unlike waste incinerator 

emissions which are dominated by RGM (Carpi, 1997), Hg emitted from CFUBs can be 
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~ 50-80% RGM, and ~ 20-50% Hg
0
 (Carpi, 1997; Seigneur et al., 2006).  While a large 

portion of these emissions can be removed through near-field deposition (White et al., 

2009), the relative amount that is available to be transported downwind should be greater 

than in emissions from waste incineration. 

Source apportionment models are widely used in air quality studies to identify the 

major sources impacting a given receptor site (Dvonch et al., 1999; Polissar et al., 2001; 

Poirot et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2003; Keeler et al., 2006).  Application of these models to 

aerosol concentrations measured at Underhill indicated that the dominant sources of fine 

aerosol mass included fuel combustion (oil and coal), local wood smoke, and secondary 

sulfate production (Polissar et al., 2001; Gao et al., 2006).  Polissar et al. (2001) also 

identified municipal waste incineration as a major factor influencing aerosol composition 

from 1988 to 1995, but it was not identified as a stand-alone source in 2001-2003 aerosol 

samples due to the emission reductions (Gao et al., 2006).  Application of similar 

techniques to precipitation samples allows for examining the removal of pollutants from 

the atmosphere and their introduction into the ecosystem.   

Daily-event precipitation samples collected at the Underhill, VT site comprise the 

only long-term wet deposition dataset for Hg and trace elements collected in the 

Northeast United States, making this a truly unique study of the source contributions to 

Hg deposition over time.  The present manuscript contains the first extensive application 

of source apportionment and hybrid-receptor modeling techniques to wet deposition at 

the Underhill site.  
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3.2 Methodology 

3.2.1 Sample Collection and Analysis 

The Underhill measurement site is located ~ 25 km east of Lake Champlain on the 

west slope of Mount Mansfield at the Proctor Maple Research Center (PMRC) (elevation 

399m) (Figure 3.1).  Daily-event wet-only precipitation samples were collected for Hg 

and trace element analysis using a modified MIC-B (MIC, Thornhill, Ontario) automatic 

precipitation collector (Landis and Keeler, 1997).  Separate sampling trains were used for 

Hg and trace elements, as described in Keeler et al. (2005) and Gratz et al. (2009).  The 

Hg sampling train consisted of a borosilicate glass funnel (collection area 191 ± 9 cm
2
), a 

Teflon adapter with a glass vapor lock in the interior, and a 1L Teflon bottle.  The trace 

element sampling train consisted of a polypropylene funnel (collection area 167 ± 7 cm
2
), 

a polypropylene adapter, and a 1L polypropylene bottle.  Field supplies for the Hg and 

trace element sampling trains were prepared at the University of Michigan Air Quality 

Laboratory (UMAQL) using an 11-day acid-cleaning procedure (Landis and Keeler, 

1997) to ensure that they were essentially Hg-free before use in the field.  Sampling trains 

were replaced after individual daily precipitation events.  Precipitation samples greater 

than 0.10 cm were used in the subsequent data analysis. 

Samples were analyzed for Hg using cold-vapor atomic fluorescence 

spectrometry (CVAFS) (Keeler et al., 2005) and a suite of trace elements using a 

Finnigan MAT Element magnetic sector high resolution inductively coupled plasma mass 

spectrometer (ICP-MS) (Table 3.SI-1). The volume of each precipitation sample was 

determined gravimetrically, and the precipitation depth was determined using the average 

glass funnel area.   
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3.2.2 Multivariate Source Apportionment Modeling 

Source apportionment analysis was performed on the Underhill precipitation data 

using EPA PMF 3.0.  This multivariate receptor model uses positive matrix factorization 

(PMF) (Paatero, 1997) to decouple the measured sample deposition amounts into 

estimated source profiles and source contributions to each sample.  It utilizes non-

negativity constraints imposed by the physical reality of the source-receptor problem 

(Norris et al., 2008).  PMF differs from most multivariate models in that it additionally 

uses the uncertainty associated with each sample to perform a weighted least-squares 

factor analysis on the measured sample composition (Norris et al., 2008).   

 Sample concentrations were converted to deposition using the measured 

precipitation depth prior to input to the model.  Concentrations less than zero were 

replaced with one half of the method detection limit (MDL), which was calculated as 

described in Keeler et al. (2006).  Uncertainties for PMF were calculated using the MDL, 

sample collection uncertainty (SC = 10%), analytical measurement uncertainty (AM = 

standard deviation of three replicate analysis for each sample), and precipitation depth 

measurement uncertainty (PD = 5%) as shown below (Equation 1; Keeler et al., 2006).   

(1) 

 The variability in the PMF solution was estimated using a block bootstrap 

technique that calculates the stability of the model solution by randomly re-sampling 

blocks of the input dataset and computing the variability between model solutions (Norris 

et al., 2008).  One hundred bootstrap runs were used and the elemental contributions to 

each factor were deemed significant when the fifth percentile of the bootstrap uncertainty 

was greater than zero (Keeler et al., 2006).  

222 )()()()( PDAMSCMDLU 
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3.2.3 Meteorological Trajectory Analysis  

Air mass transport to the Underhill site was modeled using the Hybrid Single-

Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) Model Version 4.8 (Draxler and 

Hess, 1997).  HYSPLIT three-day back trajectories were calculated using the National 

Weather Service’s National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Nested Grid 

Model (NGM) for 1995-1996 and the Eta Data Assimilation System (EDAS) for 1997-

2006.  All data was obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration’s Air Resources Laboratory (NOAA-ARL).  The hour of maximum 

precipitation, determined by the onsite tipping bucket rain gauge, was used as the starting 

time for each event.  Trajectory starting heights were set to one-half of the mixed layer 

depth, as determined by the HYSPLIT model, at the hour of maximum precipitation.  

Event-specific trajectory starting heights were chosen over a fixed starting height because 

the mixed layer, in which atmospheric mixing and pollutant dispersion occurs, can vary 

both diurnally and seasonally (Godish, 2004).  Precipitation amounts along the trajectory 

path were also obtained from HYSPLIT gridded meteorological data for use in the 

Quantitative Transport Bias Analysis (QTBA) model.   

3.2.4 Quantitative Transport Bias Analysis (QTBA) 

 QTBA is a trajectory-based hybrid-receptor model that combines air mass back-

trajectories with measured amounts of analytes at the receptor site to determine the most 

probable source regions of those pollutants (Keeler and Samson, 1989).  The air mass 

back-trajectories are weighted by the deposition amounts at the receptor site (Keeler and 

Samson, 1989).  QTBA was previously applied to ambient Hg (Burke, 1998; Liu, 2007; 

Yoo, 2006) and aerosol trace elements (Keeler and Samson, 1989; Yoo, 2006) and was 
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proven to be a powerful tool in examining source-receptor relationships.  Unlike most 

other trajectory-based receptor models, QTBA takes into account the increasing 

uncertainty in the computed trajectory moving away from the receptor site due to the 

significant uncertainty in the back trajectory location beyond 72-hours upwind of the 

starting location (Kahl and Samson, 1986). The model also accounts for wet and dry 

deposition along the trajectory path as it can lower the probability of transport and is 

important in studies of Hg deposition (Liu, 2007).  The QTBA model is described in 

detail in Keeler and Samson (1989). 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Mercury 

There were 1,155 samples collected in Underhill, VT from 1995 to 2006.  During 

this period, 96 samples were collected on average each year, and the mean event 

precipitation depth was 1.24 cm.  The volume-weighted mean (VWM) Hg concentration 

was 8.31 ng/L and the mean Hg wet deposition per event was 0.10 μg/m
2
.  A detailed 

summary of this analysis can be found in Chapter 2 (Gratz et al., 2009). 

3.3.2 Preliminary Analysis of Trace Element Data 

Of the over 1,000 samples collected at Underhill from 1995 to 2006, 1,096 

contained sufficient volume for analysis in both the Hg and trace elements sampling 

trains.  The data was initially examined using Principle Components Analysis (PCA), a 

form of factor analysis often used to examine source receptor relationships in trace 

element data (Dvonch et al., 1999) and between chemical species and meteorological 

parameters (Liu, et al., 2007).  PCA was applied to the Underhill samples using Varimax 

rotation with Kaiser Normalization (SPSS v16) for an exploratory look at the factors 
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associated with the precipitation samples and as a means for identifying potential sample 

outliers.  It was determined by simultaneous examination of the data distribution that 

samples with a PCA factor score >5 or <-5 were extreme outliers that strongly influenced 

the data and source profiles.  Extreme outliers (41 samples; 3.7% of dataset) were 

subsequently removed before examining the data in PMF, leaving 1,055 samples in the 

final combined Hg and trace metal dataset.   

 Interrogation of trace element concentration ratios in event precipitation samples 

prior to multivariate statistical analysis can provide insight into their major source 

influences (Olmez et al., 1998; Dvonch et al., 1998; Dvonch et al., 1999; Polissar et al., 

2001).  However, these ratios should be applied carefully with respect to wet deposition 

samples, as wet removal of atmospheric constituents may vary with aerosol size fraction, 

distance between source and receptor, meteorological conditions and atmospheric 

chemistry during transport.  Several factors should be considered when examining 

previously reported elemental ratios, such as whether the ratios are based on stack 

measurements (Dvonch et al., 1999, Olmez et al., 1988; Polissar et al., 2001) or ambient 

aerosol measurements (Olmez et al., 1998), whether the measurements were gas- or 

particle-phase, and whether the particulate measurements were fine, coarse, or total 

particulate matter.  Although the chemical compositions and elemental ratios of many 

pollutants are reasonably well preserved with transport (Keeler and Samson, 1989; Rahn 

and Lowenthal, 1994), elements such as Hg demonstrate more complex behavior in the 

atmosphere which may alter their relative abundances near sources and at downwind 

locations.  Thus while elemental ratios are a valid approach for initial data exploration, 
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the aforementioned limitations should also be acknowledged when interpreting wet 

deposition datasets. 

In light of the 70% reduction in Hg emission in the Northeast states between 1998 

and 2002 (NESCAUM, 2005), it was of interest to explore elemental ratios representative 

of waste incinerator emissions in the Underhill precipitation.  These ratios were examined 

from 1995 to 1998 and from 1999 to 2006 to distinguish the periods before and after 

major emission reductions.  A Zn/Pb ratio of 1.8 was shown to represent fine particle 

emissions from municipal waste incinerators (Olmez et al., 1988; Polissar et al., 2001); 

however, similar to Polissar et al. (2001) the Zn/Pb ratios in event precipitation at 

Underhill were largely above this value with only 0.9% of samples displaying ratios of 

1.8 ± 0.5 (uncertainty determined from the standard deviation of reported Zn and Pb 

concentrations in Olmez et al., 1988) and on average the Zn/Pb ratio in Underhill 

precipitation suggests minimal impact from municipal waste incinerators (1995-1998 

Zn/Pb slope = 4.9, R
2
 = 0.22, p < 0.001; 1999-2006 Zn/Pb slope = 4.0, R

2
 = 0.14, p < 

0.001; Figure 3.SI-1).   In addition to municipal waste incineration (Greenberg et al., 

1978) Zn and Pb are also emitted from various non-ferrous metal smelters (Polissar et al., 

2001).  For example, Zn smelters are located east of St. Louis, MO and north of 

Pittsburgh, PA (U.S. EPA 2002 NEI), and Zn refineries are also located near Montreal, 

QC and in central Ontario (Annual survey of U.S. and Canadian Smelters).  Zn and Pb 

along with As, Cd, and Cr may also be released from cement production (Schuhmacher et 

al., 2004) while additional Pb sources in the region also include biomass burning, fossil 

fuel burning (e.g. coal, oil, wood, and peat), and motor vehicles (Olmez et al., 1998; 

Graney et al., 1995).  Polissar et al. (2001) suggested that the variety of Zn and Pb 
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sources upwind of Underhill may cause difficulty in identifying a distinct incineration 

source in aerosol samples collected at this site.   

The Hg/Pb ratios from stack measurements performed in South Florida were used 

to define the signatures for medical (Hg/Pb = 8.08) and municipal (Hg/Pb = 0.06 ± 0.02) 

waste incineration (Dvonch et al., 1999).  Taking these ratios to be representative of 

waste incinerator emissions, the Hg/Pb ratio for medical waste was far greater than any 

Hg/Pb ratio in the Underhill precipitation (Figure 3.SI-1).  From 1995 to 1998 and from 

1999-2006, only 9.8% and 11.0% of samples contained Hg/Pb ratios of 0.06 ± 0.02, 

respectively, (1995-1998 Hg/Pb slope = 0.014, R
2
 = 0.45, p < 0.001; 1999-2006 Hg/Pb 

slope = 0.006, R
2
 = 0.19, p < 0.001; Figure 3.SI-1).  This is consistent with the prediction 

that due to the speciation of Hg emissions from waste incinerators and the distance of 

waste incinerators more than 100 km from the Underhill site, a large contribution to Hg 

deposition from incinerators would not be expected.   

Elemental ratios can also be used to explore the influence of oil- and coal-fired 

utility boilers on Underhill precipitation.  Rare earth elements are naturally present in 

crustal material but their abundances may be altered during the combustion process due 

to their presence in catalytic material (Olmez and Gordon, 1985; Krachler et al., 2003).  

For example, the La/Ce ratio is ~1-2 in oil combustion emissions (Kitto, 1993; Dvonch et 

al., 1998), and 0.5 ± 0.04 for the average continental crustal composition (Olmez and 

Gordon, 1985).  The La/Ce ratios for Underhill are closest to the predicted crustal 

composition (La/Ce slope = 0.51; R
2
 = 0.95; p < 0.001; Figure 3.SI-2).  These ratios 

suggest that La and Ce would have minimal contribution from oil combustion.  La and Ce 

are also emitted from oil refining, catalytic crackers (Kitto et al., 1992; Olmez and 
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Gordon, 1985; Olmez et al., 1998), iron and steel production (Geagea et al., 2007) and 

the use of rare earth elements in production of alloys (Krachler et al., 2003), which could 

further alter the abundance of these elements in the atmosphere.  

Ratios of rare earth elements with vanadium (V) can also be used to identify the 

oil combustion signature as oil combustion accounts for 91% of worldwide atmospheric 

V emissions (Mamane and Pirrone, 1998).  The La/V ratios for the average continental 

crust and in oil-fired power plants emissions are approximately 0.13 ± 0.06 and 0.045 ± 

0.015, respectively (Olmez and Gordon, 1985).  The La/V ratios in the Underhill wet 

deposition samples varied widely from 0.004 to 1.0 (La/V slope = 0.082; R
2
 = 0.40; p < 

0.001; Figure 3.SI-2).  This suggests the contribution of these elements from more than 

one source and indicates the need for more sophisticated multivariate analysis to 

accurately identify the specific sources of La and V.  In addition to oil-fired power plants, 

V is also released from coal combustion and residual fuel burning (Tuncel et al., 1985; 

Mamane and Pirrone, 1998; Grahame and Hidy, 2004) and is used in ceramics; as a 

catalyst; and as a stabilizer in steels (Handbook of Chemistry and Physics). The daily 

event La/V ratios followed a seasonal pattern, with lower values (La/V < 0.2) typically 

observed in fall and winter.  Elevated V emissions during colder months explains this 

observation as residual oil burning is commonly used for both commercial and residential 

heating purposes in the Northeast states (Zoller et al., 1973).   

Ratios of As/Se and S/Se were used to investigate coal combustion signatures 

(Keeler and Samson, 1989).  The As/Se ratio in coal combustion emissions is typically 

less than or equal to one whereas an As/Se ratio greater than one is suggestive of smelter 

emissions, as determined from fine particulate samples from New York state (Olmez, 
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1998; Yoo, 2006).  In addition to the Zn smelters previously mentioned, there are also 

several Ni and Cu smelters in Ontario (e.g. Noranda and Falconbridge) (Annual survey of 

U.S. and Canadian smelters).  Selenium is also emitted from non-ferrous metal smelting 

as well as oil and wood combustion, and on a global basis coal combustion is the largest 

anthropogenic source of Se (Wen and Carignan, 2007).  Only 23% of the Underhill daily-

event precipitation samples contained As/Se ratios greater than one, demonstrating the 

dominance of coal combustion on the As and Se levels in precipitation at Underhill 

(As/Se slope = 0.34; R
2
 = 0.54; p < 0.001; Figure 3.SI-3).  The total Hg deposition 

measured in these samples accounted for only 16% of the total Hg deposition measured 

during the 12-year period. 

The S/Se ratio can also be used to identify coal combustion emissions as well as 

suggest the distance to coal-fired utility boilers.  Sulfur and Se are emitted from various 

combustion sources (Grahame and Hidy, 2004).  Sulfur is dominantly emitted from coal 

combustion sources as SO2 and is converted to sulfate (SO4
2-

) slowly during transport 

(Tuncel et al., 1985).  Selenium, on the other hand, is emitted from coal combustion 

predominantly in the gas phase but quickly binds to particles or is converted to submicron 

sized particles following emission (Tuncel et al., 1985; Wen and Carnigan, 2007).  

Consequently, near CFUBs the particulate S/Se ratio is typically much less than 1,000 

and increases with distance from the source as emitted SO2 is converted to sulfate 

(Tuncel et al., 1985).  The particulate S/Se ratio hypothetically reaches a steady-state 

value around 3,000 in rural locations where there is an absence of local SO2 emissions 

(Tuncel et al., 1985).  The Underhill samples followed this prediction (S/Se slope = 2630; 

R
2
 = 0.75; p < 0.001; Figure 3.SI-3).  A weak relationship was observed in the Underhill 
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precipitation data with the estimated particulate S/Se ratio for oil combustion emissions 

(Olmez et al., 1988; Polissar et al., 2001) (Figure 3.SI-3).  While elemental ratios 

provided insight for potential sources contributing to deposition at Underhill it was also 

clear that more sophisticated multivariate techniques were needed to apportion the Hg 

deposition to specific sources. 

3.3.3 1995-2006 PMF Model Results 

PMF resolved a five factor solution (Table 3.1; Figure 3.2) for Underhill 

precipitation samples that were identified as: (1) mixed smelter and incinerator, (2) oil 

combustion (3), phosphorus, (4) iron-steel manufacturing, and (5) coal combustion.  

Based upon the bootstrapping analysis and the relative attribution of Hg deposition to the 

aforementioned PMF factors, it was determined that three of the five source categories 

contributed significantly to Hg deposition: smelter/incinerator (12.7%), phosphorus 

(26.5%), and coal combustion (60.7%).  PMF was able to reproduce 78% of the total 

measured Hg deposition.  The remaining 22% may represent sources of Hg not accounted 

for by the model, which could include contributions from the global background.  A 

regression of PMF observed versus predicted values had a slope of 0.63, an intercept of 

0.02, and an R
2
 of 0.68.  The scaled residuals (difference between observed and predicted 

deposition amount, scaled by the uncertainty) for modeled Hg deposition were normally 

distributed and 98% of values were between -3 and +3, the suggested range for well-

modeled data in PMF (Norris et al., 2008).   

 The mixed smelter/incinerator factor contained the highest loadings of Cd, Zn, Pb, 

and Cu.   Metal smelting and incineration influences were previously observed in 

atmospheric samples at Underhill (Polissar et al., 2001), but as suspected based on the 
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Zn/Pb ratios, PMF was unable to distinguish the two sources due to common elements in 

their emissions. The percent contribution to Hg wet deposition from the 

smelter/incinerator factor was greatest in the winter (21% in PMF) and lowest in the 

summer (11% in PMF).  Precipitation events with As/Se ratios greater than one 

predominantly occurred during winter months under northerly flow, demonstrating the 

impact of Canadian smelters during the winter season and adding support for the 

identification of this source type. 

The oil combustion factor had the highest loading of V with additional 

contributions from Cd, S, Cr, Zn, As, and Se.  Interestingly, this factor did not 

significantly contribute to Hg deposition, which follows our understanding that much 

lower Hg concentration are found in residual oil than in coals burned in utility boilers 

(Olmez et al. 1998).  The seasonal variability in La/V ratios suggested the importance of 

V emissions during fall and winter months due to increased residual oil-burning in the 

Northeast states for heating.  Hg deposition amounts are substantially lower during the 

cold seasons due, in part, to inefficient scavenging of atmospheric Hg(II) by snowfall 

(Burke et al. 1995; Gratz et al., 2009); thus an insignificant contribution from residual oil 

combustion to Hg wet deposition is reasonable.   

The phosphorus source contained significant contributions from P, Mg, Mn, and 

K (Figure 3.2).  It is not certain precisely what this factor represents, but the following 

sources are hypothesized.  Firstly, biomass burning is known to release P and K to the 

atmosphere (Mahowald et al., 2008) and there are several wood-burning 

industrial/commercial boilers in the Northeast states (Figure 3.1).  Polissar et al. (2001) 

previously showed that wood smoke with high loadings of K contributed to 14.5 ± 5% of 
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PM2.5 at the Underhill site, with the largest source contributions occurring in spring 

during transport from southeastern Quebec and northern New England.  While Hg 

emissions from wood-fired commercial/industrial and electric utility boilers were 

estimated to account for ~1% of the Northeast regional mercury emissions inventory 

(NEIWPCC, 2007), wood smoke at Underhill could also be associated with residential 

wood burning and forest fires (Polissar et al., 2001).   

The phosphorus factor in PMF could also represent the increasing use of waste 

from wood-fired boilers, paper mills, and waste water treatment plants as fertilizer in 

order to enrich soils with P and K (Vance, 1996; Pitman, 2006).  The majority of boiler 

ash and wastewater sewage sludge in the U.S. is sent to landfills or incinerated; however 

in the Northeast states ~80% of these industrial and wastewater byproducts are converted 

to “biosolids” and other organic residuals that are land applied as fertilizer (Erich and 

Ohono, 1992; Vance, 1996).  Following application of these substances to the soil 

surface, biosolids have been detected in downwind aerosol samples under wind speeds > 

5 m/s (Baertsch et al., 2007).  However, the phosphorus factor in PMF does not contain 

significant contributions from common crustal elements (e.g. La or Ce) that would 

support the hypothesis that wind blown soil particles were transported to the Underhill 

site.  It should be noted that biosolids may also be injected into the soil which would 

affect the ambient air only as the soil is tilled.  Land application of biosolids has not 

previously been assumed to be a significant source of Hg to the regional total maximum 

daily load (NEIWPCC, 2007), but given that primary biogenic emissions are a reported 

source of P and K to the atmosphere (Mahowald et al., 2008), and there is a strong 

relationship between Hg and these elements, it seems plausible that the release of 
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biogenic aerosols from vegetation treated with biosolids could be a source of P, K, and 

Hg to the atmosphere.  The amount of Hg in wastewater treatment facility sewage sludge 

has been greatly reduced in the Northeast since 2004 due to increased use of dental 

amalgam separators (NESCAUM, 2007; King et al., 2008).  However, the annual 

contribution from the phosphorus source to Hg deposition did not significantly decline 

between 1995 and 2006 or between 2004 and 2006 suggesting these recent reductions 

were not evident in the Underhill precipitation samples.    

The seasonality of the phosphorus source contribution to Hg wet deposition was 

also investigated.  This source contributed to ~30% of Hg deposition in the spring, fall, 

and winter and was markedly lower in the summer (~19%).  This pattern could be 

explained by seasonal differences in emissions from the aforementioned sources, but may 

also suggest seasonal variability in transport pathways to the Underhill site. 

PMF calculated a factor with the highest loadings of iron-steel manufacturing 

elements (Mg, Cr, Mn, Al, Fe and Co) (Machemer, 2004).  The elevated loadings of Al 

on the this factor may also reflect the emissions from aluminum production facilities in 

Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, and West Virginia (U.S. EPA 2002 NEI) that are in close 

proximity to many of the major iron-steel manufacturers.  The highest loadings of La and 

Ce were also found on the iron-steel factor, and enrichments of rare earth elements such 

as La and Ce have been observed in emissions from the iron-steel facilities (Geagea et al., 

2007).   

Finally, PMF calculated a distinct source factor characterized by the highest 

contributions of S, As, and Se which was determined to signify emissions from coal 

combustion (Grahame and Hidy, 2004). Furthermore, PMF attributed ~60% of the total 
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Hg deposition to this factor.  The percent contribution to Hg deposition from coal 

combustion was highest in the summer (70%) and lowest in the winter (50%).  This can 

in part be attributed to meteorological transport patterns at the Underhill site.  

Southwesterly flow accompanied by warm temperatures and rainfall occurs during the 

summer, and these conditions produce the highest Hg wet deposition at the Underhill site 

(Gratz et al., 2009).  Coal combustion was consistently calculated to be the largest source 

contributor, with 50-70% of the total annual Hg deposition from coal-fired utility boilers 

each year.  These results are consistent with the findings of Gratz et al. (2009) that total 

annual Hg wet deposition has not changed from 1995 to 2006 due to consistent transport 

of Hg from the high emission source areas in the Midwest and East Coast where the 

density of coal-fired utility boilers is largest (Figure 3.1). 

These source apportionment results can be compared to recently reported analysis 

of precipitation samples collected in Steubenville, OH (Keeler et al., 2006), which is in 

close proximity to various anthropogenic sources.  Keeler et al. (2006) employed similar 

source apportionment techniques to examine two years of precipitation samples at the 

highly industrialized Steubenville site.  Approximately 70% of Hg wet deposition at 

Steubenville was attributed to coal-fired utility boiler emissions, a source signature which 

was identified based on elevated contributions from S and Se.  The remaining Hg wet 

deposition was attributed to iron-steel manufacturing (identified by loadings of Mn, Fe, 

and Cr), a phosphorus source (with high loadings from Mg, Mn, Fe, and Sr), waste 

incineration (with elevated Cd and S) and a nickel source.  These source categories are 

similar to what was identified in the Underhill precipitation data.  The most interesting 
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similarity between the remote Underhill site and the industrial Ohio location is the 

dominance of coal combustion emissions to Hg wet deposition at both locations. 

3.3.4 1995-2000 and 2001-2006 PMF Model Results  

Although Hg deposition did not decline from 1995 to 2006, a significant increase 

in precipitation amount occurred in the second half of the study (2001-2006) which led to 

a decline in the volume-weighted mean (VWM) Hg concentration (Gratz et al., 2009).  

To further explore the finding that Hg deposition did not decline in conjunction with the 

decrease in VWM concentration due to consistent transport from the Midwest and East 

Coast source regions (Gratz et al., 2009), the two six-year periods (1995-2000 and 2001-

2006) of Hg and trace element deposition were also modeled separately using PMF 

(Tables 3.SI-2 and 3.SI-3).  From 1995 to 2000, PMF identified the same five factors and 

comparable trace element loadings as those identified in the 1995-2006 data.  Similarly, 

source factor contributions to Hg deposition were significant only for the 

smelter/incinerator, phosphorus, and coal combustion factors.  PMF attributed a small 

amount of Hg deposition to iron-steel manufacturing from 1995 to 2000, but the 

contribution (8.2%) was not significant according to the bootstrap analysis.  The percent 

contribution to Hg deposition from the smelter/incinerator, phosphorus, and coal 

combustion factors were 26.0%, 8.6% and 57.1%, respectively.  

From 2001 to 2006, PMF only calculated four factors: mixed smelter and 

incinerator, phosphorus, iron-steel manufacturing, and coal combustion.  The trace 

elements that apportioned to the oil combustion factor in 1995-2000 were predominantly 

distributed among the incinerator/smelter and coal combustion factors in the 2001-2006 

analysis, which is reasonable based on knowledge of source emissions of these elements.  
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Hg deposition was only significantly attributed to the phosphorus (30.4%) and coal 

combustion (64.7%) sources in the 2001-2006 data, while the contributions from 

incinerator/smelter (3.7%) and iron-steel (1.2%) were insignificant in the bootstrap 

analysis.  As hypothesized, PMF could no longer identify a contribution to Hg deposition 

from waste incineration.  The determination of coal combustion emissions as the 

dominant contributor to Hg deposition was, however, consistent between the two six-year 

periods. 

3.3.5 QTBA of Major Trace Elements 

Application of the PMF model to the daily-event deposition data provided an 

estimate of the contributions of the major source types influencing wet deposition at 

Underhill.  Key trace elements identified by the PMF model were further examined using 

QTBA to identify the likely locations of the sources contributing to these species.  For 

example, Fe and Mg deposition amounts were selected to explore the source region 

associated with iron-steel manufacturing.  QTBA suggests that the dominant sources of 

Fe and Mg are located in the Midwest, particularly in Ohio, southeast Michigan, western 

Pennsylvania, and southern Ontario (Figure 3.3), consistent with known locations of iron-

steel manufacturing plants in the region (Figure 3.1).   

In contrast, QTBA clearly indicated that the highest contributions to P and K were 

associated with east-southeasterly flow (Figure 3.3), suggesting a dominance of New 

England sources of these elements.  These findings are consistent with the location of 

many of the region’s wood-fired utility boilers (Figure 3.1), as well as the hypothesized 

contributions from the application of boiler ash and sewage sludge as fertilizer in the 

Northeast States.  The results of QTBA on P and K may also suggest a marine source of 
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these elements (Figure 3.1), but lacking measurements of other common marine tracers 

such as Na and Cl it is unknown at this time whether this could be a likely source of P 

and K to Underhill. 

QTBA calculated that Pb deposition was contributed from several sources or 

source regions (Figure 3.4).  The contribution from the Midwest (Ohio and Pennsylvania) 

coincides with the location of many coal-fired utility boilers as well as Fe-steel 

production, while the contributions north of the site point to the location of Canadian 

smelters.  The elevated contribution from eastern New York is likely due to the large 

cement production facilities in the Albany and downstate areas (Figure 3.1).   

The contribution field for Vanadium deposition (Figure 3.4) clearly highlights the 

area along the east coast through New York and New Jersey where many of the major 

oil-fired utility boilers are located and where residual oil burning is common.  Vanadium 

deposition additionally shows a fairly strong Midwestern contribution related to coal 

combustion emissions (Tuncel et al., 1985; Grahame and Hidy, 2004).  Although 

molybdenum (Mo) was not used in the PMF model due to high analytical uncertainty 

associated with this element, it is a known tracer of oil-burning and thus was plotted in 

QTBA (Figure 3.4) to further identify the location of this source contribution.  Its spatial 

distribution is similar to that for V in QTBA, with contributions along the East Coast and 

into the Northeast likely due to oil-fired utility boiler and residual oil burning emissions.   

Finally, QTBA suggests a consistent contribution from the Midwestern U.S. to S 

and Se deposition in the Underhill precipitation data (Figure 3.4).  These two elements 

are known tracers of coal combustion and the QTBA contribution fields point to the 

locations of the region’s largest density of coal-fired utility boilers.  The application of 
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QTBA to the aforementioned trace elements shows coherence with the known locations 

of major emission point sources, demonstrating that QTBA is capable of distinguishing 

between source regions for different elements and is a valuable tool for examining source 

contributions in event precipitation samples.  

3.3.6 QTBA of Hg Deposition 

 The Hg deposition pattern from 1995 to 2006 in QTBA (Figure 3.5) is highly 

similar to the deposition patterns for S and Se (Figure 3.4) with the most likely source 

regions located in the Midwest and Ohio River Valley.  This is consistent with the 

grouping of these elements within PMF.  Contributions to Hg deposition can be observed 

to the south and southeast of the site similar to the regions identified for Pb and P 

deposition within QTBA; however the strong relationship between Hg, S and Se in PMF 

suggests that the dominant source region is located southwest of the Underhill site.  The 

consistent pattern of Hg deposition with known coal-combustion tracers such as S and Se 

supports the hypothesis that coal-fired utility boilers are the largest sources of Hg in 

Underhill precipitation.  The QTBA plots of Hg deposition in the two six year periods 

(1995-2000 and 2001-2006) also identify the Midwest as the dominant source region of 

Hg in Underhill wet deposition (Figure 3.5).   

Finally, to connect the source apportionment results with the meteorological 

transport and likely source regions, the contributions to event Hg deposition amounts 

from the individual PMF source factors were also modeled as input to QTBA (Figure 

3.6).  The contribution to Hg deposition from the PMF smelter/incinerator factor shows 

that the likely sources are located in Midwest U.S., the Northeast U.S., and north of the 

Underhill site in Canada.  This contribution to Hg deposition is similar to the regions 
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identified for Pb deposition in QTBA and coincides with the high loadings of Pb 

deposition on the PMF smelter/incinerator factor.  These source regions are also 

suggestive of the locations of major metal smelters in the Midwest and in Canada, as well 

as the locations of municipal waste incinerators in the Northeast states (Figure 3.1).   

Similarly to the QTBA plots of P and K deposition, the Hg deposition associated 

with the phosphorus source also suggests predominantly southeasterly transport from the 

New England coast, confirming a distinct transport direction associated with the 

phosphorus source.  In this region, the most likely point sources of Hg with additional 

contributions of P and K are wood-fired industrial/commercial boilers (Figure 3.1).  PMF 

and QTBA were collectively able to identify this source type and its likely location. 

The contribution to Hg deposition from the PMF coal combustion factor also 

demonstrated a consistent pattern with the key elements in this source type.  The PMF 

contribution to Hg deposition from coal combustion suggests transport of emissions from 

the Midwest.  The contours associated with the highest Hg deposition from the coal 

combustion factor follows almost the same pattern as S and Se, confirming a common 

source of these elements as well as the use of S and Se as tracers of coal combustion.   

Although PMF and QTBA were able to identify the likely compositions and 

locations of the smelter/incinerator and phosphorus sources, the contribution from these 

sources to Hg deposition was substantially smaller than the contribution from coal 

combustion.  This is consistent with meteorological analysis at the Underhill site which 

demonstrated that the highest Hg wet deposition was observed with southwesterly 

transport along with rainfall and warm temperatures, whereas northerly and easterly 

transport were more likely associated with cold temperatures and snow or mixed 
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precipitation which are less effective at removing Hg from the atmosphere (Gratz et al., 

2009).   

3.4 Conclusions 

This manuscript presents the application of source apportionment and hybrid-

receptor models to a long-term precipitation dataset.  PMF attributed Hg deposition 

measured at this remote location to source factors identified as coal-fired utility boilers, a 

combination of non-ferrous metal smelters and waste incinerators, and a mixture of 

wood-fired boilers and the application of boiler ash and sewage sludge as fertilizer.  The 

PMF results further suggest that emissions from coal-fired utility boilers have 

consistently contributed to ~60% of Hg wet deposition.  Although waste incineration was 

previously one of the largest anthropogenic sources in the U.S., the contribution from this 

source to Hg wet deposition was not substantial at Underhill.  A strong contribution to Hg 

wet deposition from waste incineration should not be expected at Underhill because in 

addition to the restrictions placed on waste incinerator emissions during the first half of 

the Underhill study, the dominance of RGM in waste incinerator Hg emissions is not 

conducive to Hg transport to the remote monitoring location.   

QTBA analysis of Hg and trace metal deposition was consistent with the known 

locations of major source types, identifying smelter/incinerator emissions from Canada as 

well as the Midwest and Northeast U.S., and distinct contributions from wood-fired 

utility boilers and fertilizer application from the Northeast states.  QTBA also accurately 

identified the dominant locations of coal-fired utility boilers in the Midwestern U.S.   The 

dominant contribution from this source region to the observed Hg deposition at Underhill 

is consistent with past findings that the highest levels of Hg deposition at Underhill occur 
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with southwesterly transport.  The combined PMF and QTBA analysis provides strong 

corroborative evidence to support the finding that total annual Hg wet deposition at 

Underhill from 1995 to 2006 was due to consistent transport of Hg emissions from the 

high emission source area in the Midwest where the density of coal-fired utility boilers is 

greatest.
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Figure 3.1: Location of the Underhill, VT monitoring site and major mercury point 

sources emitting ≥ 0.1 kg/yr (2005 U.S. EPA NEI; 2007 Environment Canada 

NPRI).  Source categories for U.S. sources correspond to the MACT source 

category. 
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Figure 3.2: Percent of the total modeled deposition of each element attributed to the to 

the PMF factors. 
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Figure 3.3. QTBA plots of Fe, Mg, P and K wet deposition at Underhill, VT from 1995 

to 2006.  Contours for all elements are in units of μg/m
2
. 
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Figure 3.4. QTBA plots of Pb, V, Mo, S and Se wet deposition at Underhill, VT from 

1995 to 2006. Contours for all elements are in units of μg/m
2
, with the 

exception of S which is in units of mg/m
2
. 
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Figure 3.5. QTBA plots of Hg wet deposition at Underhill, VT from 1995-2006, 1995-

2000, and 2001-2006. Contours are in units of μg/m
2
. 
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Figure 3.6. QTBA plots of PMF factor contributions to Hg wet deposition at Underhill, 

VT from 1995-2006. Contours represent μg/m
2
 of Hg.  Note the different scale 

on the Smelter/Incinerator and Phosphorus contribution plots compared to the 

Coal Combustion contribution plot. 
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Table 3.1: PMF source factor profiles for Underhill precipitation samples from 1995 to 

2006.  The highest contribution from each element is shown in bold.  

  
Smelter/ 

Incinerator 

Oil 

Combustion  Phosphorous 

Iron-

Steel 

Coal 

Combustion 

% of 

Deposition 

Explained 

Mg 26.2 6.8 57.2 108.4 28.3 89% 

Al * * * 160 * 58% 

P * * 64 * * 82% 

S * 1173 72 * 4165 91% 

K * * 160.0 * 49.9 61% 

V * 1.39 * * * 57% 

Cr 0.14 0.20 0.11 0.23 * 79% 

Mn * * 3.07 8.00 * 46% 

Fe * * 20 160 22 82% 

Co 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.09 0.03 87% 

Cu 11.3 * 2.1 * * 60% 

Zn 18.7 12.9 8.4 * 2.3 71% 

As 0.20 0.29 0.07 0.08 0.31 86% 

Se * 0.52 * * 1.21 84% 

Sr 0.88 0.24 0.49 1.80 0.40 90% 

Cd 0.18 0.15 0.07 * * 70% 

La 0.02 0.02 * 0.16 0.04 89% 

Ce * * * 0.32 0.06 81% 

Hg 0.01 * 0.02 * 0.05 78% 

Pb 2.9 1.09 * * 0.9 78% 

% Hg 12.7% * 26.5% * 60.7%  

*not significant at 95% confidence interval    
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(b)  

Figure 3.SI-1: Regressions of (a) Zn vs Pb and (b) Hg vs Pb in Underhill, VT 

precipitation samples with respect to observed values in municipal waste 

incinerator emissions. 
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Figure 3.SI-2: Regressions of (a) La vs Ce and (b) La vs V in Underhill, VT 

precipitation samples with respect to observed values in crustal material and oil 

combustion emissions. 
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(b) 

Figure 3.SI-3: Regressions of (a) As vs Se and (b) S vs Se in Underhill, VT precipitation 

samples with respect to observed ratios in emissions from (a) coal combustion 

and metal smelting, and (b) oil and coal combustion. 
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Table 3.SI-1. Average analytical uncertainty for trace elements analyzed using ICP-MS.  

Reported values are the average relative standard deviations (RSD) in % for 

each element, where the RSD is the standard deviation of the three replicate 

analysis of each sample.  

 

Element Symbol RSD (%) 

Magnesium Mg 2.9 

Aluminum Al 2.8 

Phosphorus P 7.0 

Sulfur S 3.0 

Potassium K 4.1 

Vanadium V 3.8 

Chromium Cr 5.7 

Manganese Mn 4.2 

Iron Fe 3.7 

Cobalt Co 11.2 

Copper Cu 3.3 

Zinc Zn 3.5 

Arsenic As 10.7 

Selenium Se 22.7 

Strontium Sr 2.0 

Cadmium Cd 4.3 

Lanthanum La 2.9 

Cerium Ce 2.7 

Lead Pb 3.1 
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Table 3.SI-2: PMF source factor profiles for Underhill precipitation samples from 1995 

to 2000.  The highest contribution from each element is shown in bold.  

  
Smelter/ 

Incinerator 

Oil 

Combustion  Phosphorous 

Iron-

Steel 

Coal 

Combustion 

% of 

Deposition 

Explained 

Mg 37.2 * 41.2 133.6 9.0 87% 

Al 57 * * 199 * 76% 

P * * 69 * * 86% 

S * 1500 * * 3912 95% 

K * 25.9 150.5 59.0 30.7 80% 

V * 1.79 * * * 69% 

Cr 0.35 0.13 * 0.27 * 79% 

Mn * * 4.96 9.32 * 60% 

Fe 17 * 5 210 25 86% 

Co 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.11 0.02 94% 

Cu 7.7 * 0.7 * * 58% 

Zn 34.5 8.4 * * * 71% 

As 0.19 0.35 0.05 0.13 0.21 85% 

Se 0.08 0.54 * * 1.10 86% 

Sr 0.61 0.53 0.28 2.23 * 90% 

Cd 0.20 0.16 0.04 * * 79% 

La * 0.05 * 0.19 * 87% 

Ce * * * 0.38 0.03 83% 

Hg 0.02 * 0.01 * 0.04 75% 

Pb 0.7 2.0 * 0.4 0.7 76% 

% Hg 26.0% * 8.6% * 57.1%  

*not significant at 95% confidence interval    
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Table 3.SI-3: PMF source factor profiles for Underhill precipitation samples from 2000 

to 2006.  The highest contribution from each element is shown in bold.  

  
Smelter/ 

Incinerator Phosphorous Iron-Steel 

Coal 

Combustion 

% of 

Deposition 

Explained 

Mg * 53.97 120.6 41.18 85% 

Al 34 11 117 * 76% 

P * 61 * * 81% 

S * 234 297 4846 87% 

K * 218.6 * 51.7 75% 

V 0.19 * 0.27 1.37 80% 

Cr 0.29 0.05 0.18 0.08 81% 

Mn * 4.20 9.08 1.60 62% 

Fe 10 13 121 15 87% 

Co 0.04 0.02 0.10 0.06 81% 

Cu 16.3 2.3 * * 60% 

Zn 24.5 7.1 * 13.8 77% 

As 0.25 0.06 0.07 0.62 88% 

Se 0.10 * * 1.67 84% 

Sr 0.60 0.56 2.02 0.75 88% 

Cd 0.24 0.06 * 0.19 73% 

La 0.01 * 0.18 0.05 87% 

Ce * * 0.34 0.04 82% 

Hg * 0.02 * 0.05 66% 

Pb 4.13 * 0.3 1.93 84% 

% Hg * 30.4% * 64.7%  

*not significant at 95% confidence interval   
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CHAPTER 4 

 

Atmospheric Mercury Transport Across Southern Lake Michigan: Influence from 

the Chicago/Gary Urban Area 

 

Abstract 

Quantifying the local and regional impacts of mercury (Hg) emissions from major urban 

and industrial areas is critical in order to further understand Hg cycling in the 

environment.  The Chicago/Gary area is one such location in which Hg emissions from 

industrial sources are significant and regional Hg transport needs to be further examined.  

Speciated atmospheric Hg was measured in Chicago, IL and Holland, MI from July to 

November 2007 to obtain a better characterization of the impact of Chicago/Gary on 

southwest Michigan and improve our understanding of the transport and deposition of Hg 

species.  The mean fine particulate bound mercury (Hgp) concentration was ~1.5 times 

higher while gaseous elemental mercury (Hg
0
) and divalent reactive gaseous mercury 

(RGM) concentrations were ~2 times higher in Chicago than in Holland.  Meteorological 

analysis indicated that southwest transport to the Holland site from Chicago/Gary 

occurred frequently during the study, leading to 6% and 8% increases in Hg
0
 and Hgp 

concentrations, respectively, and a five-fold increase in RGM concentrations in Holland.  

Two transport case studies are presented using speciated Hg data from Holland and 

Chicago along with dispersion modeling to further demonstrate the impact of 

Chicago/Gary sources on southeast Michigan and to elucidate the role of 
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direct transport and dispersion of Hg emissions.  Results suggest that ~52% of the 

observed RGM peaks in Holland could be attributed to direct transport of primary Hg 

emissions from Chicago with the remainder associated with Hg
0
 oxidation during 

transport over the lake.  The presented analyses demonstrate the spatial scale of impact of 

speciated Hg emissions from a large urban area on a more remote downwind location. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Mercury (Hg) is a hazardous neurotoxin released to the environment by a variety 

of natural and anthropogenic sources.  It is a pollutant of great public health concern 

because of its ability to bioaccumulate within the aquatic food chain (U.S. EPA, 1997).  

The Great Lakes were targeted under the Great Waters Provision of the Clean Air Act 

Amendments of 1990 as an area in which monitoring of Hg transport and deposition was 

needed due to elevated Hg levels in the aquatic ecosystem (U.S. EPA, 1994).  

Atmospheric deposition now is widely recognized as the dominant mechanism for Hg 

inputs to Lake Michigan (Mason and Sullivan, 1997; Landis and Keeler, 2002), and 

previous studies have demonstrated the substantial contributions from sources in the 

Chicago/Gary urban area to atmospheric Hg in the region (Landis et al., 2002; Landis and 

Keeler, 2002; Vette et al, 2002).  Defining the local and regional impacts of atmospheric 

Hg emissions from major urban and industrial sources in the Chicago/Gary urban area is 

critical to improving our understanding of atmospheric Hg transport and deposition in the 

Great Lakes region. 

Hg displays complex chemistry in the atmosphere that allows it to deposit locally 

(White et al., 2009) as well as be transported regionally (Gratz et al., 2009) and globally 
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(Jaffe et al., 2005; Weiss-Penzias et al., 2006), leading to great challenges in 

understanding the biogeochemical cycling of Hg.  Hg is emitted to the atmosphere in 

three main forms: gaseous elemental Hg (Hg
0
), fine particle bound Hg (Hgp), and 

divalent reactive gaseous Hg (RGM).  Hg
0
 is not very water soluble or particle-reactive 

and thus can be transported great distances before being deposited, whereas the reactive 

forms, Hgp and RGM (collectively Hg(II)), are very water soluble and tend to deposit 

close to sources (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998).  Atmospheric reactions that convert Hg 

between its reactive (Hg(II)) and nonreactive (Hg
0
) forms (Seigneur et al., 1994; Lin and 

Pehkonen 1997; Lin and Pehkonen 1999), as well as the deposition and re-emission of 

Hg from terrestrial and aquatic surfaces (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998; Gustin et al., 

2008) create further challenges in understanding Hg chemistry and transport. 

The Chicago/Gary urban area lies on the southwestern shore of Lake Michigan 

(Figure 4.1).  This region is defined by 14 counties in northeastern Illinois, northwestern 

Indiana, and southeastern Wisconsin (U.S. Census Bureau).  The major Hg emission 

point sources in this area include secondary metal smelters, iron-steel manufacturers, and 

coal- and oil-fired utility boilers.  Coal-combustion is the largest anthropogenic emitter of 

total Hg in the region as well as in the United States (U.S. EPA 2005 NEI).  Nine coal-

fired utility boilers (CFUBs) contribute ~75% of the total Hg emissions from the 

Chicago/Gary area and collectively emit nearly 3 tons per year (tpy) of Hg (U.S. EPA 

2005 NEI).  Nationally, CFUBs emit ~50 tpy of Hg (U.S. EPA, 1997; Cohen et al., 2007; 

Butler et al., 2008).  Emissions from CFUBs are typically ~50-80% Hg(II), and ~20-50% 

Hg
0
 (Carpi, 1997; Seigneur et al., 2006).  Additionally, because Hgp is more easily 

removed by filters and other control equipment in the stack, it is expected to comprise 
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less than 5% of total Hg emissions from combustion and therefore Hg(II) emissions from 

combustion should be predominantly RGM (Carpi, 1997).   

The Lake Michigan Mass Balance Study (LMMBS) and the Atmospheric 

Exchange Over Lakes and Oceans Study (AEOLOS) were initiated in 1994 to identify 

the major Hg sources in the region and to quantify deposition from these sources to the 

Lake Michigan Basin (Landis et al., 2002; Landis and Keeler, 2002; Vette et al., 2002; 

McCarty et al., 2004).  Results of land-based and over-water measurements of total vapor 

phase atmospheric Hg, Hg wet deposition, and Hg concentrations in the water column 

suggested that atmospheric deposition was responsible for ~80% of inputs to Lake 

Michigan (Landis and Keeler, 2002).  These analyses also suggested that the 

Chicago/Gary urban area contributed to ~20% of the annual atmospheric Hg deposition 

to Lake Michigan (Landis and Keeler, 2002).  Furthermore, the highest levels of Hg 

deposition in southwest Michigan occurred with transport from the Chicago/Gary area, 

particularly with rapid transport where less Hg was deposited close to sources (Landis et 

al., 2002).  These studies provided valuable insight into the importance of atmospheric 

transport and deposition of Hg; however, our understanding was limited due to the lack 

of methods to continuously measure speciated atmospheric Hg, or most importantly 

RGM, the highly-soluble form of Hg in industrial emissions that is readily removed from 

the atmosphere.   

Since the LMMBS and AEOLOS, development of speciated Hg systems has 

made it possible to continuously monitor gaseous elemental Hg (Hg
0
), particulate Hg 

(Hgp), and RGM.  In this study, speciated atmospheric Hg was measured in Chicago, IL 

and Holland, MI from July to November 2007.  These measurements are useful for 
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understanding atmospheric Hg chemistry and differentiating between local and regional 

source impacts due to the different behaviors of Hg(II) and Hg
0
 (Lynam and Keeler, 

2005; Liu et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2010).  This manuscript presents a summary of the 2007 

speciated Hg measurements along with meteorological transport modeling of the 

dominant flow patterns influencing the monitoring sites over the course of the study.  

Additionally, two case studies are presented which demonstrate the transport of 

Chicago/Gary source emissions across southern Lake Michigan.  This work offers a 

valuable perspective on speciated Hg transport in the Lake Michigan basin and further 

quantifies the impact of Chicago/Gary sources on southwest Michigan.  

4.2 Methodology 

4.2.1 Site Descriptions 

The Chicago, IL site was located at the University of Chicago Kersten Physics 

building (41.79 N, 87.60 W) in southern downtown Chicago ~2 km west of Lake 

Michigan.  This site was chosen because of its proximity to emission point sources 

southwest of Chicago and along southern Lake Michigan in the Chicago/Gary industrial 

region (Figure 4.1).  Holland, MI is on the eastern shore of Lake Michigan, ~162 km 

northeast of Chicago.  The Holland, MI site was located at the Michigan Department of 

Environmental Quality (MDEQ) monitoring station in Holland (42.77 N, 86.15 W), ~5 

km east of Lake Michigan.  The site was south and west (i.e. upwind) of major local 

sources so that there was minimal influence from those sources during west-southwest 

transport from the Chicago area (Figure 4.1). 
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4.2.2 Data Collection 

Atmospheric monitoring at the Chicago, IL and Holland, MI sites commenced on 

July 1, 2007 and continued through November 8, 2007.  Speciated ambient Hg 

measurements were made simultaneously at the two sites using the Tekran® 

2537A/1130/1135 automated Hg sampling system.  Data was collected semi-

continuously on 2-hour intervals, consisting of a one-hour sampling period followed by a 

one-hour analysis period.  Personnel from the University of Michigan Air Quality 

Laboratory (UMAQL) visited the sites weekly to conduct maintenance on the Tekran® 

system, which included performing internal automated calibrations of the 2537A 

analyzer, replacing inlet filters, and changing the KCl-coated annular denuder.  The 1130 

inlet assembly was changed bi-weekly and the 1135 particulate filter (RPF) was replaced 

every two months.  The detection limit for the Tekran 2537A Hg
0
 measurements is 0.06 

ng/m
3
 (Tekran, 2001; Poissant et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2007).  The detection limit for 

RGM and Hgp was determined by three times the standard deviation of the system blank 

over the course of the study, where the system blank is the third zero air flush at the start 

of the analysis period (Liu et al., 2007).  The detection limit for RGM and Hgp was 1.7 

pg/m
3
 in Chicago and 0.6 pg/m

3
 in Holland. 

Meteorological and criteria gas measurements were also collected at the Chicago 

and Holland sites.  Meteorological parameters were measured at Chicago using the 

Vaisala® Weather Transmitter WXT510.  Hourly ozone concentrations in Chicago were 

measured using a Dasibi 1008-RS ozone analyzer and the data was provided by the 

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Cook County Branch.  The MDEQ provided 

meteorological data at the Holland site for the entire monitoring period and ozone data 
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from July 1 to September 30, 2007.  The UMAQL collected ozone measurements from 

October 1 to November 8, 2007 and SO2 measurements from July 28 to November 8, 

2007 at the Holland site using TEI 49C and TEI 43C analyzers, respectively. 

4.2.3 Meteorological Back-Trajectories 

Air mass transport to the Chicago and Holland sites was modeled using the 

Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) Model Version 4.8 

(Draxler and Hess, 1997; Draxler and Hess, 1998).  HYSPLIT back-trajectories were 

calculated using the National Weather Service’s National Center for Environmental 

Prediction (NCEP) Eta Data Assimilation System (EDAS) 40 km gridded meteorological 

data.  All data was obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration’s Air Resources Laboratory (NOAA-ARL).  The trajectories were 

calculated starting every two-hours corresponding to the speciated ambient Hg 

measurements.  The starting height was set to one-half of the mixed layer depth as 

determined by the HYSPLIT model in order to best represent transport within the 

boundary layer.  Cluster analysis was performed using Ward’s Minimum-Variance 

method (Ward, 1963; Landis et al., 2002). 

4.2.4 Dispersion Modeling 

 The HYSPLIT model was also used to calculate the dispersion of pollutants from 

the Chicago source region for the case studies.  Determining the fraction of primary 

RGM emissions reaching the downwind Holland site after transport and dispersion was 

of main interest in both selected case studies.  HYSPLIT uses the gridded meteorological 

data to calculate atmospheric advection and dispersion of pollutants released from a given 

location (Draxler and Hess, 1998).  Plume dispersion was modeled using horizontal top-
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hat puff and vertical particle equations, as described in Draxler and Hess (1998).  A 

Gaussian puff model can also be applied to horizontal dispersion, but requires longer 

computation time and produces similar results to the top-hat calculations (Draxler and 

Hess, 1998).  Concentrations were calculated over a horizontal grid of 0.1 degrees 

latitude by 0.1 degrees longitude (~10km).  Atmospheric reactions during transport were 

not included in this preliminary dispersion model exercise.   

To provide geographical reference for emissions from the Chicago/Gary industrial 

area, and because CFUBs are the largest emitters of atmospheric Hg in the region, the 

modeled puff was released from the location of a CFUB in Joliet, IL that is ~50 km 

southwest of the Chicago site and is the largest Hg emission point source in the 

Chicago/Gary area (U.S. EPA 2005 NEI).  The puff was released continuously at one 

mass unit per hour from the stack height for this facility (137 m above ground level 

(AGL)) and the plume dispersion was examined from 0-500m AGL. While there are a 

range of sources in the Chicago/Gary area which emit varying amounts and fractions of 

Hg
0
 and Hg(II), because CFUBs contribute to such a high percentage (~75%) of the total 

Hg emissions from the region, the speciated emissions of a typical CFUB were assumed 

as a reasonable first approximation. 

Dry deposition occurs in the HYSPLIT model only when the puff or particle is 

within the surface layer (Draxler and Hess, 1998).  A deposition velocity of 0.006 m/s 

was selected to represent a typical RGM deposition velocity under relatively stable 

atmospheric conditions (Marsik et al., 2007).  It is acknowledged that the dry deposition 

velocity can fluctuate diurnally as well as over land and water due to variability in 

atmospheric turbulence and stability (Malcolm and Keeler, 2002; Zhang et al., 2003; 
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Marsik et al., 2007); however, it was not possible to vary the velocity within a given 

model simulation and transport over Lake Michigan was of the greatest interest here.  

Wet deposition was not included in the model as it did not rain during the chosen short 

duration case studies. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Speciated Hg Measurements 

The distribution and range in speciated ambient Hg concentrations demonstrate the 

impact of urban/industrial sources on the Chicago monitoring site, as concentrations in 

Holland did not display the same degree of variability due to the relatively few local 

sources impacting the site (Table 4.1; Figure 4.2).  The semi-continuous concentrations 

of Hg
0
, Hgp, and RGM were significantly different between the urban Chicago and semi-

rural Holland sites (Kruskal-Wallis, p<0.001).  The mean Hg
0
 and RGM in Chicago were 

approximately two times greater than in Holland while the mean Hgp in Chicago was 

nearly 1.5 greater than in Holland.   

Elemental Hg concentrations in Holland displayed a relatively narrow distribution 

with a maximum concentration of 6.0 ng/m
3 

but a 75
th
 percentile value of only 1.4 ng/m

3
 

(Table 4.1).  In contrast, Hg
0
 in Chicago had a much wider distribution with 

concentrations reaching as high as 16.5 ng/m
3
.  Although the median Hg

0
 concentration 

(1.9 ng/m
3
) in Chicago was only marginally above the value suggested for the global 

background in the Northern Hemisphere (1.5 – 1.7 ng/m
3
) (Lindberg et al., 2007) and the 

75
th
 percentile Hg

0
 concentration was 2.8 ng/m

3
 (Table 4.1), it was not uncommon for 

concentrations to reach values near 10 ng/m
3
 and remain there for entire sampling periods 

(Figure 4.2).   
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The mean RGM concentration in Chicago was actually larger than the 75
th
 

percentile of RGM (Table 4.1) due to the numerous peaks in RGM concentration that 

were well above the median value caused by nearby sources in Chicago (Figure 4.2).  

The impact of a local source was particularly evident in the maximum RGM 

concentration observed during the sampling period at Chicago (2.7 ng/m
3
) which 

occurred in the early morning hours in conjunction with elevated Hg
0
 (4.8 ng/m

3
) and 

Hgp (180 pg/m
3
).  In contrast, RGM concentrations in Holland displayed a much 

narrower distribution with a maximum concentration of 137 pg/m
3
 (Table 4.1).   

The mean Hgp in Chicago was also greater than the 75
th
 percentile value due largely 

to the impact of local sources.  The median Hgp concentrations were comparable between 

Chicago and Holland, but once again the range in concentration was much larger at the 

Chicago site as evidenced by the more dramatic peaks in concentration (Figure 4.2).   

The range and variability in RGM concentrations at Chicago and Holland during 

the summer 2007 study were much greater than Hgp. This appears consistent with past 

observations that when ambient temperatures are elevated, such as during the summer 

months, Hg(II) tends to exist primarily in the gas phase (RGM), whereas in colder winter 

months there is a greater propensity for reactive Hg to partition the condensed phase and 

bind to particles (Hgp) (Lynam and Keeler, 2005; Liu et al. 2010).  In Chicago different 

ranges in RGM and Hgp concentrations is likely also due to the dominance of RGM over 

Hgp in combustion emissions (Carpi, 1997).  The summary statistics for Hg
0
, RGM, and 

Hgp (Table 4.1) demonstrate that speciated ambient Hg concentrations at both sites, and 

particularly in Chicago, were not normally distributed and thus non-parametric statistics 

will primarily be used in subsequent statistical discussions.   
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There are several time periods in which concentrations at the two sites were 

elevated at similar times (Figure 4.2).  In Chicago, the largest peaks in Hg
0
, RGM, and 

Hgp occurred predominantly during the evening and early morning hours (19:00 – 7:00 

EST) (Figure 4.3).  Additionally, ozone concentrations, which reached up to 89 ppb 

during the study, were typically < 30 ppb during these periods of peak Hg concentrations.  

These observations suggest the effect of the nighttime boundary layer containing local 

emissions near the site as ozone is a secondary pollutant and should not be elevated under 

local source influences.  Daytime RGM and Hgp peaks occurred at Chicago as well, but 

were typically observed as sudden sharp increases under southeasterly transport from 

Chicago/Gary sources.   

Elevated Hg
0
 concentrations in Holland occasionally occurred during the night and 

early morning hours under northerly or easterly flow (Figure 4.1).  During these 

nighttime periods of elevated Hg
0
, ozone concentrations were typically < 40 ppb. 

Acknowledging that hourly ozone concentrations up to 123 ppb were observed at the 

Holland site over the course of the study, with elevated concentrations typically occurring 

in the afternoon hours (13:00 – 19:00 EST) due to daytime photochemical activity, the 

reduced ozone concentrations that accompanied elevated Hg
0
 during night and early 

morning hours seem to suggest the transport of local source emissions within the 

nocturnal boundary layer to the Holland site at these times.  Peak Hgp concentrations at 

Holland occurred during both day and nighttime hours, but most noticeable was the 

increased frequency of high Hgp concentrations in October and November (Figure 4.2) 

with temperatures less than 20°C (68°F) suggesting the increased preference for Hg(II) to 

bind to particles under cooler temperatures.  Unlike Hg
0 
and Hgp, elevated RGM 
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concentrations in Holland occurred almost entirely during daytime hours (11:00 – 19:00 

EST) (Figure 4.3).  These concentrations also typically occurred with southwesterly 

transport and temperatures > 15°C (59°F).  During these periods, ozone and SO2 

concentrations were on average 60 ppb and 6.1 ppb, respectively.  It is evident that 

elevated RGM concentrations in Holland were often strongly related to daytime 

photochemistry as well as transport from the Chicago/Gary region.  These relationships 

are explored in greater detail through the meteorological trajectory clusters and the case 

studies presented below.  

4.3.2 Meteorological Back-Trajectory Cluster Analysis 

Cluster analysis was performed on 24-hour HYSPLIT back-trajectories 

corresponding to the semi-continuous hourly ambient Hg measurements at the Chicago 

and Holland sites to investigate how different transport regimes affect Hg concentrations 

at the two locations.  One-day back-trajectories are adequate to describe the transport 

between the sites, as their separation is only ~162 km, while also accounting for transport 

from other major regional urban areas such as St. Louis, MO and Detroit, MI.  Nine 

clusters were computed for each site, explaining 80% of the variance in each dataset.  

Wilcoxon and Kruskal-Wallis tests indicated that the Hg
0
, Hgp, and RGM concentrations 

at each site were significantly different by cluster.   

In Chicago, the highest median Hg concentrations were associated with 

southeasterly flow from the highly industrialized Chicago/Gary urban area (Figure 4.4b; 

Table 4.2).  This cluster includes ~17% of the Chicago trajectories.  Under this transport 

regime, the median Hg
0 
was 49% greater while Hgp and RGM were each more than two 

times greater than the median concentrations in the other eight clusters.  In this 
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southeasterly cluster, all three Hg species had significant positive correlations with each 

other but were negatively correlated with ozone, suggesting that direct Hg emissions 

were impacting the site with southeast flow.  Chemical conversion between Hg
0
 and 

RGM is thought to be fairly slow; thus, near a Hg emission source these species should 

be positively correlated.  Additionally, because ozone is a regionally transported 

secondary pollutant, it will not be present in primary emissions but rather produced 

downwind through reactions involving emitted ozone precursors.  Therefore, ozone 

should be negatively correlated with Hg concentrations under the influence of local 

source emissions (Sillman et al., 2007).  The lowest median Hg concentrations were 

observed with northerly transport, often with flow across the lake (Table 4.2; Figures 

4.4d & 4.4i). 

In Holland, the highest Hg concentrations were observed under south-

southwesterly flow (Table 4.3; Figures 4.5c & 4.5d).  The trajectories with this flow were 

grouped into two clusters which comprised ~27% of all the trajectories examined.  The 

median Hg
0
 and Hgp concentrations in these two clusters were 6% and 8%, greater, 

respectively, than the median concentrations observed under all of the other modeled 

transport regimes; however, the Hgp enhancement was not statistically significant.  Most 

interestingly, the median RGM concentration under south-southwesterly flow was five 

times greater than the median RGM concentration of the other modeled transport 

regimes.  In the event of photochemical oxidation, Hg
0
 and RGM should be negatively 

correlated while ozone and RGM should be positively correlated, whereas under direct 

transport the Hg species should be positively correlated with one another but negatively 

correlated with ozone because ozone is a secondary pollutant (Sillman et al., 2007).  
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Under south-southwesterly flow at Holland (clusters 5c and 5d), RGM was significantly 

positively correlated with ozone (p<0.0001).  However, in cluster 5c Hg
0
 was not 

significantly correlated with RGM or ozone.  In cluster 5d Hg
0
 was negatively correlated 

with RGM (RS = -0.32, p = 0.001) and ozone (RS = -0.24, p = 0.02), but the correlation 

coefficients were small.  These varying relationships between Hg species and ozone 

suggest the combination of direct transport and chemical activity under south-

southwesterly flow.   

In contrast, under northerly flow at Holland (Table 4.3; Figures 4.5f & 4.5i) a 

positive correlation between RGM and Hg
0
 suggests the dominance of direct Hg emission 

from sources north of the site (Sillman et al., 2007).  The median concentrations of Hg
0
, 

Hgp, and RGM in these clusters were significantly less (11%, 32%, and 83%, 

respectively) than the median concentrations observed under southwest flow.    

4.3.3 Case Studies and HYSPLIT Dispersion Modeling 

In addition to quantifying the influence of Chicago sources on Holland for the 

study period, two case studies were also selected to more closely examine transport over 

Lake Michigan from Chicago to Holland.  Further application of the HYSPLIT model 

was used to (a) support the upwind air mass history suggested by the measurements, and 

(b) estimate the amount of RGM directly transported to Holland from that which was 

produced through Hg
0
 oxidation following transport.   

Studies have demonstrated the unique meteorological system that develops with 

transport over large lakes and consequently impacts atmospheric mixing and chemistry 

during transport (Lyons and Cole, 1975; Sillman et al., 1993; Dye et al., 1995).  These 

conditions, along with increased photochemical activity during the summer months, can 
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lead to significantly elevated ozone concentrations at locations along the Lake Michigan 

shoreline (Lyons and Cole, 1975; Sillman et al., 1993; Dye et al., 1995).  Over the surface 

of Lake Michigan, highly stable atmospheric layers tend to form due to cool water 

temperatures relative to the overlying air (Lyons and Cole, 1975; Sillman et al., 1993).  

These layers are particularly evident in the summertime during both day and nighttime 

hours due to elevated atmospheric temperatures at this time of year.  Vertical atmospheric 

mixing over the lake within these layers is consequently suppressed, allowing pollutants 

to be transported across the lake with minimal loss or dispersion.  Overnight and in the 

early morning hours a land breeze may form, carrying emissions from Chicago sources 

over the lake into the stable atmospheric layers (Lyons and Cole, 1975; Dye et al., 1995).  

As the sun rises, because the air over the land tends to heat faster than the air over the 

water due to differences in their heat capacities, the boundary layer over the land will 

tend to rise while the air over the water remains in a stable layer (Dye et al., 1995).  The 

heating of the land erodes the nocturnal boundary from below and a thermal internal 

boundary layer forms from the shoreline inland (Lyons and Cole, 1975).  As the day 

progresses, the development of a sea-breeze may transport pollutants from the stable 

layers over the lake to the shoreline regions where, upon encountering the thermal 

internal boundary layer, the pollutants can be mixed down to the surface through 

fumigation typically within ~5 km of the shore (Lyons and Cole, 1975; Dye et al., 1995).  

Given that this fumigation occurs within the mixed layer (Lyons and Cole, 1975), the 

pollutants that are mixed down to the surface near the shoreline should primarily be those 

which were transported over the lake with minimal entrainment of constituents of 
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tropospheric air above the mixed layer, effectively isolating the transport of emissions 

from Chicago sources.    

These meteorological conditions are also likely to affect Hg chemistry, allowing 

emitted Hg
0
 and Hg(II) to be contained within the stable layers over the lake and undergo 

chemical reactions during transport.  Evidence for RGM production in the atmosphere 

under relatively elevated ozone concentrations (> 60 ppb) have been reported (Keeler and 

Dvonch, 2005; Liu et al. 2007; Liu et al., 2010).  Furthermore, Sillman et al. (2007) 

reported that anthropogenic NOx and VOCs in the Great Lakes were important in RGM 

production from Hg
0
, reducing the concentration of chemically produced RGM by 40% 

when these emissions were turned off in the modeling scenario.  The ability to separate 

the primary emissions of RGM transported from a source and the RGM production 

through oxidation en route is crucial to quantifying the sources and fate of Hg emitted to 

the atmosphere. 

4.3.3.1 Case Study #1: July 29 – August 3, 2007 

From July 29 to August 3, 2007 a high pressure center passed over Lake 

Michigan (Figure 4.6) and the impact of the clockwise flow on ambient Hg 

concentrations at the two monitoring sites was evident.  On July 29-30, the high-pressure 

system was positioned northwest of the sites generating north-northeasterly flow from 

over Lake Michigan before reaching Chicago.  Mercury and ozone concentrations 

remained relatively low at the Chicago site during this 48-hour period, with a median Hg
0
 

concentration of 1.6 ng/m
3
, median RGM and Hgp concentrations less than 5 pg/m

3
, and a 

maximum ozone concentration of only 38 ppb (Figure 4.7).  On July 29 and 30, Holland 

received easterly transport during the night and early morning hours and northwesterly 
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transport during the day.  RGM displayed diurnal variability with elevated daytime 

concentrations, while
 
Hg

0
 and Hgp concentrations remained relatively constant during this 

period (~1.3 ng/m
3
 and 4 pg/m

3
, respectively) (Figure 4.8).   The maximum RGM 

concentration on July 29 at 17:00 EST (53 pg/m
3
) occurred under rapid northwest flow 

with only moderately high ozone concentrations (50 ppb) and slightly elevated SO2 (7 

ppb), suggesting transport of emissions from local sources north of the Holland site.  

Overnight the wind direction shifted easterly and Hg concentrations were very low.  

However, Hg
0 
and Hgp rose sharply at 9:00 EST on July 30 to 3.0 ng/m

3
 and 18.1 pg/m

3
 

when the wind direction suddenly shifted from easterly to northwesterly.  SO2 

simultaneously rose to 13 ppb, suggesting that these peaks were again likely due to local 

emissions north of the site (Figure 4.1).  As the wind direction continued to shift 

westerly, Hg
0
, Hgp, and SO2 concentrations quickly declined while RGM rose in a wide 

daytime peak (41 pg/m
3
), likely due to chemical production.   

The high-pressure system progressed eastward over the Chicago and Holland sites 

on July 31 and August 1.  During this period Hg
0
 fluctuated greatly in Chicago reaching a 

maximum of 8.1 ng/m
3
.  Most of the large Hg

0
 peaks occurred in the evening and early 

morning hours suggesting containment of local emissions within the boundary layer.  

RGM and Hgp also moderately increased in Chicago during this time, with peak 

concentrations of 43 pg/m
3
 and 35 pg/m

3
, respectively.  In Holland Hg

0
 and Hgp did not 

vary significantly on July 31 and August 1, while RGM displayed smaller daytime 

elevations than on the previous days.  The reduced SO2 concentrations and elevated 

ozone during this period suggests that the RGM at Holland was due to chemical 

production. 
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By the morning of August 2, the high-pressure system moved east of the sites 

generating southwesterly flow behind the high.  Following behind the high-pressure 

system, a cold front approached the region from the northwest extending out of a low 

centered in Canada through the central plains region, further supporting southwesterly 

flow in advance of the front.  As a result of this change in transport direction, the Hg 

concentrations in Chicago declined, with the exception of a moderate RGM peak (50 

pg/m
3
) on the afternoon of August 2 during a period of reduced local wind speeds (Figure 

4.7).  In Holland on the afternoon of August 2, under south-southwesterly flow RGM 

concentrations reached the maximum for the period (137 pg/m
3
; Figure 4.8).  The hourly 

concentrations of ozone and SO2 simultaneously increased in Holland to 115 ppb and 7.6 

ppb, respectively.  The peak in RGM at Holland on August 2 was ~2.5 times greater than 

the largest RGM peak observed during the previous four days and appears related to Hg 

transport from sources in the Chicago/Gary region.  On the morning of August 3 the 

frontal system, which had changed from a cold front to a stationary front, passed over the 

two sites causing the flow to shift to northwesterly behind it. 

The HYSPLIT dispersion model simulation ran from 3Z on August 1 to 9Z on 

August 3 (Figure 4.9) in order to capture the elevated Hg concentrations in Chicago 

throughout the day on August 1 (Figure 4.7) followed by the large RGM peak in Holland 

on August 2 (Figure 4.8).  Note that while the model was actually averaged and examined 

over three hour intervals for the subsequent discussion, six hour average intervals are 

shown in the figures below to provide a more simplified view of the overall plume 

transport.   
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From 3Z to 15Z on August 1, the plume was very concentrated near its source due 

to stable conditions generated by the high pressure system.  From 15Z on August 1 to 3Z 

on August 2 the plume began to expand northward with little east-west dispersion, 

suggesting an increase in wind speeds but still a fairly stable atmosphere.  Between 3Z 

and 6Z on August 2 the plume began to disperse over the lake as the high pressure system 

moved eastward.  As the daytime hours began, the plume continued to expand further 

eastward and higher concentrations within the plume moved closer to the Holland 

shoreline.  The plume first intercepted the Holland site between 9Z and 12Z on August 2, 

coinciding with the initial rise in RGM concentrations observed at Holland at 12Z 

(7:00EST).  From 12Z through 21Z on August 2, the plume continued on a northeast 

trajectory, causing continuous transport to Holland throughout the day on August 2.  

Between 21Z on August 2 and 0Z on August 3, the wind direction shifted westerly in 

Chicago and the plume began to disperse eastward from the source.  The highest 

concentrations within the plume were also maintained closer to the source.  This direction 

shift continued throughout the remainder of the modeled period, such that by the end of 

the model simulation (9Z on August 3) the plume was dispersing in a more eastward 

direction, generally passing south of the Holland site.  Coincidentally, the RGM peak in 

Holland declined sharply between 0Z on August 3 (19:00 EST on August 2) and 6Z on 

August 3 (1:00 EST) and RGM concentrations were near zero at the end of the modeling 

period.  

The HYSPLIT model simulation clearly depicts the stagnant conditions on 

August 1 which contained the plume near the Chicago site, followed by southwesterly 

flow on August 2 that transported emissions to the Holland site (Figure 4.9).  The 
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presence of the plume over the Holland site also coincides with the observed RGM peak, 

which began at 12Z (7:00 EST) on August 2 and continued until 6Z (1:00 EST) on 

August 3.  At the time of the peak RGM concentration in Holland (19:00 EST on August 

2; 0Z on August 3) the HYSPLIT model estimates that the concentration near the Holland 

site was on the order of 1.0E
-13

 /m
3
.  This value represents the amount of emitted mass 

per m
3
 that was transported from the source location to Holland through pure dispersion.  

The peak RGM concentration measured in Holland on August 2 was 137 pg/m
3
 (137 E

-12
 

g/m
3
).  Dividing this concentration by 1.0E

-13
 /m

3 
gives a mass of 1370 g (1.37 kg) of 

RGM that would need to be emitted from the source location to achieve the observed 

RGM concentration through pure dispersion.  If one simply assumes continuous total Hg 

emission at 275 kg/yr from the starting source location (24 hr/day and 365 day/year) this 

equates to total Hg emissions of ~0.031 kg/hr.  Further assuming that 50% of the Hg is 

emitted as RGM, then RGM is released from the starting location at ~0.016 kg/hr.  A 

total of 45 hours elapsed from the start of the HYSPLIT model simulation to the time of 

the maximum observed RGM concentration in Holland, so assuming continuous RGM 

emission of 0.016 kg/hr the source would have emitted ~0.70 kg of RGM over this 

period.  If 1.37 kg of RGM needed to be emitted from this source in order to achieve the 

observed RGM peak in Holland, then the estimated RGM emissions from this facility 

(0.70 kg) could account for 52% of the observed RGM peak.  Acknowledging that 

anywhere from 25% (U.S. EPA 2005 NEI) to 80% (Carpi, 1997) of the Hg could be 

emitted as RGM, by the calculations applied here primary emissions from the source 

could account for between 25% and 81% of the RGM peak in Holland. 
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The correlation of RGM with ozone at Holland from 9Z August 1 to 9Z August 3 

was significant (R = 0.80; p < 0.001) and the relationship explained 64% of the variance 

in RGM.  Given that ozone is a major oxidant of Hg
0 
(Munthe and McElroy, 1992), this 

may suggest that Hg
0
 oxidation is responsible for ~60% of the RGM observed at Holland 

during the period suggesting that the remaining ~40% would be due to direct transport of 

primary RGM emissions.  Under elevated ozone concentrations, a negative correlation 

between Hg
0
 and ozone may be observed due to Hg

0
 oxidation by ozone (Keeler and 

Dvonch, 2005); however, Hg
0
 and ozone were not significantly correlated at Holland 

during the period.  The relative importance of Hg
0
 oxidation by ozone can also be 

estimated by applying a previously reported reaction rate for Hg
0
 oxidation by ozone 

((7.5 ± 0.9) E
-19

 cm
3
 molecule

-1
 s

-1
; Pal and Ariya, 2004).  HYSPLIT back-trajectories 

initiated at the time of the RGM peak in Holland indicate that air mass transport over the 

lake from Chicago to Holland occurred in six hours.  Using the measured concentrations 

of Hg
0
 and ozone in Chicago at that time, it is estimated that Hg

0
 oxidation by ozone 

accounts for 31-40% of the maximum RGM peak.  However, there are other potential 

oxidants of Hg
0
 in the atmosphere, such as hydroxyl radicals and halogen compounds 

(Hynes et al., 2009; Ariya et al., 2009), which would additionally contribute to the 

fraction of RGM formed in the atmosphere through oxidation.  The contributions of these 

reactions were not estimated here because the aforementioned oxidants were not 

measured onsite during the study.  The stable atmospheric conditions (Figure 4.6), warm 

temperatures during transport (Figures 4.7 and 4.8), and elevated ozone at the time of the 

RGM peak in Holland were conducive for chemical reactions within stable layers over 
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the lake lending support for a larger contribution to RGM from Hg
0
 oxidation than from 

direct dispersion.  

4.3.3.2 Case Study #2: August 26 – 29, 2007 

The second case study similarly demonstrates rapid southwest flow transporting 

Hg emissions from the Chicago/Gary urban area to Holland (Figure 4.10).  From August 

26 until the morning of August 28, Chicago experienced predominantly southeasterly 

flow with steady wind speeds around 4-5 mph transporting emissions from Chicago/Gary 

sources.  This lead to large and variable peaks in ambient Hg concentrations, where Hg
0
 

in Chicago reached concentrations up to 6.8 ng/m
3
 and RGM and Hgp rose as high as 412 

and 72 pg/m
3
, respectively (Figure 4.11).   In the evening hours of August 27 Hg

0
 

remained high (6.5 ng/m
3
) and RGM and Hgp concentrations initially decreased.  Late in 

the evening (August 28, 1:00 EST) Hgp increased sharply (193 pg/m
3
) while Hg

0
 (5.4 

ng/m
3
) and RGM (62 pg/m

3
) also displayed moderate peaks.  At this time wind speed 

also increased slightly from 3 to 4 mph under south-southeasterly flow, suggesting 

transport of local emissions within the nocturnal boundary. The persistent southeasterly 

flow, low ozone concentrations, and dramatic peaks in Hg concentrations at various times 

of day including the night and early morning hours are all suggestive of local source 

emissions in Chicago. 

On August 26 in Holland, north-northwesterly winds during the day likely 

transported emissions from local sources.  At this time RGM increased to 68 pg/m
3
, while 

ozone and SO2 increased to 44 ppb and 15.2 ppb, respectively (Figure 4.12).  The sudden 

substantial rise in SO2 under northwesterly flow is highly suggestive of local combustion 

source emissions.  Mercury concentrations and wind speed dropped sharply on the 
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afternoon of August 26 as the wind direction shifted easterly.  On August 27, RGM and 

Hgp peaks were much smaller (18 pg/m
3
 and 31 pg/m

3
, respectively) under southeasterly 

transport and reduced solar insolation.  SO2 concentrations were also much lower on 

August 27 (2.1 ppb) than on the previous day.   

On August 28, the transport direction shifted to southwesterly and was more rapid 

throughout the afternoon, particularly in Holland where local wind speeds were near 8 

mph.  This transport regime brought elevated Hg concentrations to Holland while RGM 

and Hgp concentrations decreased in Chicago.  Hg
0
 in Chicago remained between 3-5 

ng/m
3
 during the day on August 28 (Figure 4.11).  In Holland RGM concentrations 

reached 112 pg/m
3
, which was the maximum for this three day period and ~1.6 times 

greater than the RGM peak observed in Holland on August 26 (Figure 4.12).  However, 

Hg
0
 and Hgp did not vary significantly.  SO2 increased in Holland to 11 ppb at the same 

time that RGM concentrations began to increase, but SO2 then declined steadily through 

the afternoon.  Interestingly, the SO2 peak at this time was less than the peak observed on 

August 26 under local influences due to the longer transport distance between the source 

(Chicago) and receptor (Holland) on August 28.  However, the coinciding RGM peak on 

August 28 was substantially larger than the peak RGM concentration on August 26, 

suggesting a combination of greater Hg emissions from Chicago/Gary sources and/or the 

additional potential for chemical RGM production during transport.  Ozone also 

increased in Holland (90 ppb) simultaneously with RGM concentrations on August 28.  

In the evening on August 28 local wind speeds were reduced (~4 mph), local wind 

direction shifted slightly from southwesterly to south-southeasterly, and ozone 
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concentrations declined from 90 ppb to 50 ppb.  Consequently, RGM concentrations also 

declined under weakened transport and reduced photochemical activity.   

Early in the morning on August 29 (1:00 – 9:00 EST) winds were southwesterly 

again at both sites but less rapid than on the previous day.  All Hg concentrations in 

Chicago declined steadily throughout the day on August 29 (Figure 4.11).  In Holland 

under southwest flow overnight, ozone concentrations remained near 50-60 ppb and 

small peaks in RGM (36 pg/m
3
) and SO2 (8.4 ppb) occurred.  This may suggest continued 

transport from Chicago/Gary sources; however in the absence of photochemistry the 

overnight RGM peak was ~70% less than the daytime peak on August 28.  Hg 

concentrations generally decreased throughout the day (Figure 4.12) as the flow shifted to 

a more northerly direction.   

The HYSPLIT model simulation was performed from 6Z on August 27  (1:00 

EST) to 18Z on August 29 (13:00 EST) in order to capture the elevated Hg 

concentrations in Chicago throughout the day on August 27, the large RGM peak in 

Holland on August 28, and the smaller RGM peak in Holland early on August 29.  As in 

case study #1, the plume dispersion was examined on three hour average intervals but 

Figure 4.13 displays the six-hour average concentrations.  From 6Z on August 27 to 6Z 

on August 28, the plume traveled consistently north-northwestward along the lakeshore.  

This coincides with the large and variable Hg concentrations observed in Chicago 

throughout the August 27.  The same starting location was used here as in case study #1, 

but if a similarly large point source closer to Gary, IN is used as the starting location in 

case study #2 the plume directly intersects the Chicago site and travels northward along 

the western Lake Michigan shoreline in the same pattern shown in Figure 4.13, 
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confirming that the speciated Hg measurements in Chicago do reflect Chicago/Gary 

emissions. 

Between 6Z and 12Z on August 28, the plume began to shift eastward over Lake 

Michigan.  It dispersed over northwest Michigan during the day on August 28, primarily 

intersecting Holland between 18Z (13:00 EST) and 21Z (16:00 EST) and continuing on 

this path in advance of the ensuing cold front.  From 21Z (16:00 EST) on August 28 to 

6Z (1:00 EST) on August 29, the plume shifted slightly so that it was passing just north 

of the Holland site.  The plume then moved back southward after 6Z, passing over the 

Holland site again and continuing southward as the cold front approached the source 

location on August 29. 

The modeled maximum plume concentration over Holland coincided with the 

maximum observed RGM concentration at the Holland site (112 pg/m
3
 at 18Z (13:00 

EST) on August 28).  The return of the plume back to the Holland site after shifting 

slightly northward also coincided with the smaller RGM peak observed between 6Z (1:00 

EST) and 14Z (9:00 EST) on August 29. The HYSPLIT model calculated that the 

concentration near the Holland site due to dispersion was on the order of 1.0E
-13

 /m
3
.  

Applying the same calculation from case study #1, the point source at the starting 

location needed to emit 1.12 kg to achieve the maximum observed RGM concentration 

through dispersion.  Assuming the same RGM emission rate (~0.016 kg/hr), over the 36 

hours from the start of the simulation to the time of the maximum observed RGM 

concentration the facility would have emitted ~0.58 kg of RGM.  This leads to an 

estimate that 52% of the measured RGM in Holland could be attributed to direct 

dispersion of RGM emitted from a source(s) in Chicago with the remainder associated 
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with oxidation of Hg
0
 en route.  Acknowledging once again that anywhere from 25% to 

80% of the Hg from combustion could be emitted as RGM, direct dispersion may account 

for 25-80% of the RGM measured in Holland. 

A regression of RGM against ozone measurements at Holland from 6Z on August 

27 to 18Z on August 29 suggested once again that the two species were significantly 

correlated (R = 0.79; p < 0.001) and the relationship explained 62% of the variance in 

RGM.  However, Hg
0
 and ozone showed a much weaker relationship (R = 0.36; p = 

0.06).  The calculation applied to case study #1 for the oxidation of Hg
0
 by ozone over 

six hours using measured concentrations in Chicago prior to the Holland RGM peak 

suggested that reaction may account for 21-27% of the RGM produced.  However, the 

half-width of the RGM peak and its timing in the late afternoon suggests the importance 

of photochemical RGM production during transport, further indicating the potential role 

of other atmospheric oxidants of Hg
0
.   

4.4 Conclusions 

This study provides valuable insight into the fate of speciated Hg emissions from 

the Chicago/Gary urban/industrial area and its impacts on southwestern Michigan.  

Speciated Hg measurements from Chicago, IL and Holland, MI during summer 2007 

revealed the differences in ambient Hg concentrations at the urban and rural locations and 

allowed for examining the transport of Hg emissions within the atmosphere over Lake 

Michigan.  Analysis suggests that RGM concentrations measured in Holland were five 

times greater under southwesterly flow relative to other transport directions and were 

significantly less under northerly transport from local sources.  Two selected case studies 

also demonstrated the impact of transport from Chicago/Gary sources to Holland, MI.  
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HYSPLIT dispersion modeling revealed based on best estimates that dispersion of 

Chicago/Gary primary source emissions may account for ~52% of RGM concentrations 

in Holland following transport, with the remainder resulting from Hg
0
 oxidation in the 

atmosphere en route.  This estimate was corroborated by a significant relationship 

between RGM and ozone during the examined case study periods, suggesting the 

importance of RGM production via Hg
0
 oxidation during transport.  The application of a 

comprehensive model which, in addition to atmospheric dispersion also includes detailed 

atmospheric Hg chemistry and finer scale meteorological inputs could be used in the 

future to further distinguish between Hg transport and photochemical production across 

southern Lake Michigan. 
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Figure 4.1: Location of Chicago, IL and Holland, MI sites and major Hg point sources 

emitting ≥ 0.1 kg Hg/yr (U.S. EPA 2005 NEI; Environment Canada 2007 

NPRI).  
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Figure 4.2: Time series of Hg

0
, RGM, and Hgp concentrations at Chicago and Holland 

from July 1 to November 8, 2007.  All times are reported in Eastern Standard 

Time (EST). 
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Figure 4.3: Hourly average ambient speciated Hg concentrations at the (a) Chicago and 

(b) Holland sites. All times are reported in Eastern Standard Time (EST). 
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Figure 4.4: 24-hour HYSPLIT back-trajectory clusters for Chicago, IL. 
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Figure 4.5: 24-hour HYSPLIT back-trajectory clusters for Holland, MI. 
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Figure 4.6: Surface maps on (a) July 30 0Z, (b) August 1 12Z, and (c) August 3 0Z, 

2007. 
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Figure 4.7: Speciated Hg, ozone and meteorological measurements for Chicago, IL on 

July 29 – August 3, 2007.  
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Figure 4.8: Speciated Hg, ozone, SO2, and meteorological measurements for Holland, 

MI on July 29 – August 3, 2007. 
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Figure 4.9: HYSPLIT dispersion model output averaged every six hours between 8/1/07 

3Z (7/31/07 22:00 EST) and 8/3/07 9Z (4:00 EST) based on continuous 

emission from 41.495N, 88.125W at 137m AGL.  Contours represent the 

amount of emitted mass per m
3
 that was transported from the source location 

through pure dispersion.   
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Figure 4.10. Surface maps on (a) August 27 12Z and (b) August 29 0Z, 2007. 
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Figure 4.11: Speciated Hg, ozone, and meteorological measurements for Chicago, IL on 

August 26-29, 2007. 
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Figure 4.12: Speciated Hg, ozone, SO2, and meteorological measurements for Holland, 

MI on August 26-29, 2007. 
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Figure 4.13: HYSPLIT dispersion model output averaged every six hours between 

8/27/07 6Z (1:00 EST) and 8/29/07 18Z (13:00 EST) based on continuous 

emission from 41.495N, 88.125W at 137m AGL.  Contours represent the 

amount of emitted mass per m
3
 that was transported from the source location 

through pure dispersion.   
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Table 4.1: Speciated Hg at Chicago, IL and Holland, MI (Jul 1 – Nov 8, 2007). 

  Hg
0
 (ng/m

3
) RGM (pg/m

3
) Hgp (pg/m

3
) 

  Chicago Holland Chicago Holland Chicago Holland 

Mean 2.5 1.3 17 8 9 6 

SD 1.5 0.3 87 15 20 4 

Median 1.9 1.3 6 2 5 6 

25% 1.6 1.2 3 0 3 3 

75% 2.8 1.4 13 9 8 8 

Max 16.5 6.0 2707 137 401 31 

N 1339 1489 1339 1489 1339 1489 
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Table 4.2: Hg Concentrations in Chicago 24-hour HYSPLIT back-trajectories. 

    Hg
0 

(ng/m
3
) RGM (pg/m

3
) Hgp (pg/m

3
) 

Cluster Frequency Median Max Median Max Median Max 

4a 19% 2.1 11.1 8 344 6 131 

4b 17% 2.7 10.4 14 2707 10 218 

4c 11% 2.0 8.7 6 36 4 29 

4d 9% 1.6 10.4 3 43 2 29 

4e 16% 1.8 9.5 3 409 4 401 

4f 5% 1.9 3.4 7 43 5 15 

4g 11% 2.2 16.5 6 460 4 202 

4h 7% 1.5 7.1 4 28 5 31 

4i 3% 1.4 5.3 3 130 3 11 
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Table 4.3: Hg Concentrations in Holland 24-hour HYSPLIT back-trajectories. 

    Hg
0 

(ng/m
3
) RGM (pg/m

3
) Hgp (pg/m

3
) 

Cluster Frequency Median Max Median Max Median Max 

5a 8% 1.4 2.9 2 90 8 30 

5b 25% 1.4 3.0 1 103 5 23 

5c 20% 1.4 4.1 6 137 6 31 

5d 7% 1.3 4.1 14 112 6 15 

5e 9% 1.3 1.9 2 53 4 19 

5f 10% 1.2 6.0 1 68 4 24 

5g 9% 1.3 2.8 2 43 5 18 

5h 5% 1.3 1.6 1 54 7 21 

5i 6% 1.2 1.5 1 72 4 22 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

Isotopic Composition and Fractionation of Mercury in Great Lakes Precipitation 

and Ambient Air 

 

Abstract 

Atmospheric deposition is a primary pathway by which mercury (Hg) enters terrestrial 

and aquatic ecosystems; however, the chemical and meteorological processes that Hg 

undergoes from emission to deposition are not well understood.  Hg stable isotope 

geochemistry is a steadily growing field used to better understand Hg biogeochemical 

cycling that may offer a new perspective on atmospheric processes.  To conduct an initial 

examination of atmospheric Hg isotopic composition in the Great Lakes, precipitation 

and ambient vapor phase Hg samples were collected in Chicago, IL, Holland, MI, and 

Dexter, MI, USA between April 2007 and September 2009.  Precipitation samples were 

characterized by predominantly negative δ
202

Hg while most ambient samples displayed 

positive δ
202

Hg.  Positive Δ
199

Hg up to 0.61‰ (±0.09‰, 2SD) was observed in 

precipitation; however, Δ
199

Hg was insignificant in most ambient vapor phase samples. 

Significant positive Δ
200

Hg up to 0.22‰ (±0.03‰, 2SD) was also observed in 

precipitation.  These results are in contrast to recent predictions of the isotopic 

composition of atmospheric Hg, suggesting that in addition to aqueous photoreduction of 

Hg, other atmospheric redox reactions and source related processes may contribute to 
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isotopic fractionation of atmospheric Hg and should be considered in future research 

endeavors.   

 

5.1 Introduction 

Mercury (Hg) is a hazardous air pollutant and a toxic metal of significant 

environmental concern.  Once Hg enters terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems it may be 

converted to its organic form, methylmercury, which bioaccumulates within aquatic food 

webs ultimately threatening human health through consumption of contaminated fish 

(U.S. EPA, 1997).  It is critical to identify and understand the sources and transport 

mechanisms of Hg in the atmosphere in order to effectively regulate emissions and 

reduce the threat of Hg to sensitive ecosystems and human health. 

Hg behaves uniquely in the atmosphere due to its complex speciation.  Hg exists 

in the atmosphere in three main forms: gaseous elemental Hg (Hg
0
), divalent reactive 

gaseous Hg (RGM), and fine particulate bound Hg (Hgp) (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998).  

Hg
0
 comprises more than 90% of the Hg in ambient air (Slemr et al., 1985; Lin and 

Pehkonen, 1999).  It has low solubility in water and consequently can be transported long 

distances in the atmosphere (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998; Lin and Pehkonen, 1999).  In 

contrast, RGM and Hgp are much more reactive and deposit readily, either close to 

sources (White et al., 2009) or upon oxidation of Hg
0
 during atmospheric transport 

(Schroeder and Munthe, 1998; Lin and Pehkonen, 1999).  Because Hg is a local, regional, 

and global pollutant, identification of the transport pathways, chemical transformations, 

and deposition mechanisms that Hg undergoes in the atmosphere can be challenging.   
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Hg isotope analysis is a relatively new tool for examining Hg biogeochemical 

cycling.  Hg has considerable potential for isotopic fractionation because it has seven 

stable isotopes (196, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, and 204 amu), active redox chemistry, and 

an ability to form covalent bonds as well as exist in the solid, aqueous, and gas phases.  

Mass-dependent fractionation (MDF) results from differences in zero-point vibrational 

energies between the isotopes due to their differing masses.  MDF of Hg isotopes has 

been observed experimentally during microbial reduction (Kritee et al., 2007; Kritee et 

al., 2008) and dark abiotic aqueous reduction (Bergquist and Blum, 2007).  MDF is also 

observed in natural settings, including hydrothermal systems (Hintelmann and Lu, 2003; 

Smith et al., 2009; Sherman et al., 2009) and terrestrial and marine sediments (Foucher 

and Hintelmann, 2006; Gehrke et al., 2009).   

Recent studies have also demonstrated that mass-independent fractionation (MIF) 

of Hg isotopes can occur in natural systems.  MIF of Hg is predicted to occur either due 

to variations in the nuclear charge radius of different isotopes caused by variability in the 

packing of protons and neutrons in the nucleus (nuclear volume effect) (Schauble, 2007) 

or due to the influence of nuclear spin in the odd-mass isotopes on radical pair reaction 

rates (magnetic isotope effect) (Turro, 1983; Buchachenko, 2001; Buchachenko et al., 

2007).  The nuclear volume theory describes MIF of Hg during equilibrium reactions 

(Schauble, 2007), whereas the magnetic isotope effect influences kinetic reactions (Turro, 

1983; Buchachenko, 2001; Buchachenko et al., 2007).  The nuclear volume theory 

predicts that MIF will be greatest for 
199

Hg and 
204

Hg, but also predicts MIF for 
201

Hg 

and to a lesser degree for 
200

Hg (Schauble, 2007).  In contrast, MIF due to the magnetic 

isotope effect can only occur in the odd-mass isotopes of Hg (
199

Hg and 
201

Hg) 
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(Buchachenko et al., 2007).  MIF and MDF have been observed during photoreduction of 

Hg
2+

 and methylmercury (Bergquist and Blum, 2007), as well as in peats (Biswas et al., 

2008; Ghosh et al., 2008), sediments (Gehrke et al., 2009), hydrothermal waters 

(Sherman et al., 2009), coal deposits (Biswas et al., 2008), fish tissue (Jackson et al., 

2008, Bergquist and Blum, 2007), lichens (Carignan et al., 2009), and Arctic snow 

(Sherman et al., 2010).  

Analyses to date suggest that quantification of Hg isotope fractionation may offer 

information on the sources of Hg to the environment (Biswas et al., 2008) as well as the 

processes affecting Hg in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems (Bergquist and Blum, 2007; 

Carignan et al., 2009; Sherman et al., 2010).  Atmospheric deposition is the dominant 

pathway for Hg to enter aquatic ecosystems (Landis and Keeler, 2002; Hammerschmidt 

and Fitzgerald, 2006) and is thus a key component of the Hg biogeochemical cycle.  

However, Hg isotopes have only recently been directly measured in atmospheric 

reservoirs (Sherman et al., 2010). 

The Great Lakes region was chosen for atmospheric Hg isotope measurements 

because atmospheric sources of Hg in this region are well-identified (Hoyer et al., 1995; 

Great Lakes Commission, 1999; Landis et al., 2002; Keeler et al., 2006; Cohen et al., 

2007) and elevated levels of Hg deposition to the Great Lakes have been observed in 

recent decades (U.S. EPA, 1994).  Previous studies demonstrated the influence of major 

Hg sources in the Chicago/Gary urban area on Hg concentrations in Lake Michigan as 

well as in ambient air and precipitation in the surrounding region (Landis and Keeler, 

2002; Landis et al., 2002; Vette et al., 2002).  However, there is still much to be 

understood regarding Hg sources in the Great Lakes region and Hg biogeochemical 
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cycling. The analysis of atmospheric samples for Hg isotopes may offer additional 

information on the transport mechanisms and chemical processes that Hg undergoes in 

the atmosphere. 

5.2 Experimental Section 

5.2.1 Site Descriptions 

 Precipitation samples were collected in Chicago, IL and Holland, MI from July 

2007 to November 2007 and in Dexter, MI from April 2007 to November 2008 (Figure 

5.SI-1).  Ambient vapor phase Hg samples were also collected periodically in Dexter 

from August 2007 to September 2009.  An additional vapor phase Hg sample was 

collected in Chicago in September 2009.   

The Chicago, IL site (UOC) was ~2 km west of Lake Michigan on the University 

of Chicago campus.  This site was in close proximity to atmospheric Hg sources 

southwest of Chicago and along southern Lake Michigan in the Chicago/Gary industrial 

region, including coal-fired utility boilers, metal smelters, and iron and steel 

manufacturing facilities.  The Holland, MI site (HOL) was located on the eastern shore of 

Lake Michigan ~162 km northeast of Chicago at the Michigan Department of 

Environmental Quality (MDEQ) monitoring station, ~5 km east of Lake Michigan.  This 

site was considered semi-rural because although there are local sources, they are far 

fewer in number than those surrounding the industrial Chicago site.  Additionally, 

because the Holland site was south and west of these local point sources, they would 

minimally impact samples collected in Holland during southwest transport from 

Chicago/Gary.  The Dexter, MI site (DXT) was located approximately 60 km west of 

Detroit, MI.  It is a remote location with no major local Hg point sources, so the air 
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masses sampled at this site primarily represent background ambient air (Lynam and 

Keeler, 2005; Liu et al., 2010).   

5.2.2 Sample Collection 

 Precipitation samples were collected using a modified wet-only University of 

Michigan MIC-B (MIC, Thornhill, Ontario) automated precipitation collector.  The 

sampling train was modeled after the design described by Landis and Keeler (1997) for 

daily-event wet-only precipitation collection.  However, because substantially more Hg is 

needed for high precision isotopic analysis than for Hg concentration analysis, 

precipitation was collected into 2-L fluorinated polyethylene bottles, rather than the 1-L 

bottles typically used in daily-event collection (Landis and Keeler, 1997).  All supplies 

and samples were handled and prepared using clean techniques in a Class-100 clean 

room.  Two borosilicate glass funnels (collection area 191 ± 9 cm
2
), each equipped with a 

glass vapor lock inside a Teflon adapter to prevent Hg loss, were deployed in the MIC-B 

(Landis and Keeler, 1997).  The vapor locks were fitted with 23 cm long silicone tubes 

(0.48 cm i.d.) attached to a polypropylene bottle cap through a Y-shaped adapter.   

Funnels and vapor locks were prepared using a rigorous acid cleaning procedure (Landis 

and Keeler, 1997).  The fluorinated bottles were cleaned using a two-day soak in 2% 

BrCl followed by a thorough rinse in ultra-purified Milli-Q water.  Lab and field blanks 

of the fluorinated bottles yielded < 2 pg of Hg/bottle.  Silicone tubing was rinsed 

extensively with 2L of ultra-pure Milli-Q water before deployment in the field and 

individual lengths of tubing were not used for more than one sample.  Sample bottles 

were typically deployed for 1-2 weeks to allow for sufficient volume collection.  
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Consequently, samples collected during this study represent composite samples rather 

than true event samples.  

 Ambient vapor phase Hg samples were collected onto eight gold coated bead 

traps deployed in parallel on a PVC manifold.  Air was pulled through all eight traps by a 

single pump at a constant flow rate of ~1.8 lpm per trap.  The total volume of air sampled 

was recorded using a calibrated dry test meter (DTM) and the total flow rate was verified 

using a calibrated rotameter.  Quartz filters were placed on the upstream end of the traps 

to remove particulate Hg from the air stream.  The traps were wrapped in heat tape and 

kept at ~60°C to prevent condensation.  Samples were collected in the field for 2-3 days 

at a time. 

5.2.3 Sample Processing and Analysis 

 Following collection, precipitation samples were oxidized with 1% (v/v) BrCl and 

stored in a dark cold room for at least 24-hours.  Precipitation samples were analyzed for 

total Hg concentration using cold vapor atomic fluorescence spectrometry (CVAFS) on a 

Tekran® Series 2600.  Of the 56 samples collected at Dexter, Holland, and Chicago, 20 

contained sufficient Hg for isotopic analysis (> 8 ng).   

 Prior to isotopic analysis, the Hg from each sample was isolated and concentrated 

into a 2% KMnO4 (w/w) liquid trap.  Each precipitation sample was first transferred to a 

clean 2-L pyrex bottle.  The reducing agents, consisting of 10% SnCl (w/v), 50% H2SO4 

(w/v) and 1% NH2OH (w/v), were mixed in a separate 2-L pyrex bottle.  The sample and 

reagents were then introduced simultaneously onto a frosted-tip gas-liquid separator at a 

flow rate of 0.8 ml/min.  The reduced Hg
0

(g) was transferred to 25 g of 2% KMnO4 (w/w) 

solution by a counter-flow of Ar gas (0.9 L/min).  Procedural standards (NIST SRM 3133 
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in 1-L of 1% BrCl (v/v)) and blank solutions (1-L of 1% BrCl (v/v)) were pre-

concentrated in the same manner. 

 Ambient vapor phase samples were also pre-concentrated into 25 g of 2% KMnO4 

(w/w).  The gold coated bead traps were thermally desorbed by slowly heating each trap 

to 500°C over 3-hours, following the heating profile described in Sherman et al. (2010) 

while an Ar gas stream (50 ml/min) transferred the released Hg
0

(g) into the 2% KMnO4 

solution.   

 The 25 g 2% KMnO4 (w/w) solutions were subsequently concentrated into 8 g of 

2% KMnO4 (w/w) to sufficiently concentrate Hg in the samples to ≥ 1 ng/g for isotopic 

analysis.  Each 25 g solution was first partially reduced with NH2OH, then divided into 5 

ml sub-samples which were individually reduced with 20 µl of 30% NH2OH, 250 µl of 

20% SnCl2 and 250 µl of 50% H2SO4 and bubbled into 8 g of 2% KMnO4 (w/w).  The 8 

g solutions were then partially reduced with NH2OH prior to isotopic analysis.  

The isotopic compositions of samples and procedural standards were determined 

using a multi-collector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (MC-ICP-MS; Nu 

instruments) following previously reported methods (Bergquist and Blum, 2007; Blum 

and Bergquist, 2007).  MDF for a given sample is reported in delta notation with respect 

to the average of the NIST 3133 bracketing standards (Blum and Bergquist, 2007), 

following equation (1): 

(1) δ
xxx

Hg (‰) = ([(
xxx

Hg/
 198

Hg)sample/(
xxx

Hg/
 198

Hg)NIST SRM 133] – 1) * 1000 

MIF is reported using capital delta notation (Blum and Bergquist, 2007) as the deviation 

from predicted kinetic MDF according to equations (2), (3), and (4) where the constants 
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represent the theoretically predicted MDF for 
199

Hg, 
200

Hg, and 
201

Hg based on the 

measured 
202

Hg/
198

Hg ratio (Blum and Bergquist, 2007).  

 (2) Δ
199

Hg (‰) = δ
199

Hg – (δ
202

Hg * 0.252) 

(3) Δ
200

Hg (‰) = δ
200

Hg – (δ
202

Hg * 0.502) 

(4) Δ
201

Hg (‰) = δ
201

Hg – (δ
202

Hg * 0.752) 

To assess the analytical uncertainty of the isotopic analyses, the UM-Almadén 

standard solution (Blum and Bergquist, 2007) was analyzed during each mass 

spectrometry analytical session at the same concentration as sample solutions.  

Procedural standard analyses (NIST SRM 3133) emulating the preparation, concentration 

and analysis of precipitation and vapor phase samples were also performed throughout 

the study.  In the following discussion, analytical uncertainties are reported as the larger 

value of either 2SD of the long-term reproducibility of the UM-Almadén standard or 2SD 

of the reproducibility of procedural standards.   

5.3 Results 

 These data represent the first reported Hg isotope analyses conducted on 

atmospheric samples collected in the Great Lakes region.  Figure 5.1 summarizes the 

isotopic composition of Hg in Great Lakes atmospheric samples (Δ
199

Hg versus δ
202

Hg).  

Precipitation samples were primarily characterized by negative δ
202

Hg (δ
202

Hg = -0.79‰ 

to 0.21‰ ± 0.17‰, 2SD), whereas δ
202

Hg of ambient samples was predominantly 

positive with the exception of two samples (δ
202

Hg = -0.59‰ to 0.48‰ ± 0.12‰, 2SD).  

Significant positive MIF of the odd-mass isotopes (
199

Hg and 
201

Hg) was measured in 

precipitation samples (Δ
199

Hg = 0.07‰ to 0.61‰ ± 0.09‰, 2SD; Δ
201

Hg = 0.05‰ to 

0.55‰ ± 0.08‰, 2SD) (Figure 5.2).  In contrast, Δ
199

Hg and Δ
201

Hg values were 
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indistinguishable from zero in most ambient vapor phase Hg samples (Δ
199

Hg = -0.17‰ 

to 0.06‰ ± 0.07‰, 2SD; Δ
201

Hg = -0.12‰ to 0.03‰ ± 0.08‰, 2SD).  A linear 

regression of Δ
199

Hg versus Δ
201

Hg for all atmospheric samples (precipitation and 

ambient vapor phase Hg) yielded a slope of 0.82 ± 0.26 (r
2 
= 0.58) (Figure 5.2).     

Significant MIF of 
200

Hg has never been reported in previous studies.  However, 

Δ
200

Hg was significantly different from zero in several precipitation samples with values 

up to 0.22‰ (± 0.03‰, 2SD) observed.  In contrast, Δ
200

Hg of ambient vapor phase 

samples was slightly negative (Δ
200

Hg = -0.12‰ to 0.02‰ ± 0.04‰, 2SD).  A linear 

regression of Δ
199

Hg versus Δ
200

Hg in all atmospheric samples yielded a slope of 1.69 ± 

0.43 (r
2
 = 0.79) (Figure 5.3).  A summary of the precipitation and ambient vapor phase 

isotopic compositions can be found in the Supporting Information (Tables 5.SI-1, 5.SI-2). 

5.4 Discussion  

5.4.1 Ambient Sample Characterization 

The range in Hg isotopic composition of ambient vapor phase samples suggests 

that Hg isotope measurements may potentially be used to distinguish background Hg
0
 

from Hg emitted from industrial sources.  Five of the six Dexter vapor phase samples 

(DXT-VP-1; DXT-VP-3 through 6) had comparable δ
202

Hg values within the reported 

2SD analytical uncertainty and generally showed insignificant MIF (Figure 5.1).  

Because the Dexter site was at a more rural location, these samples may represent the 

regional background isotopic composition of ambient vapor phase Hg, which is 

predominantly Hg
0
 (Slemr et al., 1985; Lin and Pehkonen, 1999; Lynam and Keeler, 

2005).  In contrast, one vapor phase sample from Dexter (DXT-VP-2) displayed negative 

δ
202

Hg (-0.39‰ ± 0.12‰, 2SD) and significant negative Δ
199

Hg (-0.17‰ ± 0.07‰, 
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2SD).  DXT-VP-2 was the only vapor phase sample collected at Dexter during south-

southeasterly flow, whereas all other Dexter vapor phase samples, with the exception of 

DXT-VP-5, captured northerly flow.  It is possible that the south-southeasterly flow 

transported Hg from major point sources in southeast Michigan or the Ohio River Valley 

where coal combustion is the dominant contributor to atmospheric Hg (Keeler et al., 

2006) (Figure 5.SI-1).  The negative δ
202

Hg and Δ
199

Hg in DXT-VP-2 are similar in 

magnitude to those observed in some western USA coal deposits (Biswas et al., 2008), 

which are burned in the Great Lakes region (Hower et al., 1999; Freme, 2008).  

Interestingly, DXT-VP-5 (δ
202

Hg = 0.27‰ ± 0.12‰, 2SD; Δ
199

Hg = 0.0‰ ± 0.07‰, 

2SD) was collected under south-southwesterly flow conditions but is not isotopically 

similar to DXT-VP-2.  Although speculative, the differences between these samples may 

be explained by the meteorological conditions under which they were collected.  During 

the sampling period for DXT-VP-2 (2/23/09 – 2/25/09) the average boundary layer height 

at Dexter was 236 m above ground level (AGL) with a range of 10 – 700 m AGL, as 

determined from HYSPLIT V4.8 modeled mixed layer depths every six hours at the 

sampling location (Draxler and Hess, 1998), and the average hourly ambient temperature 

in Dexter was -5°C (CASTNET).  These conditions suggest that there was limited 

vertical mixing due to the low boundary layer and cold temperatures.  During the 

collection of DXT-VP-2 under southeasterly flow the sky was 60-100% obscured by 

clouds (NCDC) and the average hourly solar insolation was 142 W/m
2 
with a maximum 

of 668 W/m
2
 (CASTNET), suggesting a potential reduction in photochemical activity due 

to reflection of incoming radiation.  In contrast, during the collection of DXT-VP-5 

(5/20/09-5/22/09), the average hourly temperature in Dexter was 20°C, the average 
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hourly solar insolation was 342 W/m
2
 with a maximum value of 979 W/m

2
 recorded 

(CASTNET), the sky was clear with few scattered clouds (NCDC), and the average 

boundary layer depth was ~450 m AGL with daytime heights above 1000 m AGL.  This 

may suggest greater potential for vertical mixing of point source emissions and 

photochemical activity during collection of DXT-VP-5 as compared to DXT-VP-2.  It is 

therefore possible that DXT-VP-2 more strongly retained the isotopic signature imparted 

by regional coal combustion.  Additional sampling of the emissions from different source 

types and finer time resolution sampling of ambient Hg under different flow regimes is 

needed to better evaluate this hypothesis.   

The Chicago vapor phase sample (UOC-VP-1) displayed similar negative δ
202

Hg 

(-0.59‰ ± 0.12‰, 2SD) to DXT-VP-2.  The difference in δ
202

Hg between the Chicago 

vapor phase sample and the other Dexter samples may be related to the proximity of the 

Chicago site to many large industrial sources (e.g., coal combustion and iron-steel 

manufacturing) (Figure 5.SI-1) that strongly influence the concentration and possibly the 

isotopic composition of atmospheric Hg.  Additional samples are needed at the urban 

Chicago site to draw clear distinctions from the remote Dexter site.   

5.4.2 Precipitation Sample Characterization 

It is difficult to characterize the meteorological history of the precipitation 

samples collected during this study because each sample was a composite of up to six 

discrete events.  Each event may have had different synoptic conditions leading to the 

formation of precipitation as well as different sources emitting Hg into the associated air 

mass.  Previous studies have clearly demonstrated that event-based sampling is essential 

to distinctly characterize air mass transport and deposition using meteorological data, 
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modeled air mass back-trajectories, and trace element concentrations in precipitation 

(White et al., 2009; Dvonch et al., 1998; Dvonch et al., 1999; Gratz et al., 2009).  When 

multiple events are combined into a single sample, it is very difficult and perhaps no 

longer possible to separate the signatures of specific source emissions.  Despite the 

inability to identify specific source contributions using only Hg isotopes in composite 

precipitation samples, the data presented here do offer new insights into atmospheric 

processes and highlight important reaction mechanisms that need further examination.   

5.4.3 Mass-Independent Fractionation Mechanisms 

The precise mechanism(s) causing MIF of Hg isotopes are not fully understood, 

but previous work suggests that significant MIF can occur due to the magnetic isotope 

effect (Bergquist and Blum, 2007; Ghosh et al., 2008; Carignan et al., 2009; Sherman et 

al., 2010).  This effect occurs during photochemical reactions in which long-lived radical 

pairs are formed.  In such reactions, differences in magnetic moments and nuclear spin 

between the even- and odd-mass isotopes can cause varying radical pair recombination 

rates among the isotopes, leading to variability in the reaction products (Bergquist and 

Blum, 2007; Buchachenko, 2001; Buchachenko et al., 2007).  In contrast, the nuclear 

volume effect can occur during both dark and light reactions but the extent of 

fractionation caused by this effect is much smaller (Zheng and Hintelmann, 2009).  Given 

that there are several Hg redox reactions that occur in the atmosphere, it is possible that 

both the magnetic isotope effect and nuclear volume effects could affect the isotopic 

composition of atmospheric Hg depending on the dominant reaction.  It is also possible 

that there are other mechanisms contributing to Hg isotope fractionation in the 

atmosphere that have not yet been identified. 
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Previous studies of MIF in natural systems suggest that the magnetic isotope 

effect may produce a Δ
199

Hg/Δ
201

Hg ratio of ~1:1 (Bergquist and Blum, 2007; Ghosh et 

al., 2008; Carignan et al., 2009; Sherman et al., 2010), whereas the nuclear volume effect 

is theoretically predicted to produce a Δ
199

Hg/Δ
201

Hg ratio of ~2.5:1 (Schauble, 2007; 

Ghosh et al., 2008; Estrade et al., 2009).  The Δ
199

Hg/Δ
201

Hg ratio observed in 

precipitation and vapor phase Hg samples (Figure 5.2) is similar to the ratio suggested for 

the magnetic isotope effect and is indistinguishable from 1:1.  However, the substantial 

variability in the Δ
199

Hg/Δ
201

Hg ratios for individual samples may suggest that more than 

one reaction and/or more than one mechanism are causing the observed MIF.  

5.4.4 Comparison of Results to Previous Studies 

The observed positive MIF of 
199

Hg and 
201

Hg in precipitation and insignificant 

MIF of 
199

Hg and 
201

Hg in ambient vapor phase samples are in contrast to previous 

studies which suggested that atmospheric Hg should display negative MIF (Carignan et 

al., 2009).  During aqueous photoreduction experiments by Bergquist and Blum (2007) in 

which Hg
0

(g) was volatilized from solutions containing dissolved organic carbon (DOC), 

the Hg
2+

 remaining in solution displayed increasingly positive MIF of 
199

Hg and 
201

Hg.  It 

was therefore hypothesized that Hg
0
 released to the atmosphere through aqueous 

photoreduction should display negative MIF (Bergquist and Blum, 2007).  Additionally, 

recent studies reported negative MIF in lichens from Switzerland, northeast France, and 

northern Quebec, Canada with Δ
199

Hg ranging from -1.0‰ to -0.3‰ (± 0.15‰, 2SD) 

(Carignan et al., 2009).  Because lichens take up Hg through wet and dry deposition 

(including direct absorption of Hg
0
 from the atmosphere), it was proposed that the Hg 

isotopic composition of lichens might be representative of isotopic values of atmospheric 
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Hg (Carignan et al., 2009).  It was further suggested that the atmosphere and aquatic 

environment may be complementary reservoirs with respect to the photoreduction of Hg 

and that aqueous photoreduction may be the dominant process contributing to 

atmospheric Hg (Carignan et al., 2009).  However, the results of the present study suggest 

that aqueous photoreduction in the presence of DOC is not the only process contributing 

to atmospheric Hg isotope fractionation.   

The sources and processes relevant to atmospheric Hg cycling vary on local and 

regional scales due to the relative density of sources, which emit varying amounts of Hg 

as well as varying fractions of the elemental and reactive forms of Hg, and the 

availability of other atmospheric constituents.  Therefore, the dominant processes 

influencing Hg isotopic fractionation should be examined carefully for each location of 

interest.  The isotopic composition of Hg
0

(g) released during aqueous photoreduction does 

not represent the isotopic composition of Hg
0

(g) released from anthropogenic sources or 

produced via other reaction mechanisms.  Although aqueous photoreduction is a potential 

source of atmospheric Hg
0

(g) in the Lake Michigan Basin, the density of industrial sources 

in the region likely also contributes to the isotopic composition of Hg in atmospheric 

samples. 

In addition to source impacts, there are a wide range of gas phase, aqueous phase, 

and heterogeneous reactions that Hg can undergo between emission and deposition.  For 

example, Hg
0
 can be oxidized in the gas and aqueous phases by hydroxyl radicals, ozone, 

and halogen compounds (Munthe, 1992; Lin and Pehkonen, 1997; Hynes et al., 2009).  

Reduction of Hg
2+

 can occur in the aqueous phase by sulfite, halogen species, or 

hydroperoxyl radicals (Lin and Pehkonen, 1999; Hynes et al., 2009; Munthe et al., 1991).  
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Photoreduction has been suggested to occur in the atmosphere through heterogeneous 

chemistry in cloud droplets (Lin and Pehkonen, 1997; Seigneur et al., 1994) and within 

power plant plumes (Lohman et al., 2006).   

The importance of heterogeneous chemistry in Hg isotopic fractionation was 

recently demonstrated in Arctic snow samples.  Following photochemical reduction of 

Hg
2+

 in surface snow through reactions likely involving Hg-halogen radical pair 

intermediates, Δ
199

Hg in the surface snow decreased significantly (to < -4‰) while the 

emitted Hg
0

(g) displayed less negative Δ
199

Hg values than the original surface snow 

(Sherman et al., 2010).  These findings highlight the importance of photochemistry to Hg 

isotopic fractionation and suggest that Hg fractionation in the atmosphere may occur 

during similar processes.  Halogen reactions are typically important in Arctic 

environments (Lindberg et al., 2002; Tackett et al., 2007) and the marine boundary layer 

(Hedgecock and Pirrone, 2001; Lin et al., 2006), whereas in the industrial Great Lakes 

region ozone is more readily available (Dye et al., 1995) and therefore may dominate Hg
0
 

oxidation (Munthe and McElroy, 1992).  However, there may also be important industrial 

halogen sources in the Great Lakes region, such as municipal solid waste incinerators 

(Carpi, 1997), which could contribute to Hg
0
 oxidation.   

Photoreduction in cloud droplets may also facilitate the release of some Hg
0
 back 

to the interstitial air.  Cloud droplets contain some DOC (Kesselmeier and Staudt, 1999; 

Willey et al., 2000), and if the experiments conducted by Bergquist and Blum (2007) are 

relevant to this system, then the odd-mass isotopes of Hg would be preferentially retained 

as Hg
2+

 in the cloud droplet.  As a result, the cloud droplets could become increasingly 

positive with respect to Δ
199

Hg.  Oxidation reactions in the atmosphere may also cause 
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MIF of Hg isotopes; however, because oxidation by ozone or halogen radicals is not a 

direct photochemical process and thus does not produce long-lived radical pairs it is 

unlikely that this process will produce significant MIF of Hg isotopes (Buchachenko, 

2001; Zheng and Hintelmann, 2009).  The possible mechanisms and full range of 

reactions responsible for MIF of Hg in the atmosphere need to be examined more closely 

and under carefully controlled experimental conditions.   

5.4.5 Mass-Independent Fractionation of 
200

Hg 

Significant MIF of 
200

Hg was observed in precipitation and ambient vapor phase 

Hg samples.  Such MIF of an even-mass isotope of Hg has not been previously reported 

in natural samples. Although the observed values for Δ
200

Hg in atmospheric samples are 

relatively small, many are significant and show a consistent pattern relative to Δ
199

Hg 

(Figure 5.3).  There is no indication that this MIF is the result of instrumental artifacts 

and none of the blank or standard solutions included in the analytical sessions displayed 

significant Δ
200

Hg.  Because the even-mass Hg isotopes do not have nuclear magnetic 

moments or nuclear spin, MIF of 
200

Hg cannot be caused by the magnetic isotope effect 

(Turro, 1983; Buchachenko et al., 2007).  It is possible that the nuclear volume effect 

might cause slight MIF of the even isotopes of Hg, but this effect should not be large 

enough to be detected (Schauble, 2007).  However it is possible that a combination of 

nuclear volume and magnetic isotope effects could produce the small Δ
200

Hg anomaly.  It 

is important to note that because capital delta notation is calculated with respect to 

δ
202

Hg, by definition MIF of 
198

Hg would not be detected.  Therefore the MIF observed 

here for 
200

Hg could involve 
198

Hg, 
200

Hg, or 
202

Hg.  
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5.4.6 Implications 

The results of this study demonstrate that the isotopic composition of Hg can be 

measured with high precision in atmospheric samples.  Analysis indicates that MIF of 

atmospheric Hg may be caused by a combination of emission source differences as well 

as complex reactions in the atmosphere.  Although the specific processes and source 

emissions contributing to the MDF and MIF in samples collected during this study could 

not be explicitly identified, the data suggests the potential for identifying sources and 

atmospheric processes using Hg isotopes.  It will be critical to collect large volume event-

based precipitation samples in the future for isotope analysis so that the source 

identification techniques currently applied to event precipitation samples can be applied 

to Hg isotope samples.  In contrast to the suggestions of previous studies, ambient vapor 

phase samples collected during this study did not display negative MIF.  While aqueous 

photoreduction is a potential source of atmospheric Hg
0
 in the Great Lakes, the density of 

industrial point sources elevates Hg levels in the region and likely contributes to 

fractionation observed in atmospheric samples.  Additionally, there are a range of 

atmospheric redox reactions that may influence the observed Hg isotopic compositions.  

Therefore, conclusions obtained based upon application of the limited Hg isotope 

fractionation data to regional or global Hg budgets or mass balance studies should be 

viewed with great caution until the processes that result in atmospheric Hg fractionation 

are better understood.        
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Figure 5.1: Δ

199
Hg (‰) vs. δ

202
Hg (‰) for precipitation and ambient vapor phase 

samples. Representative 2SD analytical uncertainty is determined by the 

reproducibility of the UM-Almadén standard and other procedural standards. 
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Figure 5.2: Δ

199
Hg (‰) vs. Δ

201
Hg (‰) for Great Lakes precipitation and ambient vapor 

phase samples.  Representative 2SD analytical uncertainty is determined by 

the reproducibility of the UM-Almadén standard and other procedural 

standards. 
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Figure 5.3: Δ

199
Hg (‰) vs. Δ

200
Hg (‰) for precipitation and ambient vapor phase 

samples. Representative 2SD analytical uncertainty is determined by the 

reproducibility of the UM-Almadén standard and other procedural standards. 
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Figure 5.SI-1: Location of Chicago, IL, Holland, MI, and Dexter, MI monitoring 

locations relative to major Hg point sources emitting ≥ 0.1 kg Hg/year 

(2005 U.S. EPA NEI; 2007 Environment Canada NPRI). 
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Table 5.SI-1: Summary of precipitation samples collected and analyzed for Hg isotopic composition at Dexter, MI, Holland, MI and 

Chicago, IL.  Hg isotopic compositions (δ
202

Hg, Δ
199

Hg, Δ
200

Hg, and Δ
201

Hg) are reported in delta and capital delta 

notation. 

Location 

Sample 

ID Sampling Period 

# Events 

Collected 

Volume 

(mL) 

Sample Hg 

Concentration 

(ng/L) 

% 

Recovery 

δ
202

Hg 

(‰) 

Δ
199

Hg 

(‰) 

Δ
200

Hg 

(‰) 

Δ
201

Hg 

(‰) 

Dexter DXT-1 4/22/07 - 4/27/07 1 1444 9.5 82 -0.39 0.50 0.21 0.30 

Dexter DXT-2 4/27/07 - 5/2/07 3 1057 29.3 82 -0.34 0.45 0.21 0.47 

Dexter DXT-3A 5/2/07 - 5/17/07 2 2072 6.9 91 -0.04 0.48 0.16 0.05 

Dexter DXT-5 5/28/07 - 6/4/07 3 2090 9.0 85 -0.29 0.22 0.10 0.17 

Dexter DXT-7 6/17/07 - 6/29/07 2 1555 10.4 80 -0.53 0.11 0.08 0.31 

Dexter DXT-11 8/8/07 - 8/20/07 2 2092 9.7 93 -0.49 0.14 0.09 0.37 

Dexter DXT-13 8/21/07 - 9/5/07 4 1619 19.2 91 -0.21 0.23 0.13 0.27 

Dexter DXT-26 3/6/08 - 3/31/08 3 1650 11.6 85 -0.41 0.07 0.00 0.09 

Dexter DXT-27 3/31/08 - 4/17/08 5 1423 15.4 86 0.19 0.28 0.19 0.18 

Dexter DXT-28 4/17/08 - 5/15/08 5 1367 12.9 81 -0.31 0.25 0.10 0.18 

Dexter DXT-29 5/15/08 - 6/8/08 6 2122 11.6 72 -0.52 0.24 0.14 0.28 

Holland HOL-2 8/18/07 - 8/23/07 5 2116 20.6 85 -0.52 0.61 0.22 0.55 

Holland HOL-5 9/24/07 - 10/8/07 5 812 10.7 89 0.00 0.37 0.22 0.47 

Holland HOL-7 10/15/07 - 10/22/07 4 1335 17.6 95 -0.50 0.10 0.13 0.20 

Chicago UOC-1 8/10/07 - 8/17/07 3 1708 15.4 86 -0.27 0.43 0.13 0.43 

Chicago UOC-2A 8/17/07 - 8/23/07 6 2141 18.3 86 -0.38 0.36 0.19 0.35 

Chicago UOC-2B 8/23/07 - 8/24/07 1 1782 13.8 98 -0.40 0.36 0.14 0.33 

Chicago UOC-5 9/24/07 - 10/8/07 4 712 12.4 85 -0.79 0.20 0.18 0.42 

Chicago UOC-7 10/8/07 - 10/22/07 6 1895 17.8 90 -0.40 0.14 0.07 0.23 

Chicago UOC-8 10/22/07 - 11/13/07 3 631 14.8 97 0.21 0.37 0.12 0.17 
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Table 5.SI-2: Summary of vapor phase samples collected and analyzed for Hg isotopic composition at Dexter, MI, Holland, MI and 

Chicago, IL. Hg isotopic compositions (δ
202

Hg, Δ
199

Hg, Δ
200

Hg, and Δ
201

Hg) are reported in delta and capital delta 

notation.  Samples were concentrated into 8 g 2% KMnO4 solutions. 

Location Sample ID Sampling Period 

Hg in Sample 

(ng) 

δ
202

Hg 

(‰) 

Δ
199

Hg 

(‰) 

Δ
200

Hg 

(‰) 

Δ
201

Hg 

(‰) 

Dexter DXT-VP-1 8/12/08 - 8/26/08 23.6 0.48 -0.04 -0.08 -0.12 

Dexter DXT-VP-2 2/23/09 - 2/25/09 17.8 -0.39 -0.17 -0.05 -0.06 

Dexter DXT-VP-3 2/27/09 - 3/2/09 49.2 0.27 -0.06 -0.11 0.00 

Dexter DXT-VP-4 5/10/09 - 5/12/09 31.7 0.41 -0.07 -0.12 -0.09 

Dexter DXT-VP-5 5/20/09 - 5/22/09 15.9 0.27 0.00 -0.04 -0.02 

Dexter DXT-VP-6 9/6/09 - 9/8/09 17.9 0.25 -0.10 -0.09 -0.08 

Chicago UOC-VP-1 9/14/09 - 9/16/09 18.1 -0.59 0.06 0.02 0.03 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

Conclusion 

 

Atmospheric deposition is a dominant pathway for mercury (Hg) to enter 

terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.  In order to effectively reduce the levels of Hg in 

the environment, the sources and processes which make Hg available for atmospheric 

removal need to be quantified.  Our understanding of Hg sources and atmospheric 

cycling has progressed substantially in the past two decades with the advancement of 

wet-only precipitation collectors, innovative techniques for measuring Hg dry 

deposition, the ability to semi-continuously measure speciated ambient Hg, and new 

techniques for quantifying the Hg isotopic composition in various environmental 

reservoirs.   

Regulatory actions and pollution prevention efforts have drastically reduced 

Hg air emissions from waste incineration, previously one of the largest anthropogenic 

Hg source categories in the U.S.  However, Hg deposition to sensitive ecosystems 

remains a persistent problem, demonstrating that there is still much to learn with 

respect to the relative importance of local, regional, and global source emissions and 

the processes that Hg undergoes between emission and deposition.  While many 

questions still remain, the research presented here adds to the current understanding 

of atmospheric Hg sources, transport, and deposition.   
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6.1 Summary of Key Findings 

Analysis of 12-years of daily-event precipitation samples collected at 

Underhill, VT from 1995 to 2006 demonstrated that annual Hg wet deposition at this 

remote New England location has not declined over time despite significant Hg 

emission reductions in the region.  Although the volume-weighted mean (VWM) Hg 

concentration did decline significantly from 2001 to 2006, this decline was more 

likely due to local scale meteorological and climatological variability than to a 

reduction in anthropogenic Hg emissions to the atmosphere.  The annual precipitation 

depth measured in Underhill, VT increased significantly over time, a change which 

was strongly related to changes in the amount and type of precipitation that fell 

seasonally.  The coincident increase in precipitation amount and decline in VWM 

concentration suggests that a relatively constant amount of Hg was available for 

scavenging from the atmosphere, resulting in declining annual concentrations but 

unchanging levels of total Hg wet deposition.   

Analysis of calculated air mass back-trajectories and measured on-site 

meteorological parameters suggested that annual Hg wet deposition at Underhill did 

not change significantly because transport of emissions from sources in the 

industrialized Midwest and along the East Coast of the United States consistently 

contributed to the largest observed Hg wet deposition events over the 12-year period. 

Furthermore, it appears that the transport of Hg emissions from municipal and 

medical waste incinerators in the New England region was not a strong enough 

pathway to the northern Vermont site for the reduction in Hg emissions from this 

source category during the late 1990s to result in lower measured Hg wet deposition.   
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This analysis of Hg wet deposition and meteorological data illuminated the 

transport pathways and meteorological conditions which were most conducive to 

elevated Hg wet deposition and suggested that regional sources were the dominant 

contributors to Hg wet deposition at Underhill.  However, given that Underhill is a 

relatively remote location lacking clear local anthropogenic source inputs, the range 

of regional or global sources that could contribute to Hg deposition at this site should 

be considered.  An independent and complimentary technique was therefore needed 

in order to corroborate the importance of regional Hg sources and identify the specific 

source types contributing to Hg wet deposition.   

To this end, multivariate and hybrid-receptor models were applied to the Hg 

and trace element wet deposition measurements from Underhill.  Source 

apportionment analysis using the multivariate receptor model EPA PMF 3.0 

suggested that emissions from coal-fired utility boilers (CFUBs) contributed ~60% of 

Hg wet deposition at Underhill from 1995 to 2006 and the dominance of this source 

type impacting Underhill did not change significantly over time.  The other source 

types identified in the PMF model output were mixed metal smelting and 

incineration, a phosphorus source hypothesized to represent wood-burning and 

fertilizer application, oil combustion, and iron-steel manufacturing.  In addition to 

coal combustion, only the smelting/incineration and phosphorus sources contributed 

significantly to Hg deposition in the PMF model, accounting for ~13% and ~27% of 

Hg deposition, respectively, from 1995 to 2006.  The model accounted for 78% of the 

total measured Hg wet deposition at Underhill over this 12-year period.  The 

remaining 22% not accounted for by the model may include a contribution from those 
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sources not well-characterized by the suite of trace elements measured in the wet 

deposition as well as a contribution from the global atmospheric Hg pool. The strong 

relationships observed between Hg and other specific trace elements in precipitation 

supports the conclusion that the dominant contribution to Hg wet deposition was from 

regional anthropogenic sources. 

Although waste incineration was previously a major source of Hg emissions 

in the U.S. and especially in the Northeast States, a distinct signature and substantial 

contribution to Hg deposition from this source type was not apparent in the source 

apportionment analysis.  Past aerosol source apportionment studies at Underhill have 

suggested that it may be difficult to isolate a separate incineration signature in 

atmospheric aerosol samples at this location due to the fact that several tracer 

elements for incineration, e.g. Zn and Pb, are also emitted from nonferrous metal 

smelters in the region.  Additionally, because municipal or medical waste incinerators 

are not located within 100 km of the Underhill site and the emissions of Hg species 

from the relatively short waste incinerator stacks are predominantly divalent reactive 

gaseous mercury (RGM), the highly reactive form of Hg that is readily removed from 

the atmosphere, Hg emissions are unlikely to be transported to the remote Underhill 

site and be evident in precipitation samples collected there.  For this reason, despite 

persistent efforts by the Northeast States and Canadian Provinces to drastically reduce 

Hg impacts from waste incineration in the region, it appears that Hg wet deposition 

has not significantly declined at the northern Vermont site at Underhill because 

regional CFUB emissions have consistently been the dominant source of Hg to 

Underhill. 
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The coal combustion signature was further examined using quantitative 

transport bias analysis (QTBA), a trajectory-based hybrid-receptor model.  QTBA 

consistently calculated that the likely source region for emissions of Hg, S, and Se 

was the Midwestern U.S. where it is known that the density of CFUBs is largest.  

With knowledge of emission source locations in the region and the species that are 

released from each source type, it was possible to reconcile the model output for the 

major trace elements and confirm that QTBA successfully identified their respective 

source locations.  These results further lent credence that QTBA would also 

effectively resolve the likely Hg source locations.  The combined results of 

meteorological analysis and receptor modeling are consistent and compelling, 

strongly predicting that the emissions from regional CFUBs were the largest 

contributor to Hg deposition at Underhill over the 12-years and this source impact has 

not changed significantly over time. 

 The dry deposition of Hg is thought to be equally as important as wet 

deposition as an input to ecosystems, especially in urban/industrial source areas.  

However, our current understanding of the transport and deposition of atmospheric 

Hg species, specifically RGM, is somewhat limited.  Distinguishing the relative 

importance of direct RGM transport from RGM formed in the atmosphere via Hg
0
 

oxidation is critical for understanding atmospheric Hg cycling as well as the spatial 

impact of Hg emissions.  The relative importance of direct transport and oxidation on 

RGM concentrations at a given location should vary with distance from sources as 

well as the availability of atmospheric oxidants.  For example, the Hg wet deposition 

measurements at Underhill suggested that Hg emitted as RGM from waste 
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incinerators > 100 km away was not likely transported over this large distance due to 

the propensity for near-field RGM removal.  It is critical to more closely investigate 

the behavior of Hg once it is emitted to the atmosphere and explore the potential 

chemical activity and removal processes that may occur. 

To this end, speciated Hg measurements were made in the Lake Michigan 

basin during the summer of 2007 to elucidate the influence of speciated Hg emissions 

from anthropogenic sources and the spatial scale of Hg transport from an 

urban/industrial area.  Large lakes, such as Lake Michigan, promote a stable 

atmosphere in which air pollutants are not likely to mix vertically and can easily be 

transported from sources to distant receptors located along the shoreline.  The stable 

layers that form over the lake are also conducive to daytime photochemical reactions 

during transport which could enhance the potential for Hg
0
 oxidation.  To explore the 

fate of industrial emissions within this lake system, speciated Hg measurements were 

made in downtown Chicago, IL where major emission point sources were located 

within 10 km of the site.  A second site was positioned in Holland, MI, northeast of 

Chicago on the eastern shore of Lake Michigan, in order to measure local source 

emissions under northerly transport but also intercept across-lake emissions under 

southwesterly transport.   

Urban-rural differences were apparent in the speciated Hg measurements from 

the two monitoring sites, as the mean Hgp concentration was ~1.5 times higher in 

Chicago than Holland, while Hg
0
 and RGM concentrations were ~2 times higher in 

Chicago.  Significantly elevated concentrations occurred in all three Hg species in 

Chicago, typically in sharp peaks overnight when local source emissions were 
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contained within the nocturnal boundary layer.  Elevated Hg
0
 concentrations in 

Holland also occurred primarily during the night and early morning hours under 

northerly or easterly flow with ozone concentrations < 40 ppb, suggesting the 

influence of local source emissions.  Peak Hgp concentrations at Holland occurred 

more often toward the end of the study, when hourly on-site temperatures declined to 

less than 20°C (68°F), due to the preference for Hg(II) to partition to the condensed 

phase and bind to particles under cooler temperatures.  In contrast, elevated RGM 

concentrations at Holland were dominantly observed during the daytime, occurring in 

broad peaks under southwesterly flow.  These RGM peaks were often accompanied 

by elevated ozone concentrations, suggesting the potential importance of daytime 

RGM production through Hg
0
 oxidation.   

Cluster analysis of 24-hour air mass back-trajectories associated with the 

speciated Hg measurements suggested that Chicago/Gary sources were the dominant 

contributor to summertime ambient Hg concentrations at the Holland site.  Under 

south-southwesterly flow, the median RGM concentration was nearly five times 

greater than the median concentration observed under all other flow regimes.   

Two short-duration case studies were selected from the summer study to 

explore variability in Hg concentrations at the two sites under changing 

meteorological conditions and flow patterns.  Local source impacts could be observed 

at the Holland site with northerly flow, but substantially larger RGM concentrations 

were measured under southwesterly transport.  Application of the HYSPLIT 

dispersion model to the case study periods suggested that as much as 52% of the 

RGM in Holland under southwesterly flow could be attributed to direct transport of 
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primary Hg emissions from Chicago/Gary sources, with the remaining fraction due to 

Hg
0
 oxidation during transport over the lake surface.  These findings were supported 

by a significant positive correlation (R
2 
= 0.62 – 0.64) between ozone, one of many 

known oxidants of Hg
0 
that is likely important in the Lake Michigan basin, and RGM 

during the modeled periods.  The combined role of transport and chemical production 

of RGM is reasonable considering that RGM is expected to be removed near sources 

through wet and dry deposition, but in the absence of precipitation could be 

transported further downwind under specific conditions.  These findings suggest the 

need to further explore the chemical activity that Hg may undergo during transport 

over this and other lake systems. 

 Finally, the application of Hg isotope measurements to ambient vapor phase 

and wet deposited Hg suggests that this relatively new analytical tool may be used to 

further our understanding of Hg cycling in the environment.  Hg has been shown to 

undergo two types of isotopic fractionation in the environment: mass-dependent 

fractionation (MDF) and mass-independent fractionation (MIF).  MDF occurs due to 

differences in zero-point vibrational energies between the isotopes due to their 

differing masses.  MIF likely occurs either due to variations in the nuclear charge 

radii of different isotopes (nuclear volume effect) or due to the influence of nuclear 

spin in the odd-mass isotopes on radical pair reaction rates (magnetic isotope effect).  

The nuclear volume theory, which describes MIF of Hg during equilibrium reactions, 

could occur during both light and dark reactions whereas the magnetic isotope effect 

influences kinetic reactions and occurs during photochemical processes in which 

long-lived radical pairs are formed.  The extent of fractionation caused by the nuclear 
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volume effect is expected to be much smaller than that caused by the magnetic 

isotope effect.  The observation of MIF of Hg, as well as the magnitude and sign of 

the fractionation, may be used to suggest the reactions and processes that Hg 

undergoes in the environment.   

At this time, relatively little is known about the impact of source emissions 

and atmospheric cycling on Hg isotopic fractionation, but recent findings offer insight 

on chemical mechanisms of potential importance.  For example, laboratory 

experiments recently demonstrated that during aqueous photoreduction in the 

presence of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) when Hg
0
 was volatilized from solution, 

the Hg
2+

 remaining in solution displayed positive MIF of 
199

Hg and 
201

Hg.  This 

demonstrated that the odd isotopes of Hg were preferentially retained in solution 

during this photochemical reaction.  Furthermore, these findings suggested that the 

Hg
0
 released to the atmosphere through aqueous photoreduction in the presence of 

DOC should display negative MIF of 
199

Hg and 
201

Hg.  Another recent study 

published the isotopic composition of Hg in lichens, which are composite organisms 

of fungi and algae typically found on trees, rocks, and other exposed surfaces.  

Lichens take up atmospheric Hg through wet and dry deposition and gaseous 

absorption, and thus were thought to be a reasonable approximation for the isotopic 

composition of atmospheric Hg.  Based on observations of negative MIF of 
199

Hg and 

201
Hg in lichens which was similar in magnitude to the MIF observed in solution 

during aqueous photoreduction experiments, it was suggested that aqueous 

photoreduction of Hg
2+ 

may be a dominant source of Hg
0 
to the atmosphere.   
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Ambient vapor phase Hg collected in Dexter, MI and Chicago, IL for the 

purpose of defining the ambient isotopic composition of Hg displayed predominantly 

insignificant MIF of 
199

Hg and 
201

Hg.  In contrast, precipitation samples from 

Chicago, Holland, and Dexter were dominantly categorized by positive MIF of 
199

Hg 

and 
201

Hg.  These findings are dissimilar to the predictions based on measurements of 

Hg isotopes in lichens that atmospheric Hg might display negative MIF of Hg.  It 

should be noted that Hg is known to undergo a range of oxidation and reduction 

reactions in the environment, of which aqueous photoreduction is only one example.  

The measurements of Hg isotopic composition and fractionation in Great Lakes 

atmospheric samples suggest that aqueous photoreduction is not the only process 

contributing to isotopic variations in atmospheric Hg in this region.  The potential 

influence of source emissions and atmospheric redox reactions on atmospheric Hg 

fractionation needs to be further studied before isotopic measurements can be 

conclusively applied to atmospheric Hg cycling.  

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

 The analysis of 12-years of precipitation at Underhill, VT demonstrates the 

value of long-term monitoring.  With this dataset, it was possible to quantify trends in 

Hg concentration and deposition over time.  It was also possible to identify the major 

sources contributing to Hg in precipitation and determine whether their contributions 

have declined as emission regulations have been implemented.  Furthermore, it was 

possible to examine the impact of changing meteorological conditions over time on 

Hg deposition collected on an event basis.  Acknowledging that 12-years is a 

relatively short dataset in which to draw conclusions on climatological changes, the 
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results presented here suggest that meteorological variability had a measureable 

influence on Hg deposition patterns at the Underhill site.  Additional datasets of this 

nature are needed, but are unlikely to be collected due to cost and personnel 

constraints, so different approaches for identifying deposition patterns and source 

impacts over time will need to be considered.  One possibility would be a long-term 

modeling study which includes climatological variability as well as atmospheric Hg 

chemistry and source emissions to determine how changes in precipitation amount 

and type over time, as well as varying emission scenarios, might affect Hg deposition.   

 It is also critical to examine long-term trends in both Hg concentration and 

deposition.  At a remote location such as Underhill where there are no large local 

sources, the concentration in precipitation samples is highly influenced by 

precipitation amount as much of the Hg is removed in the onset of precipitation and 

additional precipitation can act to dilute the concentration within the sample.  Thus 

trends in concentration alone cannot be used to conclusively evaluate trends in 

atmospheric Hg over time without acknowledging the coinciding variability in 

precipitation amount and type.  Analysis of the Underhill precipitation data 

demonstrates that it is possible to extrapolate these various meteorological influences 

and determine whether the introduction of Hg to the ecosystem through precipitation 

has in fact changed over time.   

 Additionally, the analysis of precipitation samples using back-trajectories and 

receptor models would not have been possible without the collection of daily-event 

precipitation samples.  While weekly precipitation collection may be more cost and 

time effective, it causes individual events to be combined into a single sample, 
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effectively eliminating any ability to isolate source influences or specific transport 

pathways contributing to deposition.  It is for this reason that specific source 

influences or atmospheric processes could not be identified in the precipitation 

samples analyzed for Hg isotopes.  For future precipitation sample collection, it is 

strongly recommended that event-based sampling be employed for Hg, trace element, 

and Hg isotope analysis so that distinct source influences and atmospheric processes 

can be better characterized.  Event-based sampling techniques have already been 

developed and implemented for Hg and trace element analysis, as evidenced by the 

Underhill monitoring study.  In the case of Hg isotopes where larger samples are 

needed in order to collect sufficient Hg for analysis, event-based sampling could be 

accomplishes by deploying multiple bottle/funnel apparatuses in the field during a 

single event, or by attaching a larger funnel to the sample bottles. 

 Longer duration speciated monitoring would also be a valuable contribution to 

the current understanding of atmospheric Hg speciation and chemistry.  Monitoring 

campaigns of this nature in Detroit, MI and Dexter, MI have demonstrated seasonal 

variability in speciated Hg concentrations and the influence of atmospheric transport 

and chemistry at different times of year.  The measurements in Chicago and Holland 

were conducted primarily in summer months, which was optimal for capturing 

southwest transport episodes and quantifying the impact of Chicago/Gary emissions 

on southwest Michigan.  Changes in the relative amounts of RGM and Hgp measured 

at the Holland site in the latter portion of the study (October-November) strongly 

suggest that the seasonal variability in speciated Hg should be monitored at this 

location.  Given that northerly flow is typically more common in winter months it 
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seems likely that local sources may be more evident at Holland at that time of year.  

However, during winter months RGM concentrations are expected to be much lower 

than during the summer due to reduced temperatures and photochemical activity, 

while Hgp concentrations should be slightly elevated as Hg(II) preferentially binds to 

particles under cooler temperatures.   Therefore speciated measurements Chicago and 

Holland for a year or more would provide a more complete picture of the overall 

influence of Chicago/Gary sources on southwest Michigan.   

 Additionally, it is recommended that the Lake Michigan transport case studies 

be further analyzed using more comprehensive models that include speciated Hg 

emissions and atmospheric Hg chemistry.  This will provide further verification of the 

dispersion estimates presented as well as emulate the chemical processes that Hg may 

undergo during transport.   

 Finally, in addition to collecting event-based precipitation samples for Hg 

isotope analysis, it is recommended that shorter duration ambient vapor phase Hg 

samples be collected for similar reasons.  The samples presented here were collected 

over the span of several days, during which transport direction can vary substantially.  

The collection of samples on the order of hours rather than days, and in both remote 

and urban/industrial locations, will provide more information on source influences 

and atmospheric processes contributing to the observed Hg fractionation in 

atmospheric samples. 

 The presented Hg isotope analysis also suggests that processes other than 

aqueous photoreduction are responsible for the observed Hg isotopic composition of 

atmospheric samples.  Other potentially important atmospheric mechanisms, such as 
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Hg
0
 oxidation, could potentially be studied in controlled laboratory settings to 

estimate their impact on Hg isotopic fractionation.  Additional measurements of Hg 

isotopic fractionation in the atmosphere could also be compared against atmospheric 

chemistry models to determine the relative importance of atmospheric reactions and 

their effect on Hg isotopic fractionation.  Exercises of this nature are necessary before 

the measurements of Hg fractionation in environmental reservoirs can be used to 

confidently explain Hg biogeochemical cycling. 
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